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The Life and Witness of Jeremiah
A Prophet for Today
LARRY R. HELYER
978-1-5326-1693-8 | 160 p. | $22

“Larry Helyer’s accessible book accomplishes two important tasks. First he shows why Jeremiah, of all the biblical prophets, cannot be safely disregarded by those who want faith connected to lived reality in our society. Second, he provides an introduction to the rich resources of the book of Jeremiah and shows us in compelling ways how to engage Jeremiah and link his stunning words to our own societal crisis. Helyer takes up some of the most important themes and texts of Jeremiah and does so with an alert eye concerning connections to the ministry of Jesus.”
—WALTER BRUEGGEMANN
Columbia Theological Seminary


Wisdom Is a Woman
The Canonical Metaphor of Lady Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9 Understood in Light of Theological Aesthetics
LANCE RUNDUS
978-1-5326-8270-4 | Forthcoming

In Proverbs, we are introduced to stunning, scandalous, and mysterious Lady Wisdom. Lance Rundus illustrates that our difficulties with Lady Wisdom run deeper than uncertainty about her origins and depiction, but are rooted in assumptions about metaphor, as well as a disposition toward right hemisphere modes of knowledge that undercut the attempt at discovering Wisdom. This book invites readers into a mode of aesthetic perception that opens the way to the intimacy of relational knowledge born from constellations of metaphor in Proverbs. We discover that this paradoxical wonder is but a faint echo of the wonder of the Triune God revealed in Christ.

“The volume just excels in its interdisciplinary integration of theological aesthetics, recent neurological research, and cognitive metaphor theory.”
—JONATHAN KING

LANCE RUNDUS (PhD) works on the family farm in Kansas.

Prophets as Performers
Biblical Performance Criticism and Israel’s Prophets
JEANETTE MATHEWS
978-1-5326-8552-1 | Forthcoming

Matthews explores the interface between biblical prophets and Biblical Performance Criticism with case studies (Elijah, Ezekiel, Jonah), which are examined as performances with a three-fold focus on creativity, commentary, and connections. Chapter 1 is an overview of the biblical prophets and their interpretation, and Chapter 2 summarizes the ways in which Biblical Performance Criticism has been brought to bear upon the prophetic literature. Chapter 3 proposes a new method of reading the prophets with an emphasis on their many and varied performances. Critical performance analysis of the performative nature of the prophets as embodied spokespersons for YHWH aids us in understanding and clarifying YHWH’s message to audiences, situations, and communities of the past and present.

JEANETTE MATHEWS is Senior Lecturer at the School of Theology at Charles Sturt University, and author of Performing Habakkuk (Pickwick, 2012).

In order to reconcile the discrepancies between ancient and modern cosmology, confessional scholars from every viewpoint on the interpretation of the early chapters of Genesis agree that God accommodated language to finite human understanding. But in the history of interpretation, no consensus has emerged regarding what accommodation entails at the linguistic level. Not only does relevance theory validate interpretative options that are inherently most probable within the primary communication situation, but the application of relevance theory can also help disentangle the complexities of dual authorship inherent in any model of accommodation. The results also make a salutary contribution to the theological reading of Scripture.

JOHN W. HILBER is Professor of Old Testament at Grand Rapids Theological Seminary. His books include Ezekiel (Cascade Books, 2019).
Ezekiel
A Focused Commentary for Preaching and Teaching
JOHN W. HILBER
978-1-4982-9421-8 | 284 p. | $34

The primary goal of this commentary is to focus attention on what mattered most to Ezekiel and to craft a direction and scope of application that the prophet himself would recognize were he to preach to God’s people today. In addition to focusing on the most urgent interpretive issues of the text, another goal of this commentary is to explain in simple terms the reasons behind significant translation differences. Embedded in some verses in Ezekiel are particularly complicated or troubling biblical-theological issues. Special topical discussions address these at appropriate locations throughout the commentary.

JOHN W. HILBER is Professor of Old Testament at Grand Rapids Theological Seminary. His books include Cultic Prophecy in the Psalms (2005).

Africa and the Bible
Corrective Lenses—Critical Essays
GENE RICE
EDITED BY ALICE OGDEN BELLIS
978-1-5326-5864-8 | 156 p. | $23

“The scholarship of Professor Gene Rice, in and out of the classroom, has nurtured the biblical literacy of generations of seminarians and shaped the scholarly vocation of biblical scholars at the Howard University School of Divinity, myself among both categories. I found these essays enlightening as a student and foundational as a scholar; they are referenced among my current work. While no collection could offer the unacquainted reader the experience of being taught and mentored by this great man, his sagacity and careful thoughtfulness come through his written word. It is my pleasure to commend them to the reader.”

—WIL GAFNEY
Brite Divinity School

GENE RICE was Professor of Old Testament Language and Literature at the Howard University School of Religion for over fifty years until his retirement. He is also the author of 1 Kings: Nations under God.

The Galilean Wonderworker
Reassessing Jesus’ Reputation for Healing and Exorcism
IAN G. WALLIS
978-1-5326-7592-8 | Forthcoming

Recognizing the reciprocal relationship between personal and communal well-being within Israelite faith, this study offers new insights into how sickness and healing were understood in first-century Palestine. This, in turn, supplies the backcloth for a fresh evaluation of the evidence for Jesus’ healings and exorcisms, where the emphasis falls firmly upon the dynamics of personal encounter.

IAN G. WALLIS is an academic and Anglican priest who lives in Yorkshire, UK, where he teaches biblical studies at St Hild College, Mirfield, and is a member of the Penistone and Thurlstone Team Ministry. Along with many scholarly articles, he has written Jesus Christ in Early Christian Traditions (1995) and Holy Saturday Faith (2000).

Making the Gospels
Mystery or Conspiracy?
PAUL W. BARNETT
978-1-5326-5104-5 | 284 p. | $34

“Barnett shows that, while there are many secondary issues on which scholars differ, conspiracy theories can be safely put to rest. The historically earliest and most reliable sources tell us quite a bit about the historical Jesus, and he looks a lot more like what the ancient witnesses claimed than like what modern speculations insist.”

—CRAIG S. KEENER
Asbury Theological Seminary

“Barnett offers numerous, converging lines of evidence to show that these foundational works about Jesus were in a position to provide reliable information about this greatest of all figures in human history. An accessible work that encourages faith.”

—CRAIG L. BLOMBERG
Denver Seminary

PAUL W. BARNETT, retired as Bishop of North Sydney, has written extensively on New Testament history and lectured at universities in Australia, China, and North America. He is Honorary Visiting Fellow in Ancient History at Macquarie University.
Jesus for Life
Spiritual Readings in John’s Gospel
RICHARD S. BRIGGS
978-1-5326-6724-4 | 118 p. | $17

Richard Briggs offers a series of “spiritual readings” in John’s Gospel, going in search of life, and life to the full. Along the way he discovers surprises, love, humor, tears, truth, and suffering, all wrapped up in a profound theology that is designed to be understood by everyone.

“In this deceptively simple—but actually sophisticated—reading of John’s Gospel, Richard Briggs reminds us that John’s stories are about Jesus and about us. Like John’s Gospel itself, Jesus for Life is life-giving; full of practical wisdom, inspiration, and resurrection hope.”

—MICHAEL J. GORMAN
St. Mary’s Seminary and University

RICHARD S. BRIGGS is Lecturer in Old Testament and Director of Biblical Studies at Cranmer Hall, St. John’s College, Durham University in Durham, England. He is the author of Reading the Bible Wisely (2011) and several other books on biblical interpretation.

The Jesus You Really Didn’t Know
Rediscovering the Teaching Ministry of Jesus
ANDY ANGEL
978-1-5326-4492-4 | 166 p. | $21

The problem with too much Christianity today is that living in denial of Jesus’ teaching on judgment and holiness, too many Christians take refuge in easy doctrines of forgiveness. Andy Angel tackles this dysfunctional spirituality head-on, opening up the journey of learning and love into which the living Lord Jesus invites us all. Unpacking the Gospel of Matthew, he encourages us to rediscover the teaching ministry of Jesus in our own lives, and in doing so, to recover the riches and freshness of the gospel message and to find the depths of love Jesus has for us.

“Angel convinces us that the Jesus we think we don’t want to know—who preaches obedience and judgment, forgiveness, and grace—is actually the Jesus we really need and have really wanted to know all along.”

—ELIZABETH E. SHIVELY
University of St. Andrews

ANDY ANGEL is the Vicar of St Andrew’s Church, Burgess Hill, UK and was formerly a lecturer in New Testament.

Jesus and Christian Origins
Directions toward a New Paradigm
EDITED BY BEN WIEBE
978-1-5326-1483-5 | 292 p. | $35

This is a study of Jesus and Christian origins with a primary focus on the Gospels. The writers take up topics in the context of the early church in order to illuminate specific baselines for New Testament interpretation and to discern directions toward a new paradigm.

“Jesus and Christian Origins penetrates deeply into how New Testament studies are done . . . This book is both an introduction to how history and Jesus fit into the New Testament while at the same contributing to each topic discussed. A remarkable achievement!”

—SCOT MCKNIGHT
Northern Seminary

BEN WIEBE served for over twenty years in ministry and taught at McMaster University, Wilfrid Laurier University, Union Biblical Seminary in Pune, India, and South Asia Institute for Advanced Christian Studies in Bangalore. His writing includes the book, Messianic Ethics: Jesus’ Proclamation of the Kingdom of God and the Church in Response;

Discovering John
Essays by John Ashton
JOHN ASHTON
EDITED BY CHRISTOPHER ROWLAND AND CATRIN H. WILLIAMS
978-1-5326-3601-1 | Forthcoming

This collection of posthumously published essays by John Ashton manifests his ongoing exegetical work at the end of his life. The essays explore themes arising from his ground-breaking study, Understanding the Fourth Gospel, which John Ashton intended to be preceded by an intellectual autobiography contextualizing this study both in the wider context of biblical scholarship and the particularities of his life.

CHRISTOPHER ROWLAND is Dean Ireland’s Professor of the Exegesis of Holy Scripture Emeritus, University of Oxford, and was for many years a colleague of John Ashton at the University of Oxford.

CATRIN H. WILLIAMS is Reader in New Testament Studies at the University of Wales Trinity Saint David, and Research Fellow in the Department of Old and New Testament Studies, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein.
Offer Yourselves to God
Vocation, Work, and Ministry in Paul’s Epistles
GORDON FEE
EDITED BY JEFFREY P. GREENMAN
978-1-5326-9422-6 | 76 p. | $13

Renowned New Testament scholar Gordon D. Fee explores the meaning of Christian witness and service in every area of life. Focusing on the implications of every Christian’s calling to belong to Christ, Fee reframes our contemporary quest for a more seamless, integrated faith. His careful examination of the context and message of Paul’s letters sheds light on how a Christian identity is lived out in home, workplace, and church.

GORDON D. FEE is Professor Emeritus of New Testament at Regent College, Vancouver, BC. A leading authority on the Apostle Paul, his works include several biblical commentaries and books such as God’s Empowering Presence and How to Read the Bible for All Its Worth (with Douglas Stuart).

JEFFREY P. GREENMAN is President and Professor of Theology and Ethics at Regent College.

La Santidad en las Cartas de Pablo
La Repuesta Necesaria al Evangelio
J. AYODEJI ADEWUYA
978-1-5326-9610-7 | 222 p. | $27

Pablo desarrolla el tema de la santidad a partir de la revelación de Dios en el Antiguo Testamento. Su variada terminología describe la santidad que compete al pueblo de Dios. Dios espera que su pueblo sea íntegro porque le ha dado su Espíritu Santo para que viva cristiana y ejemplarmente en este mundo presente y en preparación para el venidero. Al igual que Pablo, los creyentes deben anhelar la parusía y orar por la santidad de sus vidas, sabiendo que no es un solamente un estado justificado, sino una ética práctica.

J. AYODEJI ADEWUYA es professor de Griego y Nuevo Testamento en el Seminario Teológico Pentecostal de la ciudad de Cleveland, Tennessee.

The Gospel According to Paul
A Reappraisal
GRAHAM H. TWELFTREE
978-1-5326-8703-7 | Forthcoming

Without the involvement and acts of God (in the miraculous), for Paul, there would have been no gospel, only preaching. It is not that the miraculous was simply a proof or demonstration of the gospel; it was integral to it. In the gospel’s coming or establishment, it is clear that, at heart, the gospel is God’s salvation—the presence of God himself—in Christ, experienced in the symbiotic relationship between Paul’s message about God’s Son, Jesus Christ, and the activity of God in the miraculous. Not surprisingly, then, Paul rarely talks of preaching the gospel. He sees himself as “gospelling.”


The Apostle Paul Guides the Early Church
NILS A. DAHL
EDITED BY PAUL DONAHUE
978-1-5326-8407-4 | Forthcoming

“Master of questions,” [Dahl] proposed fresh approaches, expecting others to expand his work. Never content with professional excellence, he settled one issue only to open the door to further questions . . . These essays illustrate how a first-class mind works.”

—JEROME H. NEYREY, SJ
University of Notre Dame

“Nils A. Dahl was one of the great New Testament scholars of the twentieth century. These essays reveal Dahl’s main strength as an interpreter of Paul . . . He was before his time on many issues; for instance, his studies of Paul in a Jewish context point towards the present discussions of ‘the New Paul.’ Therefore Dahl’s essays continue to inspire and challenge.”

—HALVOR MOXNES
University of Oslo

NILS ALSTRUP DAHL (1911–2001), a native of Oslo, Norway, was Professor of New Testament at Yale Divinity School. He is also the author of Studies in Ephesians (2000).
When seeking to understand what Paul and his coworkers were trying to accomplish, it is no longer possible to ignore Graeco-Roman cultural, economic, political, and religious beliefs and practices. Nor can one ignore the ways in which colonized and vanquished peoples adopted, developed, subverted, and resisted these things. In order to properly contextualize the Pauline faction, the traditional background material related to Paul and politics must be developed in the following ways: Pauline eschatology must be examined in light of apocalyptic resistance movements; Pauline eschatology must be understood in light of the realized eschatology of Roman imperialism; and the ideo-theology of Rome must be explored in detail.

DAN OUDSHOORN has spent more than twenty years actively pursuing life and mutually liberating solidarity in the company of the oppressed, abandoned, dispossessed, colonized, and left for dead.
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A Complicated Love Story
Focus on the Fourth Gospel
V. GEORGE SHILLINGTON
978-1-5326-8959-8 | 170 p. | $22

The Fourth Gospel, otherwise known as the gospel of the beloved disciple of Jesus, has captivated the imagination of myriads of people worldwide. Echoing one of its major themes, namely water, this gospel has been described as one in which a child can wade and an elephant can swim. Of the four gospels in the New Testament, this one stands out from the other three at several levels. In the Fourth Gospel the extraordinary acts of Jesus are labeled consistently as signs, not miracles. In the second major part, however, the signs give way to reality found uniquely in the life and death of Jesus on behalf of benighted humanity. He is the true light that enlightens every one and every thing.

V. GEORGE SHILLINGTON is Professor Emeritus of biblical and theological studies at Canadian Mennonite University in Winnipeg. He holds a PhD from McMaster University, Hamilton.

2 Corinthians: A Short Exegetical and Pastoral Commentary
ANTHONY C. THISELTON
978-1-5326-7270-5 | 160 p. | $22

In this clear, practical, and relatively brief commentary, Anthony Thiselton brings to bear his intimate knowledge of Paul’s theology, the ancient city of Corinth, and Paul’s epistles to the church of that city. The commentary is not only critical and exegetical, but also has a focus on practical and pastoral reflection.

2 Corinthians is Paul’s most passionate epistle. It shows him to be a man of very deep feeling, who sometimes has to be frank, even blunt, with those who seek to undermine his work. In this commentary, we see the inner turmoil of a devoted missionary pastor and apostle. We also have the opportunity to explore how power can be expressed through weakness by pastors and all Christians who follow a Christ crucified and risen.

ANTHONY C. THISELTON is Emeritus Professor of Christian Theology in the University of Nottingham and the University of Chester. He is also Emeritus Canon Theologian of Leicester and of Southwell and Nottingham.

Galatians: Worship for Life by Faith in the Crucified and Risen Lord
JOHN PAUL HEIL
978-1-5326-5608-8 | 174 p. | $22

This book presents two new proposals regarding Paul’s letter to the Galatians. First, it demonstrates an entirely new chiasmatic structure based on strict linguistic and textual criteria rather than on conceptual or theological themes. This structure accords with the view that Galatians was originally performed orally in a setting of communal worship. Secondly, it offers a key theme that runs throughout Galatians. “Worship” is a comprehensive concept that includes liturgical, cultic, or ritual worship as well as the moral behavior that is to complement it as ethical worship in accord with the biblical tradition. “Life” refers both to the present way of living as well as to future eternal life. “Faith” refers to the acceptance of divine grace available to the believer because of the death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ.


Rereading Galatians from the Perspective of Paul’s Gospel
A Theological and Literary Commentary
YUNG SUK KIM
978-1-5326-9112-6 | 106 p. | $16

Galatians has often been read with an emphasis on justification by faith and Paul’s autobiography. However, it can be read as a “letter” about the gospel—an term that covers faith, righteousness, freedom, and new creation. Paul writes Galatians not to argue for individual forensic justification by faith, but to make explicit his gospel that all can become children of God through faithfulness. For Paul, what comes first is God’s promise, faith is a response to it, and the law can be fulfilled through faith. Kim challenges traditional readings of Galatians, exploring different dimensions of the gospel: (1) God as its origin; (2) Christ as its exemplifier; (3) the followers of Jesus as the children of God who participate in Christ’s faithfulness and proclaim the good news of God.

YUNG SUK KIM is Associate Professor of NT and Early Christianity at Samuel DeWitt Proctor School of Theology.
Memoirs of How It All Began
A Performance Interpretation of the Gospel of Luke
MARK F. WHITTERS
978-1-5326-6046-7 | Forthcoming

“In Memoirs of How It All Began, Whitters bridges the yawning gap between scholarship and everyday life and between divine revelation in Scripture and subjective spirituality. Like a skilled movie producer, Whitters takes the old written movie about Jesus’ life first produced by the Evangelist Luke and remakes it for a contemporary audience. Beyond vividly portraying Christ crucified before their eyes, Whitters compels the audience to enter the Lukan story as performers and to react to the dramatic characters and unfolding events.”
—TROY W. MARTIN
Saint Xavier University

MARK F. WHITTERS is a senior lecturer with a post in Jewish Studies in the Department of History and Philosophy at Eastern Michigan University. He is a member of the ecumenical brotherhood called Servants of the Word. His sequel to this book is called Memoirs of an Unfinished Tale, a whimsical retelling of Acts of the Apostles.

Reading Philippians
A Theological Introduction
NIJAY K. GUPTA
978-1-5326-7294-1 | Forthcoming

Over the years, Philippians has maintained its place as one of the most fascinating books of the Bible and an energetic place for academic discussion. For ages the concentration remained on theoretical and theological questions pertaining to the godhead, especially the nature and divinity of Christ. But we have seen a growing fascination with the world around and of the Philippian church. In the middle of the twentieth century, the focus was largely on this church’s relationship to (and especially conflict with) Jews and Judaism. In more recent years, it has expanded to the Roman world at large and social relationships on various levels (gender, economics, politics, etc.).

NIJAY K. GUPTA is associate professor of New Testament at Portland Seminary. He has written or edited six books and has published dozens of academic articles. He is an award-winning researcher and a member of the Society of New Testament Studies.

Self-Denial
A New Testament View
STUART T. ROCHESTER
978-1-5326-0382-2 | 146 p. | $20

“Christianity is sometimes promoted as the ultimate means of self-actualization. Such an approach is not all wrong, but given that we are dealing with a religion whose central symbol is an instrument of execution and which promises persecution to its adherents, Stuart Rochester’s focus on self-denial engages us much more profoundly with the heart of Christian discipleship.”
—JOHN NOLLAND
Trinity College, Bristol

“...a vital message if we are to rediscover authentic discipleship in the age of the selfie that encourages above all the idea of ‘self-affirmation.’”
—DEREK TIDBALL
London School of Theology

STUART T. ROCHESTER is an Extraordinary Senior Lecturer in the Unit for Reformed Theology at North-West University, Potchefstroom, South Africa, and a tutor for Greenwich School of Theology, UK. He is the author of Good News at Gerasa: Transformative Discourse and Theological Anthropology in Mark’s Gospel (2011).

I Will Tell You the Mystery
A Commentary for Preaching from the Book of Revelation
RONALD J. ALLEN
978-1-4982-2591-5 | 268 p. | $32

The book is a commentary on preaching from the book of Revelation. Working through the book of Revelation verse by verse, the commentary helps the preacher recognize what the book (with its apocalyptic theology) invited people in antiquity to believe and do. The commentary brings the viewpoint of the book of Revelation into conversation with contemporary theology, especially process thought. The work helps the preacher help the congregation identify what they can genuinely believe and confidently do.

RONALD J. ALLEN, Professor of Preaching and Gospels and Letters, Emeritus, at Christian Theological Seminary is the author or editor of forty books including a volume on preaching as conversation with O. Wesley Allen Jr., The Sermon without End. He also co-edited the three-volume Preaching God’s Transforming Justice: A Lectionary Commentary and the widely used Patterns of Preaching: A Sermon Sampler.
Unmasking Biblical Faiths
The Marginal Relevance of the Bible for Contemporary Religious Faith
CHARLES W. HEDRICK
978-1-5326-1302-9 | 376 p. | $43

“Charles Hedrick’s Unmasking Biblical Faiths is a refreshingly sustained journey into the interior . . . He patiently presents what many would assume to be ‘God’s truth’ coming from the pages of scripture and then discloses that there are other ways of reading that very material . . . Hedrick demonstrates that reason, science, and modern experience must share in the interpretive discussion. Otherwise, the bible reader lapses into a mindless acceptance of traditions that may well end in isolation from and violence toward the world.”

—ARThUR J. DEWEY
Xavier University

CHARLES W. HEDRICK is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Religious Studies at Missouri State University in Springfield. He is the author of numerous books and articles. His most recent Cascade books are The Wisdom of Jesus (2014) and Parabolic Figures or Narrative Fictions? (2016).

And On and On the Ages Roll
Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
J. H. BAVINCK
978-1-5326-5885-3 | 178 p. | $23

Scripture testifies that in the work of Jesus Christ the power of Satan, sin, and death has been broken. Yet on and on the ages roll, and wars rage, humans destroy one another and themselves, and natural evils such as earthquakes and tsunamis occur. We seem to suffer what J. H. Bavinck calls “the great delay,” still awaiting Christ’s final victory.

In this illuminating survey of the book of Revelation, Bavinck examines the status of the church and the world in the times of the end but before the “final finish.”

J. H. BAVINCK (1895–1964) was a pastor and missionary in the Dutch Reformed Church. He served as professor of missions and practical theology at Free University in Amsterdam. His other books included An Introduction to the Science of Missions, The Riddle of Life, and Between the Beginning and the End.

The Irrational David
The Power of Poetic Leadership
KEN EVERS-HOOD
978-1-5326-3622-6 | 284 p. | $34

“Evers-Hood invites us into a powerful series of intertwining reflections on Scripture, poetry, ministry, and faith. This book is a refreshing read for pastors looking to revitalize their ministry by reminding us all that we are not just brains that ponder logically, but feeling creatures trying to move through a confounding world. Also, the lay person will find a refreshing imagination around what it means to see faith as a gift of grace not an achievement of certainty.”

—ERIC BARRETO
Princeton Theological Seminary

KEN EVERS-HOOD graduated from Princeton Theological Seminary and earned his Doctor of Ministry from Duke Divinity School. He is the author of The Irrational Jesus: Leading the Fully Human Church, an imaginative blend of behavioral economics, game theory, and practical ministry. Ken pastors Tualatin Presbyterian Church.

Suddenly There is God
The Story of Our Lives in Sacred Scripture
VERONICA MARY ROLF
978-1-5326-7449-5 | 262 p. | $31

“Veronica Mary Rolf has written a series of beautifully clear and direct meditations on how the biblical story traces our own developmental history and invites us to understand ourselves more deeply by reading ourselves into the text and the text into ourselves.”

—from the Foreword by ROWAN WILLIAMS
former Archbishop of Canterbury

“Martin Buber said that the Bible is not a theology for us but an anthropology for God. With insightful interpretation of the texts, Veronica Mary Rolf shows us that it is an anthropology for us as well, revealing how God deals with humanity, from biblical characters to our own lives.”

—CAROLYN OSIEK, RSCJ
Brite Divinity School

VERONICA MARY ROLF is an independent scholar, master teacher of dramatic arts, and professional playwright. She is the author of An Explorer’s Guide to Julian of Norwich (2018) and Julian’s Gospel (2013).
Religion without Violence
The Practice and Philosophy of Scriptural Reasoning
PETER OCHS
978-1-5326-3893-0 | Forthcoming

“Scriptural Reasoning is now a major practice in interfaith engagement around the world . . . .”
—DAVID F. FORD
University of Cambridge

“[Scriptural Reasoning] is the first systematic introduction to the practice and theory of Scriptural Reasoning.”
—STEVEN KEPNES
Colgate University

PETER OCHS is the Edgar Bronfman Professor of Modern Judaic Studies at the University of Virginia. A cofounder of the Society for Textual Reasoning, his other books include The Return to Scripture in Judaism and Christianity.

Unfortunate Words of the Bible
A Biblical Theology of Misunderstandings
G. P. WAGENFUHR
978-1-5326-6073-3 | 178 p. | $23

“[Unfortunate Words of the Bible] . . . gives the most comprehensive and authoritative account of it so far.”
—DAVID F. FORD
University of Cambridge

What do unicorns, law, love, and hell all have in common? They are all unfortunate words of the Bible. Through mistranslation, cultural shifts, anachronisms, and misguided intentions, this book traces several key words whose meaning is commonly misunderstood in our world today.

If the blatant mistranslation of unicorns could survive in the Bible for thousands of years, securing their place in our cultural imagination to this day, what would happen if important words, like salvation, were misunderstood? How might our cultural imaginations hide the meaning of the Bible rather than revealing it?

By tearing down misunderstandings, Wagenfuhr builds up a broad overview of the story of the Bible that illustrates a more mature and more exciting vision for Christian faithfulness than is commonly assumed.

G. P. WAGENFUHR (PhD, University of Bristol, UK) is the author of Plundering Egypt: A Subversive Christian Ethic of Economy (2016).

Jesus, Deliver Us
Evil, Exorcism, and Exousiai
WILLARD M. SWARTLEY
978-1-5326-5401-5 | 426 p. | $49

“In this stimulating, well-written, original, and important work, Willard Swartley demonstrates, from both Scripture and the church tradition, how closely spiritual warfare and peacemaking are linked together. Because he takes the existence of both systemic and individual evil seriously—and the triumph of the cross more seriously still!—this book has the potential to significantly reframe the way followers of Jesus think about and respond to evil at both an individual and systemic level.”
—GREG BOYD
Senior Pastor, Woodland Hills Church

“Bounding off of every page is the good news that evil does not and will not have the final word! An essential read for a beleaguered church and a weary world.”
—JAMES R. KRABILL
Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary

WILLARD M. SWARTLEY is Professor Emeritus at Anabaptist Mennonite Biblical Seminary in Elkhart, Indiana.
In this insightful, nuanced, and readable study, Brother John takes the biblical perspectives on God’s anger and wrath with utmost seriousness. But he persuasively shows that divine anger and wrath express God’s love, compassion, and sorrow at humanity’s rejection of God’s life-giving ways. Culminating in Jesus, God’s ‘no’ to humanity’s ‘no’ to God is actually God’s ‘yes’ to us! This is an important book, on a critical topic, by an extraordinary interpreter of Scripture and Christian theology.

—MICHAEL J. GORMAN
St. Mary’s Seminary and University

Micah D. Kiel's incisive study of the influence of the Bible on Pope Francis's thought offers not just an invitation to understand Pope Francis, but an opportunity to understand the Bible more deeply.

—JOHN W. MARTENS
University of St. Thomas

MICAH KIEL (PhD, Princeton Theological Seminary) is Professor in the Theology Department at St. Ambrose University in Davenport, IA. He is also the author of Apocalyptic Ecology: The Book of Revelation, the Earth, and the Future (2017).

ANTHONY THISELTON is Emeritus Professor of Christian Theology in the University of Nottingham.
The Resurrection in Retrospect
A Critical Examination of the Theology of N. T. Wright
PETER CARNLEY
978-1-5326-6751-0 | 326 p. | $39

Carnley demonstrates the flaws in the view that the Resurrection should be understood essentially as Jesus’ return from the dead to this world of space and time in a material and physical body. Carnley argues that the Resurrection of Christ is a “mystery of God,” which must necessarily be appropriated, not by reason alone, but by faith. Evidence relating to a past occurrence can be known only retrospectively. Yet Easter faith has to do with apprehending in the present a concretely experienced reality—which Saint Paul called “the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus” (Rom 8:2).
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Theology of The Womb
Knowing God through the Body of a Woman
CHRISTY ANGELLE BAUMAN
978-1-5326-6217-1 | 188 p. | $25

Women's voices have been silenced for a long time as society and the church has quieted their bodies. Will we courageously choose to listen to the sound of our voice, the song of our womb, and speak for the world to hear?

“This book is an invitation to inhabit our feminine bodies as known and loved by a God we reflect. Christy is . . . at once both sister and therapist, friend and professional. In this work, she offers an intimate and profound study of finding the feminine in God. In a word, it is stunning.”

—BETH BRUNO
author of A Voice Becoming: A Year-long Mother-Daughter Journey into Passionate, Purposed Living

CHRISTY ANGELLE BAUMAN is the author of three books: Theology of the Womb, A Brave Lament, and Coming Home. She is a psychotherapist, supervisor, and professor who focuses on the female body, sexuality, and theology, living in Seattle.

Plunged into the Trinity
Our Sacramental Becoming: Essays in Sacramental Ecclesiology
ERNEST SKUBLICS
978-1-5326-6609-4 | 96 p. | $15

The sacraments make our “plunge” into communion with the Trinity visible and tangible. Baptism is literally a “plunge,” but only the beginning of our organic incorporation, through the Body of Christ, as participants in the very life of God. The Eucharistic Body makes us into the Ecclesial Body of the Second Person of the Trinity. This communion is the fulfillment of the Great Commandment, and each sacrament represents a particular application of this union. Finally, the Church itself is the Great Sacrament of the world’s restoration in love to perfect communion with God.

ERNEST SKUBLICS earned his doctorate under the direction of Edward Schillebeeckx. He wrote on subjects in Liturgy, Spirituality, Ecclesiology, and Theological Education in Canadian, American, Dutch, German, and British journals, as well as authoring several books. He died in early 2019.

Stories of Desire and Narratives of Faith
From Neanderthals to the Postmodern Era
VICTOR HUNTER and LANNY HUNTER
978-1-5326-6227-0 | 236 p. | $29

“The brothers Hunter, a medical doctor and a preacher-theologian, have written a splendid, welcome book. . . . These Jayhawk brothers invite us into the marvel of faith that expresses and responds to the deepest human craving.”

—WALTER BRUEGGEMANN
Columbia Theological Seminary

“I am struck by the erudite book grapples with core issues of epistemology, science, religion, and their relation to each other in a pluralist world.”

—WILLIAM C. MARTIN
Rice University

VICTOR HUNTER is a pastoral theologian who has spent more than fifty years in the pastor's study and parish pulpit.

LANNY HUNTER is a physician with more than fifty years’ experience in the consultation room and operating theater.

Brushes with Faith
Reflections and Conversations on Contemporary Art
AARON Rosen
978-1-5326-4931-8 | 230 p. | $34

“Imagine a gallery staging a remarkable exhibit, gathering a global array of artists whose work intersects with, is informed by, and unsettles Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. And then imagine you could sit down and have a conversation with a number of the artists. Well, you’re holding that exhibit in your hands. In this marvelous little book, critic and curator Aaron Rosen deconstructs tired assumptions about both contemporary art and religious faith, inviting us to reconsider both.”

—JAMES K. A. SMITH
Calvin College, editor-in-chief, Image Journal

AARON ROSEN is professor of religion and visual culture, director of the Henry Luce III Center for the Arts and Religion at Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington, DC, and visiting professor at King’s College London. He is the author and editor of many books, including Art and Religion in the 21st Century and Encounters: The Art of Interfaith Dialogue.
**Re-Forming the Liturgy**

**Past, Present, and Future**

**PAUL GALBREATH**

978-1-5326-5029-1 | 174 p. | $22

“Paul Galbreath’s *Re-forming the Liturgy* is a rare and valuable resource for both pastors and professors: a theologically astute book in the Reformed tradition that is alive to the dynamic promise of past practices, attentive to biblical and sacramental cornerstones, and alert to how today’s worship can engage our compelling ecological crisis.”

—DOUGLAS F. OTTATI

Davidson College

**PAUL GALBREATH** is Professor of Theology at Union Presbyterian Seminary in Charlotte, NC. He is an ordained Minister of Word and Sacrament in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). His previous books include *Leading from the Table* (2008); *Leading through the Water* (2011); and *Leading into the World* (2014).

---

**Hymns and Hymnody: Historical and Theological Introductions, Volume 1**

From Asia Minor to Western Europe

978-1-4982-9980-0 | 366 p. | $42

Also available as a three-volume set: 9781532651311 | $120

EDITED BY MARK A. LAMPORT, BENJAMIN K. FORREST, AND VERNON M. WHALEY

**Hymns and Hymnody: Historical and Theological Introductions** is a 60-chapter, three-volume introductory textbook describing the most influential hymnists, liturgists, and musical movements of the church. This academically grounded resource evaluates both the historical and theological perspectives of the major hymnists and composers that have impacted the church over the course of twenty centuries. Volume 1 explores the early church and concludes with the Renaissance era hymnists. Volume 2 begins with the Reformation and extends to the eighteenth-century hymnists and liturgists. Volume 3 engages nineteenth century hymnists to the contemporary movements of the twenty-first century.

“From the engaging prefatory explanation of hymns to the diverse range of first-rate contributors, this is an invaluable collection and is highly recommended for anyone interested in hymnology.”

—ANDREW SHENTON, Boston University

“A remarkable group of scholars provides a perceptive set of essays to orient students to the riches of Christian hymnody throughout the first twenty centuries of Christianity. What a remarkable testimony this is to the Spirit’s work in and through composers and poets throughout the centuries.”

—JOHN D. WITVLIET, Calvin College

**MARK A. LAMPORT** is coeditor of Encyclopedia of Christianity and the Global South; Encyclopedia of Martin Luther and the Reformation; Encyclopedia of Christianity in the United States; and Encyclopedia of Christian Education.

**BENJAMIN K. FORREST,** Professor of Christian Education and Associate Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Liberty University, is author of Good Arguments and co-editor of A Legacy of Preaching.

**VERNON M. WHALEY,** Dean of the Liberty University School of Music, is author of several books including, *Called to Worship: From the Dawn of Creation to the Final Amen*; and *Exalt His Name: Understanding Music and Worship.*
**Common Prayer**
*Reflections on Episcopal Worship*
**EDITED BY JOSEPH S. PAGANO AND AMY E. RICHTER**
978-1-5326-5422-0 | 170 p. | $22

Why worship? In this superb new collection of essays, lay people, clergy, poets, theologians, musicians, novelists, and scholars offer personal, profound, and provocative reflections on their experience of worship in The Episcopal Church. Through their flesh-and-blood stories of longing, loss, and love, we encounter the God who meets us in common prayer.

“If Anglicanism claims to be catholic and reformed, then this winsome volume has the best of both: catholic in liturgy, protestant in testimony. Open this volume and meanwhile open your heart to be strangely warmed by the quirky, the moving, the profound, and the playful.”

—SAM WELLS
Vicar of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, London

JOSEPH S. PAGANO and AMY E. RICHTER are Episcopal priests, appointed missionaries for The Episcopal Church, and serve as lecturers in theology at the College of Transfiguration in Makhanda/Grahamstown, South Africa.

**Performing the Gospel**
*Exploring the Borderland of Worship, Entertainment, and the Arts*
**DEBORAH SOKOLOVE**
978-1-4982-9696-0 | 206 p. | $25

What is the difference between good worship and good entertainment? Too often, people disparage some aspect of worship by calling it “just entertainment” or “just a performance.” Others say that they do not need to go to church because they have profound spiritual or even religious experiences at concerts, plays, movies, or dances. How is worship different from these performing arts? How is art different from entertainment? Putting theological, scriptural, and practical writings on worship and the performing arts in conversation with interviews with dancers, musicians, actors, preachers, and liturgical scholars, this volume is intended to help pastors, performers, and everyone who plans, leads, or cares about worship talk with one another in mutually respectful and helpful ways.

DEBORAH SOKOLOVE is Director of the Henry Luce III Center for the Arts and Religion and Professor of Art and Worship at Wesley Theological Seminary.

**Worship, Mission, and the Church Year**
*How Union with Christ Forms Worshipers for Mission in Every Season*
**NICHOLAS W. MONSMA**
978-1-5326-1869-7 | 154 p. | $21

How many ways can your church’s worship equip the congregation for its mission? Worship changes through the seasons, from Christmas, through Lent and Easter, and beyond. The way worship relates to your church’s mission should change too. This book explores those seasonal changes by examining both worship and mission as aspects of union with Christ. Just as we are to follow Christ through the various stages of his life and work in worship during the church year, we can follow him in our mission through these same stages.

“Monsma brings a fresh new voice into the worship conversation. He offers a well-balanced, accessible, and thoughtful consideration of the formative nature of worship for mission.”

—PAUL DETTERMAN
Senior Pastor

NICHOLAS W. MONSMA (DMin) is a pastor in the Christian Reformed Church in North America.

**Theology of Wagner’s Ring Cycle I**
*The Genesis and Development of the Tetralogy and the Appropriation of Sources, Artists, Philosophers, and Theologians*
**RICHARD H. BELL**
978-1-4982-3563-1 | Forthcoming

Wagner’s Ring is one of the greatest of all artworks of Western civilization, but what is it all about? A clue to the Ring’s greatness lies in its multiple avenues of self-disclosure and the corresponding plethora of interpretations. One possible interpretation, which Richard Bell defends, is the Ring as Christian theology. In this volume, Bell considers, among other things, how the composer’s Christian interests may be detected in the “forging” of his Ring, looking at how he appropriated his sources (whether they be myths and sagas, writers, poets, or philosophers) and considering works composed around the same time, especially his Jesus of Nazareth.

RICHARD BELL is Professor of Theology at the University of Nottingham, UK. He is author of Wagner’s Parsifal (2013).
Readers may be surprised to discover how Bonhoeffer's interest in music influenced him—he seriously considered becoming a professional musician as a teenager, but chose the path of theology instead—and that not only did music provide him with a rich inner world of solace during his daily life while confined in Tegel Prison during 1943 and 1944, but music also lent him a remarkable metaphor for the fragmentary nature of life itself. In The Polyphony of Life Andreas Pangritz explores Bonhoeffer's musical development and its impact on his theology and so fills in an important gap in the record of Bonhoeffer's life and thought.

Andreas Pangritz is Professor of Protestant Systematic Theology and Director of the Ecumenical Institute at the University of Bonn.

TAMARA PUFFER is a Presbyterian pastor and former professional violinist. She lives in Asheville, North Carolina, with her husband, Michael Galovic, and their energetic dog, Sparky.
From Disgrace to Dignity: Redemption in the Life of Willie Rico Johnson

Cлеменс Bartollas

978-1-5326-4714-7 | 170 p. | $22

From Disgrace to Dignity: Redemption in the Life of Willie Rico Johnson examines the life of Rico Johnson who became the head of the Conservative Vice Lords, one of the largest street gangs in the United States. In addition to highlighting his life, this work considers how redemption has affected his life.

Cлеменс Bartollas is Professor of Sociology at the University of Northern Iowa, in Cedar Falls, Iowa. His publications include fifty some books and a number of articles. He has published in the areas of criminology, biographies, and spirituality. He has received a number of awards from the University of Northern Iowa, including Distinguished Scholar, the Deonald McKay Research Award for faculty excellence.

Looking Forward with Hope: Reflections on the Present State and Future of Theological Education

Edited by Benjamin Valentín

978-1-4982-3013-1 | 170 p. | $22

Theological schools are currently facing a perfect storm of jeopardies that threatens their future prospects and even survivability. This book brings together a stellar and diverse cast of administrators and professors working within different theological schools to reflect on the present crisis of theological education, and on the question of the possible future of mainline denominational theological schools in the United States.

Benjamin Valentín is currently Associate Professor of Latinx Christianity at Yale University Divinity School. From 2000 to 2016 he taught at Andover Newton Theological Schoo. Valentín is the author of the award-winning Mapping Public Theology: Beyond Culture, Identity, and Difference (2002) and Theological Cartographies: Mapping the Encounter with God, Humanity, and Christ (2015), and editor of four other published volumes.

The Other Journal: Health

Edited by Andrew Shutes-David

978-1-5326-9456-1 | 118 p. | $22

The Other Journal is a space for Christian interdisciplinary theological reflection that tackles the cultural crises of our time with verve and peculiar slant.

In this issue, we address the theme of health by reading of a spouse who is emptied into the relentless repetition of caring for a dying husband. We meet parents who wrestle with what it means to birth children and watch them grow. And we learn that physical, mental, and spiritual health requires lending a hand to our fellow travelers just as Jesus extended his hands to us.

Featuring prose by Lucy Bryan, Jason Byassee, Michael Dean Clark, Dave de la Fuente, Lauren Frances Evans, Elizabeth Felicetti, Jonathan Hiskes, Rachel Pieh Jones, Jennifer Lamson-Scribner, Daniel Rempel, Kate Roberts, Jonathan Tran, Mark C. Watney, and Angela Alaimo O’Donnell; poetry by Kate Roberts; and mixed media by Lauren Frances Evans.

Children of the Waters of Meribah

Black Liberation Theology, the Miriamic Tradition, and the Challenges of Twenty-First-Century Empire

Allan Aubrey Boesak

978-1-5326-5671-2 | 266 p. | $32

“In the current context of global growth of nationalism, populism, racism, xenophobia, homophobia, and pushback on gender justice, Children of the Waters of Meribah by Allan Boesak offers a timely lens through which to understand Jesus’ statement in John 10:10, which says: ‘The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came that they may have life, and have it abundantly.’ He is reminding us that Black Theology provides one perspective to interpret the intersection of race, gender, class, and biblical scholarship when reading the signs of our times. I find his analysis and reflections very inspiring and I recommend the book to theology students, academics, church leaders, and laity. It is a welcome addition to the Black Theology discourse with a global outreach.”

—Isabel Apawo Phiri
Deputy General Secretary, World Council of Churches

Allan Aubrey Boesak is the Research Associate at the Faculty of Theology and Religion, University of Pretoria.
Call for Justice
From Practice to Theory and Back
KURT VER BEEK AND NICHOLAS P. WOLTERSTORFF
978-1-5326-9219-2 | 208 p. | $26

“Call for Justice provides a framework for confronting corruption and engaging broken justice systems. This book will be a significant companion for anyone who is serious about doing the work of justice over the long haul.”
—GARY A. HAUGEN
CEO, International Justice Mission

NICHOLAS WOLTERSTORFF taught philosophy at Calvin College for thirty years and then, for fifteen years, at Yale University. Among the twenty-nine books he has published are Until Justice and Peace Embrace, Justice: Rights and Wrongs, Justice in Love, and Journey toward Justice.

KURT VER BEEK is a professor of Sociology at Calvin College and has lived the past 30 years in Honduras. He and his wife Jo Ann Van Engen direct the Justice Semester in Honduras. Kurt is one of the co-founders of ASJ, a Honduran NGO made up of individuals seeking to be brave Christians making the Honduran government work, especially for the most vulnerable.

Post-Colonial Theology
Finding God and Each Other Amidst the Hate
ROBERT S. HEANEY
978-1-5326-0220-7 | 212 p. | $26

“This work is situated in four particular lived experiences of coloniality. It brings each into conversation with the conceptual framework of postcolonial theory and with Christian traditions. Starting with his own location as a Protestant Christian growing up in Northern Ireland, Heaney engages the ambiguities and instabilities of colonial identities. He then considers three other settings shaped by struggles for emancipation from imperial powers—Kenya, Korea, and US Native American contexts. He explores themes of particularity, agency, coloniality, hybridization, and resistance in relation to these contexts. This is a helpful introduction to post-colonial studies offering a fresh perspective by situating this post-colonial project as a form of practical theology that aims toward transformation. It is a must-read for theologians.”
—JOYCE ANN MERCER

ROBERT S. HEANEY is Associate Professor of Christian Mission and Director of the Center for Anglican Communion Studies, Virginia Theological Seminary.

The Cyberdimension
A Political Theology of Cyberspace and Cybersecurity
ERIC TROZZO
978-1-5326-5119-9 | 292 p. | $35

“Eric Trozzo’s book is a welcome, first-of-its-kind exploration of the deeper ‘spiritual’ and theological significance of the dominant role of digital media in today’s world. Through an understanding of the technical aspects of the internet he persuasively argues that the so-called ‘cyberdimension’ mimicks, perhaps fatefully, divine incarnation in ways we have never encountered before.”
—CARL RASCHKE
University of Denver

ERIC TROZZO is Director of the Lutheran Study Centre at Sabah Theological Seminary in Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia.

Faithful Witness in a Fractured World
Models for an Authentic Christian Life
NICOLE L. JOHNSON AND MICHAEL T. SNARR
978-1-5326-5314-8 | 132 p. | $18

“This book winsomely preaches the gospel without ever getting preachy. The authors use a series of contemporary life stories to illustrate what it means to follow Jesus authentically and creatively, and then weave together a description of faith that is simultaneously realistic, encouraging, hopeful, and compelling. This is the best and most refreshing discussion of what it means to be a Christian that I have read in years.”
—DOUGLAS JACOBSEN
author of Gracious Christianity: Living the Love We Profess

NICOLE (NIKI) L. JOHNSON is Professor of Religious Studies and Interdisciplinary Studies at the University of Mount Union in Alliance, Ohio.

MICHAEL T. SNARR is Professor of Political Science and Director of the Honors Program at Wilmington College (Ohio).
**Bearing Witness**
*Religious Meanings in Bioethics*
COURTNEY S. CAMPBELL
978-1-5326-6273-7 | 338 p. | $40

“Campbell captures what is missing from the modern medical discourse, a gap filled by ‘bearing witness’ to the human condition inherent in medical encounters. Drawing on concepts, tools, and methods of religious studies, he offers a more complete bioethics with a thicker narrative construct. The new bioethics that emerges, deeply rooted in familiar traditions, will make this book a classroom treasure.”

—FELICIA COHN
Bioethics Director, Kaiser Permanente, Orange County

COURTNEY S. CAMPBELL is the Hundere Professor of Religion and Culture and Director of the Program in Medical Humanities at Oregon State University. A scholar in medical ethics and religious ethics, Campbell has written reports on religion and bioethics for federal advisory commissions and has served on ethics committees for local, regional, and national hospice programs on physician-assisted death. He is a fellow of The Hastings Center.

**Choose You This Day**
*The Gospel of Jesus Christ and the Politics of Trumpism*
PAUL C. McGlasson
978-1-5326-8573-6 | 146 p. | $20

“Without demonizing people . . . McGlasson examines the theology undergirding the political loyalties he critiques. Drawing on the German Confessing Church movement, he not only shows the serious consequences of false doctrine, he also offers a compelling articulation of the gospel of Jesus Christ for our time.”

—JENNIFER M. MCBRIDE
President, International Bonhoeffer Society—English Language Section

“McGlasson has done what needed to be done. He actually documents the evangelical support for Trump, . . . and he frames that support by directing attention to the German Christians’ identification with National Socialism. Such a thesis will invite easy dismissal but he rightly sees that these are dangerous times that require plain speech.”

—STANLEY HAUERWAS
Duke Divinity School

PAUL C. McGlasson received his PhD in Systematic Theology from Yale University. His books include the multi-volume *Church Doctrine.*

**Radical Charity**
*How Generosity Can Save the World (And the Church)*
CHRISTOPHER MARLIN-WARFIELD
978-1-5326-6584-4 | 200 p. | $25

“Want to be a happier person? Give generously, especially to those in poverty. That is the astonishing argument Chris Marlin-Warfield makes in *Radical Charity.* Marlin-Warfield turns the whole concept of charity on its head. Instead of judging the poor or feeling superior to them, realize that through charity you are entering into a profound relationship with God, with the poor, and with your own soul. This book confronts our current culture of cruelty from the heart of Christianity, as well as from sound socio-economic research. It makes sense!”

—SUSAN BROOKS THISTLETHWAITE
Professor of Theology and Past President, Chicago Theological Seminary

CHRISTOPHER MARLIN-WARFIELD has more than a decade of experience in the church and the wider nonprofit sector. He is ordained in the United Church of Christ (UCC) and currently serves First Congregational UCC in DeWitt, Iowa.

**Embracing Disruptive Coherence**
*Coming Out as Erotic Ethical Practice*
KATHLEEN T. TALVACCHIA
978-1-5326-4888-5 | 142 p. | $19

“In these pages Kathleen Talvacchia gives readers a treat: a smart, provocative analysis of how ‘coming out’ for LGBTQ folks is an ongoing process, not a singular event, involving far more than disclosure of identity. As she carefully maps out, coming out is a life-altering practice of ‘coming into’ the kind of community that encourages truth-telling and relational integrity. In her hands, moral wisdom shimmers and shakes in delightful ways.”

—MARVIN M. ELLISON
Bangor Theological Seminary

“Talvacchia persuasively insists that ‘coming out as an act of disruptive coherence overturns exclusive normativities that enforce and sustain gender and sexual injustice.’ This book challenges and inspires by promoting deep thinking about how queer Christians and others can live authentically and boldly.”

—TRACI C. WEST
Drew Theological School

KATHLEEN T. TALVACCHIA is a contextual theologian with interest in practical theology, Christian practices of marginalized communities, and Queer theology.
Quests for Freedom, Second Edition
Biblical, Historical, Contemporary
EDITED BY MICHAEL WELKER
978-1-5326-5397-1 | 462 p. | $53

This book is the result of intensive, multiyear international and interdisciplinary cooperation, addressing themes of freedom & slavery; self-determination; God-given & imprinted freedom; belonging & solidarity; and relations between freedom, human rights, and theological orientation.

“A brilliant examination of human freedom from the ancient biblical texts into our age. Written by eminent scholars from around the world, the book is helpfully divided into themes ranging from freedom and domination to the dialectics of modernity. Anyone interested in the history of ideas about freedom, as well as contemporary accounts of freedom, will treasure this book.”

—WILLIAM SCHWEIKER
University of Chicago

MICHAEL WELKER has been a professor of theology at the Universities of Tübingen, Münster, and Heidelberg. His many books include Faith in the Living God (with John Polkinghorne, 2nd ed.; Cascade Books, 2018).

Humbling Faith
Brokenness, Doubt, Dialogue—What Unites Atheists, Theists, and Nontheists
PETER ADMIRAND
978-1-5326-3784-1 | 354 p. | $41

“This is a humbling book about the frailty of human nature and the limitations of our reasonings. It is at the same time a deeply inspiring book because it so well shows that humans have an essential spirit of hope and inquiry.”

—MICHAEL RUSE
Florida State University

“Humbling faith offers an entirely original treatment of religious humility in its different forms. In fresh and engaging prose, Admirand weaves together personal narrative, historical reality, and theological and philosophical reflection to demonstrate that dialogue with other religions, with atheists, and with history provides ample cause for carrying one's faith humbly. It is both a fun and interesting read that significantly broadens the discussion on the topic of religious humility.”

—CATHERINE CORNILLE
Boston College

PETER ADMIRAND is Lecturer in Theology and the Coordinator of the Centre for Interreligious Dialogue at Dublin City University.

Edible Entanglements
On a Political Theology of Food
S. YAEL DENNIS
978-1-5326-4363-7 | 270 p. | $32

“How odd, given the consuming global challenge of food, that so little of the discourse of eco-social justice, let alone of political theology, has focused on the matter. With this multi-faceted yet attractively accessible work, S. Yael Dennis has rectified the situation. Reconsidering the notion of 'food sovereignty,' it provides an interdisciplinary introduction to political theology that takes the latter where it has never gone. Edible Entanglements makes a brilliant contribution to political, economic, and ecological studies in religion.”

—CATHERINE KELLER

SHELLEY YAEL DENNIS, MD, PhD, is Faculty Chair of Health Sciences and Sustainability at Rio Salado College in Tempe, Arizona.

Virtues Abounding
St. Thomas Aquinas on the Cardinal and Related Virtues for Today
MARK O’KEEFE, OSB
978-1-5326-4418-4 | 122 p. | $17

“In this wise, eminently accessible, and truly practical book, Mark O’Keefe demonstrates how the virtues form us into persons who know how to live truly good and happy lives. What distinguishes Virtues Abounding is that O’Keefe probes not only Aquinas’s treatment of the four cardinal virtues, but also all the other virtues associated with them. In this way he breaks open the richness of Aquinas’s analysis and reveals why it remains so relevant for us today.”

—PAUL J. WADELL
St. Norbert College, De Pere, Wisconsin

MARK O’KEEFE, OSB is Professor of Moral Theology at Saint Meinrad Seminary and School of Theology in Indiana. His most recent books are Love Awakened by Love: The Liberating Ascent of St. John of the Cross (2014) and The Way of Transformation: St. Teresa of Avila on the Foundation and Fruit of Prayer (2016).
**A Poetics of Postcolonial Biblical Criticism**
*God, Human Relationships, and Negritude*
ALIOU CISSÉ NIANG
978-1-5326-1729-4 | Forthcoming

In an interdisciplinary and cross-cultural tour de force, Senegalese-American New Testament scholar Aliou Niang introduces two new voices into current debates about African Traditional Religion, ecology, postcolonialism, and the Bible: Léopold Sédar Senghor whose seminal ideas on Négritude and a ‘civilization of the universal’ have been neglected for too long, and the earth-centered wisdom of Niang’s own native Diola culture—glimpses of ancient indigenous survival knowledge strikingly relevant in times of global ecological crisis. A fascinating book!”
—BRIGITTE KAHL
Professor of New Testament, Union Theological Seminary New York

ALIOU CISSÉ NIANG is Associate Professor of New Testament at Union Theological Seminary in New York. He is also the author of *Faith and Freedom in Galatia and Senegal* (2009).

**The Law of Freedom**
*Justice and Mercy in the Practice of Law*
DANIEL L. RENTFRO JR.
978-1-5326-5100-7 | 192 p. | $24

The *Law of Freedom: Justice and Mercy in the Practice of Law* examines the legal and theological roots of the concept of equity, and the implications that the diminishment of equity as a legal concept has for the moral dilemmas faced by the practicing lawyer. Meditating on the Book of Micah, the book argues that the Christian duty asks for both strict justice and gracious mercy, with the prophet’s third value—humility—essential for both the individual lawyer and the legal system as a whole to balance strict justice and mercy.

DANIEL RENTFRO is a practicing lawyer in South Texas. He holds a Doctor of Jurisprudence degree from the University of Texas and a Master of Letters in Divinity degree from the University of St. Andrews, where he is an Honorary Research Fellow and the managing editor of the *Bible and Contemporary World* online journal. He writes about justice and mercy at lawandequityblog.wordpress.com.

**That Famous Fig Leaf**
*Uncovering the Holiness of Our Bodies*
CHAD W. THOMPSON
978-1-5326-5986-7 | 152 p. | $19

We live in a culture whose inhabitants spend billions of dollars a year to see each other naked on internet sites and in pornographic films, yet are often uncomfortable changing in front of each other in locker rooms or even being seen in a swimsuit on the beach. Could it be that we have so profoundly fused the image of the exposed body with sexual gratification, that there is no context left for it to be laid bare without evoking either shame or arousal?

In *That Famous Fig Leaf*, Chad Thompson explores the spiritual implications of the physical body and, surprisingly, uncovers a new kind of freedom from sexual addiction along the way.

CHAD THOMPSON is a lover of Jesus who lives in Des Moines, Iowa, with his cat, Bathsheba, and a community of friends with whom he enjoys drinking coffee until his endorphins crash. Chad enjoys working out at the gym, relaxing at the Korean spa, and teaching people all over the world how to love their bodies.

**Until Our Minds Rest in Thee**
*Open-Mindedness, Intellectual Diversity, and the Christian Life*
JOHN ROSE
978-1-5326-6254-6 | 212 p. | $26

Open-mindedness is often celebrated in our modern world—yet the habit of open-mindedness remains under-defined, and may leave Christians with many questions. Is open-mindedness a virtue? What is the value of intellectual diversity, and how should Christians regard it? Is it a threat or an asset to the church and its tradition? Drawing on sources ancient and modern—from Aristotle to Augustine, Aquinas, and Wittgenstein—this book explores these questions from the perspectives of philosophy and the Christian faith.

JOHN ROSE is an Instructor at Duke University and Associate Director of the Arete Initiative at the Kenan Institute for Ethics at Duke.
The Mystery of Christian Marriage
The Scriptures and the First Thousand Years
ANNA SILVAS
978-1-5326-7191-3 | Forthcoming

This is not just another book on marriage, but an education in a way of theologically “seeing” the Mystery of Christ written into our human vocation as male and female, called to spousal covenant, open to the primacy of God, fruitful with a fruitfulness coming from God, and leading us to the bridegroom on the cross, come to espouse his bride, the church.

ANNA M. SILVAS is a senior research adjunct at the University of New England, Australia, and a former sessional lecturer at the Melbourne session of the John Paul II Institute for Marriage and Family.

Sources of Holocaust Insight
Learning and Teaching about the Genocide
JOHN K. ROTH
978-1-5326-7418-1 | Forthcoming

More sources than Roth can acknowledge have informed his encounters with the Holocaust. But particular persons—among them Elie Wiesel, Raul Hilberg, Primo Levi, and Albert Camus—loom especially large. Revisiting Roth’s sources of Holocaust insight, this book does so not only to pay tribute to them but also to show how the ethical, philosophical, and religious reverberations of the Holocaust confer and encourage responsibility for human well-being in the twenty-first century. Seeing differently, seeing better—sound learning and teaching about the Holocaust aim for what may be the most important Holocaust insight of all: Take nothing good for granted.

JOHN K. ROTH is the Edward J. Sexton Professor Emeritus of Philosophy and the founding director of the Center for the Study of the Holocaust, Genocide, and Human Rights (now the Mgrublian Center for Human Rights) at Claremont McKenna College. He is the author or editor of more than fifty books.

It’s Time
Narratives of Illness, Aging, and Death
DOLORES L. CHRISTIE
978-1-5326-8079-3 | Forthcoming

It’s Time presents a series of short stories highlighting an important but neglected aspect of life. Serious illness and aging are dependable harbingers of life’s end. For each of us, there comes a point when we must admit, it’s time. We hear the doctor say this to a dying patient and family members, to parents too long in the family home, to sobered younger people when a spouse or child becomes seriously ill. This kairos, this moment of profound significance, comes to us all.


The Green Good News
Christ’s Path to Sustainable and Joyful Life
T. WILSON DICKINSON
978-1-5326-8183-7 | Forthcoming

The Green Good News finds a fresh take on the Gospels, painting a picture of Jesus as a humorous and subversive teacher, an organizer of alternative communities and food economies, as a healer of bodies and relationships, and as a prophet who sought to overturn an empire and restore a more just and joyful way of life. Christ teaches and incarnates a vision for sustainable life and provides practices that mark the path toward it. By exploring this always-inspiring sustainable gospel, we can find ways to transform our lives, communities, and even creation.

T. WILSON DICKINSON is a writer, pastor, and organizer who lives in his hometown of Georgetown, Kentucky. He teaches theology and directs the Doctor of Ministry and Continuing Education Programs at Lexington Theological Seminary.
Unlike many books about Christians and sex, this one doesn't simply tell you what to do (or not to do). Instead, you will be led to think about how the meaning of sex can provide sexual boundaries, but also how the relational dimension of sex and the virtue of sexual integrity can provide a context for sexual decision-making.

Informed by many years of conversations with college students, the author also invites you to think about practical questions such as these: Can men and women be friends without the complications of sexual attraction? If I haven't always included Christian values in my sexual practices and carry some painful memories and regrets, is there any hope of healing? What is lust? Is masturbation sinful? Can virginity be reclaimed?

STEVEN D. HOOGERWERF is Associate Professor of Religion at Hope College in Holland, Michigan, where he has taught since 1992, and is the recipient of several teaching awards.

We want to live good lives, but determining what a good life is isn’t easy, especially if we want the lives we lead to be ours, rather than somebody else’s. Tom Kennedy helps us see why it is hard to find our way when it comes to living well and what we can do about that. Finding our way requires knowing who we are, understanding ourselves, and Christians, because of their experience with God, will understand themselves differently than others in at least some ways. Kennedy explores that understanding and discovers that Christian encouters with God lead to beliefs about God, human nature, forgiveness, values, and loving well that have important implications for what we do and feel, for how we should live. In clear and familiar language, and with probing questions, he helps us think more carefully, and deeply, about our identities and what it should look like for us to live well.

THOMAS D. KENNEDY is Professor of Philosophy and Dean of the Evans School of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences at Berry College in Mount Berry, Georgia.

Being a clergyperson can be stressful—mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually, and relationally. From pressure to grow their congregations to unrealistic expectations from church members to poorly defined guidelines about working hours or tasks, new pastors sometimes flounder. Even experienced pastors can get caught off guard by deep-seated dysfunction in their congregations or other circumstances that trigger psychological issues from their past. This book helps pastors explore the situations that make them vulnerable to burn-out, misconduct, spiritual dryness, health issues, depression, and more. Through real-life stories, pragmatic advice, and psychological and spiritual wisdom, the author will show readers how to practice good self-care while maintaining effectiveness and reignite the energy and passion that first fueled their call to ordained ministry.

SUE MAGRATH is a retired psychotherapist and spiritual director.

JASON R. TATLOCK is Professor of History at Georgia Southern University Armstrong Campus. He has edited The Middle East (2012).
Spiritual Care in an Age of #BlackLivesMatter
Examining the Spiritual and Prophetic Needs of African Americans in a Violent America
EDITED BY DANIELLE J. BUHURO
978-1-5326-4808-3 | 254 p. | $31

This vital resource incorporates the basic understandings of spiritual care with the current social, emotional, existential and spiritual needs of African Americans simply surviving in Trump’s violent America.

“... one of the most important resources for spiritual care and pastoral counseling in the twenty-first century.”
—JEREMIAH A. WRIGHT JR.
Senior Pastor Emeritus, Trinity United Church of Christ, Chicago

“Every pastor, every chaplain, every scholar of every discipline who wants to situate their work through the lens of black love and black lives needs this book.”
—VALERIE BRIDGEMAN
Dean, Methodist/Theological School in Ohio

DANIELLE J. BUHURO is a certified ACPE chaplain, educator at Advocate South Suburban and Trinity Hospitals at Chicago. She is also the author of Is There a Heaven for a “G”?.

Holy Mischief
In Honor and Celebration of Women in Ministry
MINDY MAKANT
978-1-5326-4922-6 | 136 p. | $19

“Holy Mischief tells truths both difficult and painful even as it celebrates the persistent strength of ministry and leadership of women as pastors. This book highlights the voices of ordained Lutheran women in the American south, whose ministry powerfully and poignantly grounds the daily work of the church, but whose ability to carry such power and poignancy is undermined and questioned at every turn—even by well-meaning allies. Yet Makant does not leave the reader to despair. Rather she shines a hope-filled light on the story—a light that she challenges the church to make more effulgent over the next fifty years.”
—REV. DR. KATHERINE A. SHANER
Associate Professor of New Testament, Wake Forest University School of Divinity

MINDY MAKANT is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at Lenoir-Rhyne University in Hickory, North Carolina, and the author of The Practice of Story (2015).

The Fools’ Manual
A Study and Practice Guide for Foolish Church: Messy, Raw, Real, and Making Room
LEE ROORDA SCHOTT
978-1-5326-9045-7 | 74 p. | $12

An early reader of Foolish Church, a layperson, stood up in front of her church and said, “Every church person needs to read this, because we will learn a lot to help us as a church!” She grasped the point of the book: it’s about helping us do church differently.

If you’re foolish enough to want to try what Lee shares in Foolish Church, this fools’ manual will help you do so. It offers book and Bible reflections for each chapter, along with practice suggestions that will help you and your church practice being more authentic, more relevant, and more open.

LEE ROORDA SCHOTT is a United Methodist elder and pastor of Women at the Well, a church inside the women’s prison in Mitchellville, Iowa. She is a graduate of Saint Paul School of Theology and Harvard Law School, and worked as a lawyer for fifteen years before becoming a pastor.

Conversations with Calvin
Daily Devotions
DONALD K. MCKIM
978-1-5326-5097-0 | 186 p. | $24

This little book provides brief extracts from the commentaries of John Calvin. The short devotion that follows explains the meaning of Calvin’s quotation in light of his overall writings. It also explores the meanings of Calvin’s thought for contemporary Christian living. The goal is to help readers see ways Calvin’s theological insights can shape our beliefs and the living of Christian faith in today’s world.

“An appealing welcome into the riches of Calvin’s exegetical reflection.”
—ELSIE MCKEE

“These devotions will surprise and delight both new and not-so-new readers of Calvin!”
—KENNETH J. WOO

“I cannot recommend this highly enough—it’s a delightful volume.”
—JON BALSERAK

DONALD K. McKIM is a former pastor, seminary academic dean, professor of theology, and editor for Presbyterian Publishing Corporation.
The purpose of *Deeper Christian Faith* is to form Christians in such a depth of Christian faith, grounded in biblical, historical, and ecumenical insights, that they can state with confidence what they believe and practice in common with other Christians and grow in the self-giving love at the heart of the Christian faith. The book is a “re-sounding,” a re-catechism for Christians who seek deeper formation in beliefs and practices widely received in Christian communities. Anchored by focus texts that allow readers to meditate on biblical and historic texts in ancient formats as well as contemporary translations, this intensive program of study allows contemporary Christians to experience the rich, alien, and mysterious worlds of historic Christian teachings and practices. The book follows the central theme of the self-giving love of God, revealed in Jesus Christ, and then formed in the life of a believer.

**TED A. CAMPBELL** is an author, historian, professor of Christian history, and an ordained elder in The United Methodist Church.

---

**A Place at His Table**
A Biblical Exploration of Faith, Sexuality, and the Kingdom of God

**JOEL HOLLIER**
978-1-5326-6712-1 | 232 p. | $26

“A Place at His Table is an important new resource in the Christian discussion about LGBT inclusion, especially in conservative Protestant contexts... This book should take its place in the discussion of LGBT/Christian intersections... around the world.”

—DAVID P. GUSHEE
Mercer University

“What I so appreciate about Joel Hollier’s contribution... is its high regard for Scripture and faithful Christian practice. With humility and grace, Hollier cross-culturally translates common affirming arguments on same-sex relationships for an evangelical audience.”

—KAREN R. KEEN
author of *Scripture, Ethics, and the Possibility of Same-Sex Relationships*

**JOEL HOLLIER** is a pastor, chaplain, and writer living in Sydney, Australia. He spent over a decade as a church leader advocating for a traditional view of sexuality before his mind was slowly changed over years of prayerfully studying the Bible.

---

**May She Have a Word with You?**
Women as Models of How to Live in the Poems of Charles Wesley with Commentary

**S T KIMBROUGH, JR.**
978-1-5326-4805-2 | 162 p. | $19

“S T Kimbrough, Jr. has offered here a gift to all those who love the poetry and lyrics of Charles Wesley, as well as all who are hungry for evidence of the lives and impact of women in the church and wider English society in the eighteenth century. Carefully gathered and meticulously analyzed, these texts celebrating the labor, witness, and spiritual leadership of these diverse women provide a rare glimpse of the nearly invisible history of women and the imprint their holiness left on those who were privileged to know them.”

—SONDRA WHEELER
Wesley Theological Seminary, Washington, DC

**S T KIMBROUGH, JR.** is a research fellow of the Center for Studies in the Wesleyan Tradition at Duke Divinity School, Durham, NC.

---

**Laughter and the Grace of God**
Restoring Laughter to its Central Role in Christian Spirituality and Theology

**BRIAN EDGAR**
978-1-5326-4983-7 | 168 p. | $22

Laughter is important because we cannot really love anybody with whom we never laugh, and this is true of our relationship with God. Having a sense of humor is essential for maturity in faith and holiness. Unfortunately, humor and the role that laughter plays in life and spirituality have often been neglected and the aim of *Laughter and the Grace of God* is to restore laughter to its central place in Christian spirituality and theology.

**BRIAN EDGAR** is Professor of Theological Studies at Asbury Theological Seminary. He is the author of *The God Who Plays*, which was a book of the year in the 2019 Christianity Today Book Awards.
THE BEAUTIFUL LETDOWN
An Addict’s Theology of Addiction
DAVID TREMAINE
978-1-5326-4615-7 | 130 p. | $18

What if our addictions are not broken parts of us that we have to get rid of, but invitations from God to new depth and transformation? When we are able to hold this experience gently and look at it anew, it reveals a new insight into ourselves, our suffering, and God. For too long we have been trying to treat addiction as a disease, but we are invited to something more; something that we will never find if we continue to wish away our suffering. David Tremaine explores the possibilities of understanding addiction as a blessed part of our spiritual journey, and sheds new light on this deeply ingrained experience of God.

“This is one of the best new books in preaching I’ve read in a while. Travis offers what she calls a homiletic ecclesiology, but even that description does not really do her book full justice. She is envisioning a gospel-up transformation of the mainline Protestant church in North America and a new, more porous identity for its life after Christendom.”

—DAVID SCHNASA JACOBSEN
Boston University School of Theology

“Sarah Travis envisions what preaching must become as the institutional church declines. . . She calls for a confident and joyful exit from the empire of Christendom as a flawed form of Christianity. Preaching can lead the way by offering narratives of vulnerability, rooted in God’s promises, and centered in the gospel.”

—PAUL SCOTT WILSON
Emmanuel College, University of Toronto

SARAH TRAVIS is Minister of the Chapel at Knox College, Toronto School of Theology. She is the author of Decolonizing Preaching: The Pulpit as Postcolonial Space (2014).

M ETAMORPHOSIS
Preaching after Christendom
SARAH TRAVIS
978-1-5326-5063-5 | 142 p. | $19

“Believer on Sunday, Atheist by Thursday
Is Faith Still Possible?
RONALD P. BYARS
978-1-5326-6745-9 | 146 p. | $20

“This uncommonly well-written analysis of what ails the mainline churches in our day is an electric charge of a book. Ronald P. Byars, a distinguished thinker, wants to help us embrace an adult Christian faith in the face of cultural disdain. He loves the gospel and does not want us to go down whimpering. I eagerly recommend his readable diagnosis of our ills and his bracing call to all who long for the return of the distinctive Protestant voice as an alternative to the pallid, undifferentiated spiritual fare presently on offer. This book will be tremendously encouraging to preachers.”

—FLEMING RUTLEDGE
Episcopal priest and author of The Crucifixion: Understanding the Death of Jesus Christ

RONDAL P. BYARS is Professor Emeritus at Union Presbyterian Seminary in Richmond, Virginia. His books include Christian Worship (2000), The Sacraments in Biblical Perspective (2011), and Finding Our Balance (Cascade, 2015).

The Service Learning Book
Getting Ready, Serving Well, and Coming Back Transformed
DAVID N. ENTWISTLE
978-1-5326-7486-0 | 136 p. | $19

“Entwistle offers very practical, down-to-earth advice that is applicable to individuals involved in many types of mission work, helping them to avoid common pitfalls by learning about the culture instead of judging it, listening to those who live on the field and following their recommendations, and approaching the trip with the heart of a servant. As missionaries who have hosted hundreds of teams over the past eighteen years, we appreciate how this book can help prepare people not just to go on a mission trip to help others, but to understand that they will also be transformed by the experience.”

—ALLEN AND TRISH SOWERS
Missionaries to Honduras

DAVID N. ENTWISTLE is a clinical psychologist and a psychology professor who has led service learning teams to Poland, Austria, China, and Hong Kong. His widely used textbook, Integrative Approaches to Psychology and Christianity (Cascade Books, 2015) is in its 3rd ed.
A pophatic theology, or negative theology, attempts to describe God, the Divine Good, by negation, to speak only in terms of what may not be said about the perfect goodness that is God. It is a way of coming to an understanding of who God is, which has played a significant role across centuries of Christian tradition but is very often treated with suspicion by those engaging in theological study today. This book seeks to introduce students to this oft-misunderstood form of spirituality.

Beginning by placing apophatic spirituality within its biblical roots, the book later considers the key pioneers of apophatic faith and a diverse range of thinkers, including C. S. Lewis and Keats, to inform us in our negative theological journey. A final section explores what difference a negative theological approach might make to our practice and our liturgy.

J. P. WILLIAMS is the West of England Ministry Training Course Dean at Ripon College Cuddesdon, UK.
In a day in which Christians too often reduce faith to mere sentimentality and atheists decry it as superstitious nonsense, Fr. Kerry Walters offers a series of reflections intended to show that, indeed, faith matters. Drawn from his popular weekly newspaper column, these short meditations explore Christian faith from the perspectives of doctrine, spirituality, ethics, politics, art and science, the saints, and the holy seasons that mark the Christian year and set the rhythm of Christian living.

“Walters’ essays are comparable to those of Evelyn Underwood and C.S. Lewis and have much to say to Christians everywhere.”

—ROBIN JARRELL
Episcopal Priest and author of Fallen Women and Fallen Angels: The Mother of the Son of Man

KERRY WALTERS, professor of philosophy emeritus and independent Catholic priest, is the author or editor of over forty books and hundreds of articles. He lives in central Pennsylvania and pastors the parish of Holy Spirit American National Catholic Church.

Children’s Spirituality, Second Edition
Christian Perspectives, Research, and Applications
EDITED BY KEVIN E. LAWSON AND SCOTTIE MAY
978-1-5326-7249-1 | 424 p. | $49

What this revised volume provides is a collection of chapters offering theological perspectives, social science research, and insights on ministry practice about the spiritual lives of children.

“This extraordinary book is a must read for all who teach and practice religious education. It gathers, with breadth and depth, the best current research from an exploding renewal in the study of the spirituality and religious development of children. Teachers, students, and scholars dedicated to understanding and nurturing our children’s growth in faith will find this rich volume indispensable.”

—JAMES W. FOWLER
author of Stages of Faith

KEVIN E. LAWSON is Professor of Educational Studies at Talbot School of Theology (Biola University).

SCOTTIE MAY is Associate Professor Emerita of Christian Formation & Ministry, Wheaton College.

Body and Blood
The Body of Christ in the Life of the Community
ANDREW R. HARDY AND KEITH FOSTER
978-1-5326-5731-3 | 160 p. | $19

The largest missional challenge facing the church of Christ in the West is to equip every member to engage in missionary endeavor in third places. Third places are those social zones in society like coffee shops, gyms, shopping malls, pubs, etc., that everyone and anyone can meet in as commonly owned spaces. The authors argue that for too long the church has not equipped and trained its members to engage in mission in the public square. The mobilization of every member to become the hands and feet of the missional sacramental body of Christ to carry the message of God’s generous love to not-yet-Christians is vital, if we want to witness the kingdom reign of God extend into their lives.

ANDREW R. HARDY is academic program director for ForMission College and the chair of the Fellowship of Churches of Christ National Leadership Team in the UK. Keith Foster is senior minister of Bethel Church Coventry (UK) and a senior lecturer in theology at ForMission College.

King’s Speech
Preaching Reconciliation in a World of Violence and Chasm
SUNGGU YANG
978-1-5326-5091-8 | 116 p. | $17

“Yang offers not just a historical review of Martin Luther King, Jr’s theology of preaching, but reminds us of the relevance of following King’s example and homiletical approach to counter the violence of the world. A must read for all of us called to preach the prophetic edges of the gospel.”

—O. WESLEY ALLEN, JR.
Southern Methodist University

“In King’s Speech Sunggu Yang ably gets behind the mystique of America’s twentieth-century prophet of social conscience and renders a careful appraisal of the social and spiritual environment that made King’s arresting preaching come alive. In a period fraught with violence and political polarization, Yang calls us to attune our ears once again to the timeless wisdom of Martin Luther King, Jr.”

—KENYATTA R. GILBERT
Howard University School of Divinity

SUNGGU YANG is Assistant Professor of Christian Ministries at the College of Christian Studies at Portland Seminary, George Fox University.
Christian Friendship
Engaging the Tradition, Transforming the Culture
JOHN P. BEQUETTE
978-1-5326-5445-9 | 144 p. | $20

In response to a contemporary cultural situation in which human dignity is gravely threatened, Christian Friendship proposes a recovery of friendship as a new way of re-establishing the interpersonal communion that characterizes the human person created in the image of God. The author seeks to recover a genuine understanding of friendship by exploring ancient philosophy and the Catholic theological tradition. By examining the writings of Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine, Anselm, and others, Christian Friendship proposes a new way for Catholics to address the cultural issues besetting the Christian community today.

JOHN P. BEQUETTE is Professor of Theology at the University of Saint Francis in Fort Wayne, Indiana. He has published several books and numerous articles. His most recent publication is an edited volume Companion to Medieval Christian Humanism (2016).

Woven Together
Faith and Justice for the Earth and the Poor
JAMES S. MASTALER
978-1-5326-6167-9 | 170 p. | $22

“A good-hearted and useful effort to bridge some of the gaps between communities of faith and the environmental justice movement. The author understands how important it is that our campaigns are deeply rooted in the lives of the poor—this is the best lens with which to view the world going forward.”
—BILL MCKIBBEN
Schumann Distinguished Scholar in Environmental Studies at Middlebury College

“Woven Together is a gem—an invaluable weave of theology and ethics in the context of environmental concerns and social justice. Mastaler's personal stories make for a highly engaging book, one that will appeal to all who are concerned with the future of our planet.”
—MARY EVELYN TUCKER
Forum on Religion and Ecology at Yale University

BRANDAN J. ROBERTSON
is the lead pastor of Missiongathering Christian Church, San Diego and a noted public theologian and activist.

The Gospel of Inclusion
A Christian Case for LGBT+ Inclusion in the Church
BRANDAN J. ROBERTSON
978-1-5326-7609-3 | 158 p. | $21

Often the case for LGBT+ inclusion in the church remains fixated on “defusing” the six Bible texts that refer to homosexuality. Such an approach falls short of providing a comprehensive framework for radical inclusion. In this book, Brandan Robertson offers a compelling assessment of the biblical texts, cultural context, and modern social movements to suggest that the entire thrust of the Christian gospel calls the church towards the deconstruction of all oppressive structures and towards the creation of a world that celebrates the full spectrum of human diversity as a reflection of God’s creative intention.

“Brandan Robertson is one of the most powerful voices of his generation. This succinct and powerful book is a tour de force.”
—FLOYD THOMPKINS

Theologies of Failure
EDITED BY ROBERTO SIRVENT AND DUNCAN B. REYBURN
978-1-5326-0077-7 | 260 p. | $31

“In this moment when theology is in danger of failing along with its traditional institutions, when politics threatens to fail us all along with the earth itself—these essays burst failure open from within. This conversation enlivens a practice more important than success—an improvisational minding of failure that may indeed prove to be ‘a condition of the possibility of theology itself’”

—CATHERINE KELLER
Professor of Constructive Theology, Drew University

“Given the almost-irresistible temptation to which the Church regularly succumbs, this book is a timely and perhaps timeless resource for resistance and renewal…”

—MICHAEL L. BUDDE
Center for World Catholicism and Intercultural Theology, DePaul University

ROBERTO SIRVENT is Professor of Political and Social Ethics at Hope International University in Fullerton, California.

DUNCAN B. REYBURN is Senior Lecturer at the Department of Visual Arts at the University of Pretoria, South Africa.
Breakfast with Barth
Daily Devotions
DONALD K. MCKIM
978-1-5326-5094-9 | 158 p. | $19

Breakfast with Barth: Daily Devotions provides extracts from the writings of theologian Karl Barth. The short devotion that follows explains the meaning of Barth’s quotation in light of his overall writings. It also explores the meanings of Barth’s thought for contemporary Christian living.

“Have a hearty breakfast with Barth before you do anything. It’s sure to build a strong body of Christ in innumerable ways.”
—GEORGE HUNSINGER

“Donald McKim has produced a beautiful little book that makes Barth accessible to readers of any variety.”
—KIMLYN J. BENDER

DONALD K. MCKIM is a former seminary academic dean, professor of theology, pastor, and editor for Presbyterian Publishing Corporation. He is the author of numerous books on Reformed theology.

Gender, Violence, and Justice
Collected Essays on Violence against Women
PAMELA COOPER-WHITE
978-1-5326-1229-9 | 318 p. | $37

Gender, Violence, and Justice is a volume of collected essays by an expert in the field of violence against women and pastoral theology. It represents over three decades of research, advocacy, and pastoral theological reflection on the subject of sexual and domestic violence. Topics include intimate partner violence, sexual abuse and trauma, and clergy sexual misconduct; controversial theological issues such as forgiveness; and, as well, positive frameworks for fostering well-being in families, church, and society.

PAMELA COOPER-WHITE is the Christiane Brooks Johnson Professor of Psychology and Religion at Union Theological Seminary, New York. She is the author of nine books, including The Cry of Tamar Braided Selves (Cascade, 2011).

Power of Popular Piety
A Critical Examination
AMBROSE MONG
978-1-5326-5643-9 | 184 p. | $23

This book examines the ambivalence of folk Catholicism as a resource to fight against injustice, exploitation, and oppression. Cases are cited to illuminate the value and potential trespasses of popular religious beliefs and practices. Over centuries, representatives of the powerful middle and upper middle classes did not hesitate to manipulate popular piety to protect their power and privileges. In fact, much of popular religion still reflects the dominant ideology.

AMBROSE MONG, PhD, is assistant parish priest at St Andrew’s Church, Hong Kong and part-time lecturer and research associate at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. His recent publications include: Guns and Gospel: Imperialism and Evangelism in China (2016), A Tale of Two Theologians: Treatment of Third World Theologies (2017), A Better World is Possible: An Exploration of Western and Eastern Utopian Visions (2018).

Letters to a Young Pastor
Reflections on Leadership, Community, and the Gospel of Grace
IAN STACKHOUSE
978-1-5326-6341-3 | 134 p. | $16

Speaking out of twenty-seven years of pastoral ministry, Ian Stackhouse writes a series of letters to a young pastor just starting out. Responding to the various challenges his young charge faces in the first few years of congregational leadership, Letters to a Young Pastor is something of a spiritual reflection on leadership in the context of Christian ministry, addressing matters that anyone in leadership eventually has to face. It seeks to offer encouragement and practical wisdom, but also an insight into the inner world of a person wrestling with the demands of a vocational life.

“So warm, so honest, so constructively flexible.”
—ADRIAN PLASS

“Ian Stackhouse is a pastor’s pastor. Letter after letter is filled with incisive wisdom and gentle humor.”
—CHLOE LYNCH

IAN STACKHOUSE is Senior Minister of Millmead, Guildford Baptist Church, UK.
God Is . . .
Meditations on the Mystery of Life, the Purity of Grace, the Bliss of Surrender, and the God beyond God
WESLEY J. WILDMAN
978-1-5326-5919-5 | 100 p. | $14

This book makes the attempt to speak of the God Beyond God in the language of the sermon, using metaphor and potent imagery tuned to the existential intensities of human life. The God Beyond God is closer to us than our jugular veins, vividly present in every moment of our lives. These sermons are practical and moving, resonating with the most rigorous theological understandings of ultimate reality. Their deconstruction of our convenient fantasies about a divine being make these sermons emotionally intense.

WESLEY J. WILDMAN, Professor of Philosophy, Theology, and Ethics in Boston University's School of Theology, an ordained minister in the Uniting Church of Australia, and occasional teacher of preaching, has written numerous books, including most recently In Our Own Image: Anthropomorphism, Apophaticism, and Ultimacy (2017) and Effing the Ineffable: Existential Mumblings at the Limits of Language (2018).

Foolish Church
Messy, Raw, Real, and Making Room
LEE ROORDA SCHOTT
978-1-5326-5327-8 | 148 p. | $20

MESSY, RAW, REAL, AND MAKING ROOM
LEE ROORDA SCHOTT
978-1-5326-5327-8 | 148 p. | $20

Messy, raw, and real aren't the words most of us use when we say what's good about our churches. But what if they were? Author Lee Schott found out, serving a beautiful church inside the Iowa women's prison. A lifelong church person, she discovered more church, and greater faithfulness, in this most unlikely setting, with room for people the church has often overlooked. She shares the lessons she has learned there, with the hope that church leaders outside of prison might be inspired, equipped, and encouraged to loosen the fetters that keep our churches so closed off.

LEE ROORDA SCHOTT is a United Methodist elder and pastor of Women at the Well, a church inside the women's prison in Mitchellville, Iowa.

Preaching the New Testament Again
Faith, Freedom, and Transformation
YUNG SUK KIM
978-1-5326-5250-9 | 118 p. | $17

This book combines critical New Testament scholarship with homiletic concerns. Kim unravels complexities of the most prominent themes in the New Testament such as faith, freedom, and transformation, and brings them into dialogue with modern preaching contexts, ranging from personal identity to social justice to global issues. This book invites readers to reinterpret the most familiar themes that have not been thoroughly explored in scholarship and to make an informed choice about what to preach to whom in what context.

YUNG SUK KIM is Associate Professor of New Testament and Early Christianity at Samuel DeWitt Proctor School of Theology, Virginia Union University. Kim is the author of numerous books, including Christ's Body in Corinth (2008), Biblical Interpretation (Pickwick, 2013), Resurrecting Jesus (Cascade, 2015), and Messiah in Weakness (Cascade, 2016).

Ministry Among God's Queer Folk, Second Edition
LGBTQ Pastoral Care
BERNARD SCHLAGER AND DAVID KUNDTZ
978-1-5326-1711-9 | 294 p. | $32

This practical pastoral care handbook, written by two self-described queer people of faith, covers the basic skills that religious caregivers and ministry students need in order to be effective, enlightened, and supportive pastoral care providers to LGBTQ persons in congregational and other community settings.

BERNARD SCHLAGER is Associate Professor of Historical and Cultural Studies at Pacific School of Religion and the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, CA. He is also Executive Director of the Center for LGBTQ and Gender Studies in Religion at PSR.

DAVID KUNDTZ, psychotherapist and writer, holds a doctoral degree in pastoral psychology from the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, CA. Among his seven published books are the best-selling Stopping: How to Be Still When You Have to Keep Going and Quiet Mind: One-Minute Mindfulness.
Disciplined Hope
Prayer, Politics, and Resistance
SHANNON CRAIGO-SNELL
978-1-5326-4552-5 | 158 p. | $21

"With this collection, Shannon Craigo-Snell has captured a part of faithful resistance often left out of the history of movements. This book of her social media prayers, annotated within their historical contexts, is a love note to people who long for justice as a faithful Christian response. It is a powerful testimony of prayer as action, as intention, as community. I will be reading and praying them again and again."

—VALERIE BRIDGEMAN
Methodist Theological School in Ohio

"I was one of those who prayed the prayers in this book when they were just Facebook ephemera. To have them collected in a book is a gift. These prayers continue to remind me that the promise God made to us is real: I am working in the world. There is hope."

—LANDON WHITSITT
Producer of Theocademy and author, Open Source Church

SHANNON CRAIGO-SNELL is Professor of Theology at Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary.

No Mercy, No Justice
The Dominant Narrative of America versus the Counter-Narrative of Jesus’ Parables
BROOKS HARRINGTON
978-1-5326-4582-2 | 282 p. | $34

"Brooks Harrington has given us an amazing book—at once personal testimony from his significant experiences as an attorney and a pastor to the marginalized, then creative and invigorating biblical interpretation, all cast by a Christian with a passionate commitment to the embrace of justice and mercy. This book will change how you look at our criminal justice system, the parables of Jesus, and the Christian life."

—WILL WILLIMON
Duke Divinity School

BROOKS HARRINGTON is the founder of the Methodist Justice Ministry, a pro bono legal ministry that provides legal protections and supportive services for indigent victims of child abuse and family violence. He has been a Marine infantry officer, a criminal prosecutor in Washington D.C., a litigator in private practice, an ordained United Methodist elder, and the pastor of an inner city church.

OMG
Growing Our God Images
MARY ELLEN ASHCROFT
978-1-5326-4531-0 | 180 p. | $23

"I came to OMG with enormous excitement. A longtime reader and admirer of Ashcroft’s work, I couldn't wait to see what new insight, wisdom, wit, and witness Ashcroft had uncovered in her latest book. Still, even I was unprepared for the sheer linguistic beauty, intellectual rigor, and spiritually transformative power packed into this volume. OMG is both spiritual memoir and spiritual guide—and you could not find a wiser, funnier, fiercer, gentler guide. This book is electric, essential."

—MARYA HORNBACHER
New York Times Bestselling Author of Wasted, Madness, and Waiting: A Non-Believer’s Higher Power

MARY ELLEN ASHCROFT was an English professor at Bethel University and Kalamazoo College, and is now vicar of Spirit of the Wilderness Episcopal Church in Grand Marais, MN. She has published a number of books, including Dogspell: The Gospel According to Dog, The Magdalene Gospel, and Spirited Women.

Vagabonding
In Defense and Praise of Millennial Faith
LAURIE LYTER BRIGHT
978-1-5326-1918-2 | 138 p. | $19

"Not your typical ‘how-to’ handbook, Vagabonding is a bold declaration of the gospel according to Millennials’ delivered with both prophetic passion and pastoral compassion. Writing as both minister and Millennial, Lyter Bright invites and challenges the church she loves to be turned inside-out and upside-down by the radical grace of Christ. Vagabonding demands that it not merely be read, but engaged, discussed, and applied in partnership with Millennials themselves."

—DAN SAPERSTEIN
Executive Presbyter, Presbytery of Lake Huron, Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

LAURIE LYTER BRIGHT is a Presbyterian pastor, a doctoral student in education sciences, and Executive Director of Pilgrims of Ibillin. This is her first book.
Foretaste
Leadership for the Missional Church
PAUL M. DIETTERICH
978-1-5326-6551-6 | 196 p. | $28

“Foretaste offers an actionable blend of ecclesiology and organization studies. Its guidance and tools facilitate assessment of congregational climate and missional transformation. Paul Dietterich brings a lifetime of experience to the topic of missional church leadership.”

—KENT D. MILLER
Professor of Management, Michigan State University

“Foretaste is a real treasure—the rich and mature fruit of fifty years of research, experience, and communal reflection by Paul Dietterich . . . One is invited to embrace a new vision of church centered in God’s mission.”

—ROGER SCHROEDER
Professor of Mission and Culture, Catholic Theological Union at Chicago

PAUL DIETTERICH is Executive Director Emeritus of the Center for Parish Development. As a pastor-consultant-researcher-teacher-writer, he has brought the theological and social science fields together in critical dialogue in service to the church.

End of Story?
Same-Sex Relationships and the Narratives of Evangelical Mission
ANDREW PERRIMAN
978-1-5326-7017-6 | 178 p. | $24

The social and legal validation of same-sex relationships in the West over the last two decades has presented an immense challenge to the church insofar as it seeks to remain faithful to Scripture. But it is not an isolated ethical problem. It is just one element—albeit a very important one—in the much broader, long-term overhaul and reorientation of Western culture after the collapse of the Christian consensus.

Andrew Perriman suggests that Paul’s argument about same-sex behavior, perhaps more clearly than any other issue, highlights the narrative shape of the mission of the early church in the Greek world.

ANDREW PERRIMAN lives in London, England. He has a handful of books to his name, including Speaking of Women: Interpreting Paul and The Future of the People of God: Reading Romans Before and After Western Christendom.

Outgrowing Church, Second Edition
JOHN KILLINGER
978-1-5326-9277-2 | 180 p. | $19

Why are so many people drifting away from today’s churches? John Killinger suggests that part of the problem is that they have personally outpaced the thinking and understanding of the church so that they no longer find it adequate as a social structure for the celebration of their faith. In their attempts to find Jesus and his teachings relevant within the new culture, they strike out on their own or adhere to parachristian organizations that retain an allegiance to Jesus without the baggage of the traditional institution.

JOHN KILLINGER has been a pastor and taught at Vanderbilt Divinity School, Princeton Theological Seminary, and Samford University. He is the author of more than seventy books.

Confessions of a Recovering Fundamentalist
KEITH WARD
978-1-5326-9671-8 | 138 p. | $19

Can theology be expounded almost entirely in jokes? This is an attempt to do so. It tells of Ward’s journey from fundamentalism towards a more positive Christian spirituality. Ward argues that we need to escape from the image of a vindictive God, who saves just a few people from endless torture for no obvious reason. He proposes instead a view of the universe as evolving towards a goal, guided by a supreme cosmic consciousness, which manifests its nature in this historical process. Jesus is the human image of this consciousness, an image of universal self-giving love and a foreshadowing of the transformation of human lives by their union with the divine. Christian faith should be joyful, hopeful, and positive good news for everyone—for there is a spiritual basis and goal of the universe which wills everyone to share in its unlimited wisdom and love.

KEITH WARD is Regius Professor of Divinity Emeritus in the University of Oxford.
Zero Theology
Escaping Belief through Catch-22s
JOHN TUCKER
978-1-5326-7518-8 | 142 p. | $19

“This book made my head hurt... in a good way! I found myself thinking, 'No. Maybe. Yes. Maybe. I need to think more about this!’ What at first seems unreasonable can bring new theological insights. This book is worth the reading!”
—THOMAS JAY OORD
author of God Can't and many other books

“Zero Theology allows us to view religion in a whole new way that negates the limitations of thinking in terms of belief or non-belief. This approach will likely cause consternation among believers and non-believers, as well as much-needed food for thought.
—LINDA LASCOLA
co-author with Daniel C. Dennett of Caught in the Pulpit, Leaving Belief Behind

JOHN TUCKER is an Ordained Elder in The United Methodist Church.

Faith in the Living God, Second Edition
A Dialogue
JOHN POLKINGHORNE and MICHAEL WELKER
978-1-5326-6182-2 | 174 p. | $22

“he book is short but its content is profound: a compelling witness to both the reasonableness and substantive richness of the Christian faith written for its troubled friends and its educated despisers alike.”
—MIROSLAV VOLF
director of Yale Center for Faith and Culture

“...unique and exceptional—a conversation between friends, although from diverse backgrounds, both of them informed and inspiring... Readers are privileged almost to overhear while two major public intellectuals of our time engage—personally, respectfully, honestly—in serious dialogue on questions of truth and understanding.”
—DIRK J. SMIT
Princeton Theological Seminary

JOHN POLKINGHORNE, KBE FRS (born in 1930) is an English theoretical physicist, theologian, and Anglican priest.

MICHAEL WELKER, (born in 1947) was a professor of theology at the German universities of Tübingen, Münster, and Heidelberg.

The God Who Loves and Is Loved
The Vicarious Humanity of Christ and the Response of Love
CHRISTIAN D. KETTLER
978-1-4982-8904-7 | 168 p. | $21

“Drawing upon years of research, reflection, and teaching, Chris Kettler offers us an erudite, hopeful, and timely theological reflection in a world today where we are often more aware of hate than we are of love. Scholars, pastors, and thoughtful Christians will find a rich theological feast in this new work on love.”
—ELMER COLYER
University of Dubuque Theological Seminary

“Chris Kettler has made yet another significant stride in developing the implications of the vicarious humanity of Christ, anchoring human love in the love of the Son for the Father. This work is rich with ministry implications, without simplistic answers.”
—DON J. PAYNE
Denver Seminary

CHRISTIAN D. KETTLER is Professor of Theology and Religion at Friends University.

Heaven Ain’t Goin’ There
A Down-to-Earth Look at Eternal Life
JOHN A. DAVIES
978-1-5326-6527-1 | 150 p. | $20

“John Davies has written a tremendously simple and yet wonderfully helpful account of heaven... Some people will have their minds blown and others will be joyfully refreshed by this little yet informative book.”
—MICHAEL F. BIRD
Academic Dean and Lecturer in Theology, Ridley College

“John Davies’ Heaven Ain’t Goin’ There is a biblical-theological and pastoral masterpiece. I highly recommend it for all who wrestle with the subject of life after death and who are engaged in the pastoral care of the dying and bereaved.”
—MARK HARDING
Executive Officer, Australian and New Zealand Association of Theological Schools

JOHN A. DAVIES is Principal Emeritus of Christ College, Sydney, Australia and a Research Associate of the Sydney College of Divinity. He is the author of A Royal Priesthood (2004); A Study Commentary on 1 Kings (2012); Unless Someone Shows Me (2015); and Lift Up Your Heads (2018).
“Paul Ingram’s commentary on the lectionary readings will have practical value for anyone preparing to preach. However, he has written in a way that deserves a far wider audience.”

—JOHN B. COBB JR. author of Jesus’ Abba

“Ingram’s Tongues of Fire is simultaneously an interpretation of Pentecost and an explanation of process theology that invites scholars to explore biblical and theological themes and faithful Christians to read key biblical texts devotionally. . . . Process theology enfolds the focal Scripture in each chapter, while the Pentecost event imparts concrete and lively relevance to process theology.”

—NANCY HOWELL
St. Paul School of Theology

PAUL O. INGRAM is Professor Emeritus at Pacific Lutheran University. He is the author of numerous books, including Faith as Remembering (Cascade, 2017) and You Have Been Told What Is Good (Cascade, 2016).

William G. Rusch

“William G. Rusch is one of the great theological minds of our era. He has dedicated his gifts and passion to realizing the visible unity of the church of Jesus Christ. Toward a Common Future is his finest achievement to date. The specific proposal that he offers in Chapter 7 sets out the final steps of this long ecumenical journey toward visible unity that the pilgrim people of God have been on.”

—DALE IRVIN
President, New York Theological Seminary

WILLIAM G. RUSCH is a member of the faculty of the Divinity School of Yale University. He has been a member of a number of national dialogues and the Joint Vatican-World Council of Churches Working Group. He is the author of Ecumenical Reception: Its Challenge and Opportunity (2007).

JAMES S. SPIEGEL

“Within Christianity there has always been a variety of perspectives on hell, distinguished by views about the duration of its torments. Traditionalists maintain that the suffering of the lost is everlasting, universalists claim that eventually everyone is redeemed, and conditional immortalists (also known as ‘annihilationists’) reject both these alternatives, instead claiming that after a finite period of suffering the damned are annihilated.

Conditionalism has enjoyed something of a revival in recent years. However, there has yet to appear a book-length philosophical defense of conditionalism . . . until now. In Hell and Divine Goodness, James Spiegel assesses the three major alternative theories of hell, arriving at the conclusion that the conditionalist view is, all things considered, the most defensible position on the issue.

JAMES S. SPIEGEL is Professor of Philosophy and Religion at Taylor University in Upland, IN.

The Way of the Kenotic Christ
The Christology of Jürgen Moltmann

SAMUEL J. YOUNGS

“Sam Youngs provides the first exhaustive analysis of Moltmann’s doctrine of Christ, including its key developments and controversial elements. He argues that Moltmann’s doctrine of Christ is best understood as a unique variation of kenotic christology.

“Sam Youngs persuasively asserts that Jurgen Moltmann’s Christology is the center of his whole theological project, and rightly recognizes that it has not been the subject of sufficient scrutiny. Moltmann’s work has arguably done more than any modern theologian to lodge kenotic notions in the imagination of the church at large and the theological academy in particular.”

—SAM WELLS
Vicar, St. Martin-in-the-Fields

SAMUEL J. YOUNGS is Assistant Professor of Christian Studies at Bryan College, Adjunct Professor of Church History and Theology at Richmont Graduate University, and Academic Dean of the Mission School of Ministry.
The Holy Spirit is in a way the most mysterious of the three “names” of God. For many it is the “unknown God” (Acts 17:23). How can a “Spirit” be love? How can it be a person? What role can a “Spirit” have in the Trinitarian relations?

In *The Breath of God*, Vető argues that a more exact comprehension of the third divine person can be reached by considering the way it acts in the economy of salvation and how it reveals itself in its scriptural names: *Ruah* and *Pneuma*, breath or wind. Just as, in the eternal life of God, the Father and the Son are precisely what their names designate, likewise, the Holy Spirit is the Breath of God. The procession of the Spirit is the “breathing out” of the Father into the Son, the communication of one intimacy into another, and the “breathing” back of the Son into the Father.

ETIENNE VETO is Professor of Theology at the Pontifical Gregorian University (Rome, Italy) and Director of the “Cardinal Bea Centre for Judaic Studies” of the same University.

---

“With her book Dr. Grace Kim seals her reputation as an authority on pneumatology. Here she goes further than two previous books by offering us a profound theology of the manifestation of the Holy Spirit under three images, namely—light, wind, and vibration. Dr. Kim succeeds splendidly in making the Holy Spirit real to Christian life, no longer an ethereal and abstract entity but the powerful and personal divine force moving and shaking us to work for climate, gender, and racial justice. I strongly recommend this book not only for theology courses but also for spiritual reading.”

—PETER C. PHAN
Georgetown University

“Grace Ji-Sun Kim has written an engaging text that considers how to address important contemporary issues in light of an evolving, hybrid Christian pneumatology. . . .”

—ROSETTA E. ROSS
Spelman College

GRACE JI-SUN KIM is Associate Professor of Theology at Earlham School of Religion. She is the author or editor of sixteen books.

---

“Robert Hunt offers a balanced and empathetic account designed especially for Christian readers who seek a better understanding of Muslim faith and values.”

—RUBEN L.F. HABITO
Professor of World Religions and Spirituality, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University

“This book will stimulate the imagination and deepen readers’ understanding of the ideals and beauty of Islam. Robert Hunt has produced a captivating introductory text that is at once learned and accessible, poetic and useful.”

—DANA L. ROBERT
Truman Collins Professor of World Christianity and History of Mission, Boston University

ROBERT HUNT was a United Methodist missionary in Malaysia, Singapore, and Austria for twenty years. He is now the Director of Global Theological Education at Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University.

---

Giles Questing, an undergraduate student at the University of Oxford, finds his life taking an unexpected turn after the suspicious death of a PhD student, a death the police believe to be suicide. He determines to solve the mystery by following a trail of artworks that depict a unicorn. His quest immerses him in the world of the unicorn in medieval and Renaissance art, and introduces him to the present-day obsession with the unicorn in the media, advertising, and social networks. All this enables him to crack the code of the unicorn that has been buried in the tradition of the church for many years, and to answer his questions about a death that deeply affects him and that finally threatens his own life.

“An extraordinary achievement. The author writes very beautifully, holding the tension until the end.”

—MICHEAL O’SIABHAIL
Distinguished Poet in Residence, Union Theological Seminary

PAUL S. FIDDES is Professor of Systematic Theology, University of Oxford.
God’s Scorekeeper and Other Stories
FRANK G. HONEYCUTT
978-1-5326-7551-5 | 180 p. | $21

“If I ever spent time with the pastors in Frank Honeycutt’s great collection of stories, God’s Scorekeeper, then I probably wouldn’t be such a heathen. Honeycutt has created a passel of big-hearted, curious, oftentimes befuddled, oftentimes mischievous protagonists needed now more than ever. . . . These stories should be read on Sunday mornings, plus Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday . . .”
—GEORGE SINGLETON
Staff Picks

“With sardonic wit, irreverent humor, and pitch-perfect turns of phrase, Frank Honeycutt explores the interior lives not only of his misfit pastor protagonists but also of anyone trying to negotiate a faithful life.”
—NANCY L. TUTEN
Professor of English, Columbia College

FRANK G. HONEYCUTT, an ELCA pastor, is the author of numerous magazine articles and ten books, including Sunday Comes Every Week: Daily Habits for the Busy Preacher.

The Forgotten Sage
Rabbi Joshua ben Hananiah and the Birth of Judaism as We Know It
MAURICE D. HARRIS
978-1-4982-0076-9 | 184 p. | $23

Just after the Roman destruction of Jerusalem in 70 C.E., there lived a poor and ugly nail-maker who was also, for a time, the leading rabbi of his generation. His name was Joshua ben Hananiah, and he helped give us the Judaism we know—the complicated, word-filled tradition of debates, multiple viewpoints, and endless questions. Through his humanity, humility, and occasional audacity, Joshua helped set Judaism on its course towards becoming the decentralized, multi-opinionated, exile-surviving, other-religion-respecting, wounded-yet-hopeful religion that it is at its best. And yet, inside and outside the Jewish community, few people know about him. Rabbi Maurice Harris is a friendly guide through the texts and dramas of early rabbinic Judaism, providing general audiences with a lively and contemporary perspective on a fascinating figure with much to teach us today.

MAURICE D. HARRIS is a rabbi and writer based in Glenside, PA.

Demons and Spirits in Biblical Theology
Reading the Biblical Text in Its Cultural and Literary Context
JOHN H. WALTON and J. HARVEY WALTON
978-1-62564-825-9 | 348 p. | $40

What if references to demons in the Bible are similar to references about the structure of the cosmos representing the beliefs familiar to the ancient audience but used only as a framework for teaching about the purposes of God? This approach is worked out through detailed examination of hermeneutical method, the ancient Near Eastern and Greco-Roman contexts, each of the biblical terms and passages, and the essentials of biblical theology. Readers will not find an assessment of the metaphysical realities. Instead they will be introduced to a hermeneutical, exegetical, and theological feast regarding what the Bible, understood in its ancient context, teaches.

“I strongly recommend this book.”
—CRAIG A. EVANS

JOHN H. WALTON is Professor of Old Testament at Wheaton College.

J. HARVEY WALTON is a research student at St. Andrews University.

An Islamic Jihad of Nonviolence
Said Nursi’s Model
SALIH SAYILGAN
978-1-5326-5755-9 | 148 p. | $20

Today Islam is often associated with violence. In the center of this reception of Islam is the concept of jihad, which has been distorted by many. On the one hand, there are some Muslims who take jihad as a reference point for their violent crimes against innocent people. On the other hand, the concept is intentionally used to promote fear against Islam and its adherents. This study challenges these presentations of jihad by exploring the influential Muslim theologian Said Nursi’s jihad of nonviolence. The book shows how Nursi’s teaching concerning nonviolent struggle, reconciliation, and religious tolerance has much in common with Nelson Mandela, Mahatma Gandhi, as well as Martin Luther King Jr.

“An important alternative to analyses based on the idea that jihad is simply violent ‘holy war.’”
—JOHN VOLL
Georgetown University

SALIH SAYILGAN is Visiting Assistant Professor of Islamic and Interreligious Studies at Wesley Theological Seminary.
God’s world was created “very good,” Genesis chapter 1 tells us, and in this book Jon Garvey rediscovers the truth, known to the Church for its first 1,500 years but largely forgotten now, that the fall of mankind did not lessen that goodness. The natural creation does not require any apologies or excuses, but rather celebration and praise. The author’s re-examination of the scriptural evidence, the writings of two millennia of Christian theologians, and the physical evidence of the world itself lead to the conclusion that we, both as Christians and as modern Westerners, have badly misunderstood our world.

“A book that will bring us back to celebrating the joys and goodness of creation rather than mourning its destruction and fallen state. This demands positive action from us.”

—GHILLEAN T. PRANCE
Scientific Director of The Eden Project

Born in Guildford, England, JON GARVEY studied medicine at Pembroke College, Cambridge University.
The Spirit among the dissenters
Other Voices in Understanding the Spirit of God
WILLIAM H. BRACKNEY
978-1-4982-3747-5 | 166 p. | $21

“This clever little book focuses on the role of the Holy Spirit as the animating force within the church and explores its significance within seven interlocking chapters. The discussion includes a range of topics, from English Baptists in the 1640s, to the nineteenth-century revivalist Charles G. Finney, to Walter Rauschenbusch, to William Young’s The Shack. The result is an entertaining and highly readable book that offers fresh insights into the history of dissent.”
—LARRY J. KREITZER
Tutor in New Testament, University of Oxford

WILLIAM H. BRACKNEY is currently Pioneer MacDonald Professor of Baptist Theology and Ethics at Carey Theological College in Vancouver, BC. Previously he taught at Acadia University, Baylor University, and McMaster University, where he was Dean of Theology. He has published over forty books and is a research fellow at several graduate institutions.

A Saint for East and West
Maximus the Confessor’s Contribution to Eastern and Western Christian Theology
EDITED BY DANIEL HAYNES
978-1-62032-200-0 | 308 p. | $36

In 1054 CE, the Great Schism between Eastern and Western Christianity occurred, and the official break of communion between the two ancient branches of the church continues to this day. The thought of St. Maximus the Confessor, a saint of both churches, provides a unique theological lens through which to map out a path of ecumenical understanding. This book brings together leading scholars and thinkers from both East and West. Through an exposition of the intellectual history of Maximus’ theological influence, his moral and spiritual theology, and his metaphysical vision of creation, a common Christianity emerges.

“This is no mere intellectual memoir. St. Augustine writes, ‘I feed you with what nourishes me.’ Miles embodies precisely this, and we are all nourished by our reading of her generous book. Unflinchingly honest, Miles teaches us that scholarship is more a way of life than a career. She teaches us that scholarly skills help us form life skills, and that the solitude of the scholar is perfected in dialogue. Among scholars she is the last of a breed.”
—PAUL M. BLOWERS

MARGARET R. MILES teaches Religious Studies at Georgia Gwinnett College and Bioethics at Brenau University.

Recollections and Reconsiderations
MARGARET R. MILES
978-1-5326-4057-5 | 174 p. | $23

Several years before his death, Augustine of Hippo reviewed his published works, commenting on his purpose in writing each, and correcting, from his present perspective, the mistakes he noticed. Inspired by Augustine’s Retractations, Miles’s Recollections and Reconsiderations undertakes a similar project, a critical review of almost fifty years of her publications.

“Doors In
The Fairy Tale World of George MacDonald
ROLLAND HEIN
978-1-5326-4381-1 | 142 p. | $19

George MacDonald wrote fairy tales for both children and adults to demonstrate the essential role of the imagination in apprehending spiritual truths. He explained: “... undefined, yet vivid visions of something beyond, something which eye has not seen nor ear heard, have far more influence than any logical sequences whereby the same things may be demonstrated to the intellect.” Rolland Hein undertakes to show how MacDonald’s tales contain such visions, helping readers to experience for themselves glimpses of “something beyond” and catch exciting insights into eternal truths.

ROLLAND HEIN is Emeritus Professor of English at Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois.
Pilgrims and Popes
A Concise History of Pre-Reformation Christianity in the West
TOBIAS BRANDNER
978-1-5326-6214-0 | 316 p. | $37

"Christianity had its origins in Asia, but much of its development took place in the West. . . . This is not just a history of Western Christianity, however. It is one that is written for Asians and sensitive to their questions and concerns. Because of this, it will be a useful textbook and reference for all those learning and teaching Christianity in Asia."

—STEPHEN BEVANS, SVD
Catholic Theological Union, Chicago

"Church history has not been a popular subject with many Asian seminarians. But this may change with Brandner's highly readable and engaging book. It differs from other works by not only drawing attention to but also raising provocative questions about areas of convergence between the church in the West and Asia. This can only have come from a church historian who is deeply immersed in Asian church life."

—SIMON CHAN
editor of Asia Journal of Theology

TOBIAS BRANDNER is an Associate Professor of the History of Christianity and Mission Studies at the Divinity School of Chung Chi College, Chinese University of Hong Kong.

Imitation, Knowledge, and the Task of Christology in Maximus the Confessor
LUKE STEVEN
978-1-5326-7279-8 | Forthcoming

Maximus was an ascetic, a man in love with Scripture and with Christ. He was also a polemicist, a crafter of dogma, a rhetorician. Luke Steven picks up a spiritual and philosophical strand that binds together these two disparate sides of the man. Steven argues that throughout his oeuvre the Confessor positions imitation as the key to knowledge. This lasting epistemology characterizes his earlier ascetic and spiritual works, and in his later works it prominently defines his dogmatic christological method—that is, the means by which he communicates and persuades and brings people to understand and encounter Jesus Christ.

"A significant leap forward in our understanding of Maximus."
—MARK A. MCINTOSH

"A major and creative contribution."
—NATHAN LYONS

LUKE STEVEN (PhD Cambridge) is an ordinand in the Church of England.

Notes from a Wayward Son
A Miscellany. Second, Expanded Edition
ANDREW G. WALKER
978-1-5326-7285-9 | 362 p. | $42

This "miscellany" puts readers around the table with a teacher who has provided the church with wisdom and passion and introduces a new voice to the conversation about the relationship between gospel and culture. Andrew Walker's "ecclesial intelligence" and broad interdisciplinary approach to theology and sociology will capture the imagination of many who are curious about the church's mission in the modern West. This book represents a broad sampling of Walker's writings from a distinguished forty-five-year career—from explorations of Pentecostalism and Charismatic Renewal to Eastern Orthodoxy, C. S. Lewis, and Deep Church; from the impact of modernity on the ecclesia to mission and ecumenism in the West today. In a church often driven by the latest fashions, Walker's is a voice to which we will want to listen!

ANDREW G. WALKER is Emeritus Professor of Theology, Religion, and Culture at King's College, London.

The Idea of Tradition in the Late Modern World
An Ecumenical and Interreligious Conversation
THOMAS ALBERT HOWARD
978-1-5326-7889-9 | Forthcoming

"Many thanks to Tal Howard for this thought-provoking book on the nature, significance, and prospects for perpetuating religious traditions—and traditional religion—in the late modern world. Its contributors are insightful representatives of some of the best-known Abrahamic faiths. And their reflections on the challenges of transmitting tradition in our globalizing, pluralistic, and forward-thinking era will spark useful conversations and pedagogical strategies among both religious and secular culture shapers for years to come."

—DOUGLAS A. SWEENEY
Dean and Professor of Divinity, Beeson Divinity School

THOMAS ALBERT HOWARD is Professor of Humanities and History and holds of the Duesenberg Chair in Christian Ethics at Valparaiso University.
Christianity: A Brief History
MICHAEL D. ROBINSON
978-1-5326-1831-4 | 526 p. | $59

“Look no further. The single-volume introduction to Christian history that is both introductory and still up to date on the latest historical research is here. Robinson’s writing style is clear, and yet he does not shy away from complex and difficult issues. In other words, readable and reliable. This book will be a gift for anyone wanting to understand Christianity’s past and present.”
—DAVID WILHITE
Professor of Christian Theology, George W. Truett Seminary

MICHAEL D. ROBINSON is Professor of Christian Studies at the University of Mary Hardin-Baylor. His books include Eternity and Freedom (1995) and The Storms of Providence (2003).

Christianity and the Christian Church of the First Three Centuries
FERDINAND CHRISTIAN BAUR
EDITED BY PETER C. HODGSON
978-1-5326-3234-1 | 478 p. | $55

“No historical theologian has contributed more than Baur to a rational understanding of Christian origins and history. . . Professor Hodgson is his outstanding English-language interpreter. His introduction and, with Robert Brown, lucid translation of this most important synthesis invites fresh assessments of modern New Testament scholarship by revisiting the origins of that discipline’s dominant paradigm.”
—ROBERT MORGAN
University of Oxford

FERDINAND CHRISTIAN BAUR (1792–1860) was Professor of Theology at the University of Tübingen.

PETER C. HODGSON is Charles G. Finney Professor of Theology Emeritus at the Divinity School of Vanderbilt University.

ROBERT F. BROWN is Professor of Philosophy Emeritus at the University of Delaware.

Great Risks Had to be Taken
The Jesuit Response to the Second Vatican Council, 1958–2018
PATRICK J. HOWELL
978-1-5326-6179-2 | 236 p. | $29

“In this frank and highly personal account, Patrick Howell walks the reader though the twists and turns in the recent history of the Society of Jesus and artfully weaves his own story into the larger story of the Society and the Church. I do not know of any book quite like it.”
—JOHN O’MALLEY, SJ
Georgetown University

“Father Patrick Howell offers a fine history of the last sixty years of the Society of Jesus as it struggled to discern how to respond to the call of the Second Vatican Council. . . A deeply felt story of a Jesuit’s love for the Church and his fellow brothers.”
—MARK BOSCO, SJ
Vice President for Mission and Ministry, Georgetown University

PATRICK HOWELL, SJ, distinguished professor of theology at Seattle University, teaches the theology of Vatican II and contemporary Catholicism.

John Henry Newman and His Age
OWEN F. CUMMINGS
978-1-5326-6009-2 | 196 p. | $25

Many books exist devoted to the life, thought, and writings of John Henry Newman, the premier Catholic theologian in nineteenth-century England. This book is a primer, and not only about Newman himself, but also about his time and place in church history. It attends to the papacy during his lifetime, his companions and friends, some of his peers at Oxford University, the First Vatican Council, as well as some of his writing and theology. It should be especially helpful to an interested reader who has no particular background in nineteenth-century church history or in Newman himself.

“This is the ideal introduction to a great man, a deep thinker, and a saint. It not only brings the life and times of Newman alive, and communicates clearly something of his wisdom, it also makes fascinating connections with our world and the church today.”
—DAVID F. FORD

OWEN F. CUMMINGS is Regents’ Professor of Theology at Mount Angel Seminary in Oregon. He is a deacon of the Diocese of Salt Lake City.
Into a Reluctant Sunrise
A Memoir
ANDREA L. LINGLE
978-1-5326-6196-9 | Forthcoming

She sat on the driveway, asphalt cold and rough under her fingers, watching the sun come up. What happens after the unthinkable happens? The sun comes up. Again and again and again. Stillbirth is a numbing reality for thousands of families each year, and when Andrea L. Lingle’s fourth child stopped moving one October day, she found herself living through just such a reality. Grief is a thoroughly despoiler. Nothing, from faith to family, is untouched by the immensity of grief. This is the story of a mother’s journey into stillbirth, into grief, into a reluctant sunrise.

ANDREA LINGLE is a writer, lay theologian, and editor. She lives on a cul-de-sac in North Carolina with her family and neighbors. She is a mother, reader, gardener, and writer. She is the author of Credulous (Cascade, 2018).

Re-Forming History
MARK SANDLE AND WILLIAM VAN ARRAGON
978-1-4982-9998-5 | 190 p. | $24

Does the discipline of history need a reformation? This book, written for students, considers the “how” of doing history. The authors first examine the current “liturgies” of the historical profession and suggest that the discipline is in crisis. They argue for “re-formed” Christian practices and methodologies for history. The book asks important questions: Why do we do history, and for whom? How should faith shape how we do our research and tell stories? What do we owe the dead? How should Christian historians practice “dangerous memory”? And how can Christian historians do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly with God? How might we rethink, reform, renew, reimagine, and re-practice the study of the past?

“It’s not often that a scholarly book speaks with such clarity to both heart and head.”
—MARGARET BENDROTH

MARK SANDLE is Professor of History and William Van Arragon is Associate Professor of History at The King’s University, Edmonton, Alberta.

Love and Terror in the Third Reich
A Tale of Broken Integrity
PETER MATHESON AND HEINKE SOMMER-MATHESON
978-1-5326-6118-1 | 176 p. | $21

“This book is a timely reminder to pay attention to the powers that be.”
—ALEXANDRA SANGSTER, St. Andrews Uniting Church

“This is a quite remarkable book. Intimate letters demonstrate how an idealistic young couple fell under the spell of Hitler’s vision for Germany. Letters never intended for the public eye, lovingly presented by the couple’s daughter, and set in context by their historian son-in-law, narrate the terrible reality of the Nazi era. The German tragedy comes unbearably into focus.”
—JOHN MILLER
Moderator of the Church of Scotland’s General Assembly in 2001–2002

PETER MATHESON is Emeritus Professor at Knox Theological College, Dunedin, New Zealand. A recent book is Argula von Grumbach 1492–1554/7 (Cascade, 2013).

HEINKE SOMMER-MATHESON has taught in Germany, Scotland, and New Zealand.

America’s Unholy Ghosts
The Racist Roots of Our Faith and Politics
JOEL EDWARD GOZA
978-1-5326-5143-4 | 232 p. | $28

“No impressive analysis of the some of the religious and secular thinkers who inspired America’s addiction to racist ideas—an addiction that continues to destroy America. America’s Unholy Ghosts is for anyone daring to be anti-racist, daring to end racial inequity.”
—IBRAM X. KENDI National Book Award-winning author of Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America

JOEL EDWARD GOZA is a writer, minister, and advocate working from Houston’s Fifth Ward. When not working, Joel spends his time pestering his wife Sarah, daughter Naomi, and son Samuel Roger as they enjoy their life together. Connect with Joel’s work by visiting joeledwardgoza.com.
Martin Buber’s Dialogue

Discovering Who We Really Are

KENNETH PAUL KRAMER

978-1-5326-6575-2 | 172 p. | $22

"Kenneth P. Kramer’s new book on the philosopher and humanist Martin Buber is an engaging read. Buber believed in the interactions between people through dialogue and defined elements of the dialogic necessary to attain meaningful exchanges. Through his own life’s story and many anecdotes, Kramer shows how Buber shaped and influenced his life, thereby providing the reader with a portal into Buber’s thinking. The book is highly successful and how timely, coming at this crucial moment in history, when so little dialogue is present."

—BILL ATWOOD
Professor Emeritus, UC Santa Cruz

KENNETH PAUL KRAMER
is a professor emeritus of Comparative Religious Studies at San Jose State University. He is the author of three other books on Martin Buber, including Martin Buber’s “I and Thou”: Practicing Living Dialogue (2003).

Encounters in Thought

Beyond Instrumental Reason

AARON K. KERR

978-1-5326-3916-6 | 150 p. | $20

Thinking is a dynamic process resulting from practices of integration. Thought encounters in openness, wonder, receptivity, and contemplation confer upon us intellectual work that is uniquely our own. Digital patterns, however, distract us from these creative encounters. Our intellectual searching is weakened and fragmented by frenetic consumption of information. We miss out on reason’s innate pull toward integration and concrete reality. This book is an invitation to enter into openness, wonder, and receptivity. We can do this by considering exemplars, persons who lived out the integrity of their hard-won beliefs. Each process of integration is applied also, so that practical knowledge and practice become a way into this intellectual restoration. We need deeper knowledge won in the slow orbit of encounters.

AARON K. KERR is Associate Professor of Philosophy at Gannon University and chair of the philosophy department.

Against

What Does the White Evangelical Want?

TAD DELAY

978-1-5326-6846-3 | 190 p. | $19

"In this tour de force, Tad DeLay refuses to mince words as he exposes contemporary white evangelicalism for what it’s become: faith in white supremacy, misogyny, and heteronormativity masquerading as faith in Christ. By pulling back this curtain, he shows us that what is commonly confused for white evangelical hypocrisy is actually perfectly consistent with the white evangelical desire for domination and destruction. This book is a must read for all those who wish to better understand the hidden motivations of contemporary white evangelicals, as well as those who recognize the urgent responsibility of resisting what white evangelicalism has become in this day and age."

—PHIL SNIDER
editor of Preaching as Resistance

TAD DELAY is the author of The Cynic & the Fool and God Is Unconscious. He teaches philosophy and religious studies in Denver.

Seven Brief Lessons on Magic

PAUL TYSON

978-1-5326-9041-9 | 84 p. | $14

Is ‘magic’ real? Could anything be real that can’t be quantified or scientifically investigated? Are qualities like love, beauty, and goodness really just about hormones and survival? Are strangely immaterial things, like thought and personhood, fully explainable in scientific terms? Once we ask these questions, the answer is pretty obvious: of course science can’t give us a complete picture of reality. So how might we integrate our powerful factual knowledge with wisdom about the higher meaning of things? This book looks at how we came to put ‘magic’ (that which science cannot measure) in the box of subjective make-believe. It explores how we might get it out of that box and back into our understanding of reality.

“This brief and clearly argued book brilliantly picks apart modern confusions about science and the supposed end of magic.”

—CHARLES TAYLOR

PAUL TYSON is a Senior Research Fellow with the Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities, University of Queensland.
Kierkegaard developed a distinctive type of sociology in the 1840s—a theological sociology. Looking at society through the lens of analysis categories such as worship, sin, and faith, Kierkegaard developed an insightful way of understanding how, for example, the modern mass media works. He gets right inside the urban world of his day, and analyses “the present age” of consumption, comfort, competition, distraction, and image-construction with astonishing depth. To Kierkegaard worship centers all individuals and all societies; hence his sociology is doxological. This book provocatively argues that our postmodern way of life can be understood much better through Kierkegaard’s lens than through the methodologically materialist categories of classical sociology.

PAUL TYSON is a Senior Research Fellow with the Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities at the University of Queensland.

Paul Tyson’s Theological Sociology
Prophetic Fire for the Present Age
PAUL TYSON
978-1-5326-4825-0 I 148 p. I $20

Those new to Gilson can get a sense of the theme that dominated most of his life’s work in the central essay on the historical significance of Thomism. Those familiar with him will perhaps be surprised by the sympathy with which he treats the more traditional theologians who resisted Aquinas and the Latin Averroists alike. Gilson prolongs his seminal demonstration of Scholastic influence on Descartes’s philosophy by showing that there is also some unfortunate Scholastic influence in what we would call Descartes’s natural science, specifically his meteorology.

“Etienne Gilson is James Colbert’s favorite author and his continued translations of Gilson’s essays are deeply sensitive to his many medieval philosophical accounts and unnderably accurate in representing them. Colbert’s work is outstanding.”

STEPHEN F. BROWN
Boston College

JAMES COLBERT is Professor Emeritus of philosophy at Fitchburg State University. He has translated from French, Italian, and Spanish.

Studies in Medieval Philosophy
ÉTIENNE GILSON
978-1-5326-5527-2 I 282 p. I $34

The field of anthropology provides rich insights into the world of people and cultures. But it also presents challenges for Christians in the areas of cultural relativism, evolutionary theory, race and ethnicity, forms of the family, governments and war, life in the global economy, the morality of art, and religious pluralism. Most significantly it raises questions regarding the truth and how we can know it. This book provides the opportunity to investigate such questions with both the informed understanding of anthropological theory and ethnography, and the larger framework and commitment of Christian biblical and theological studies.

ELOISE MENESES is Professor of Anthropology at Eastern University. She is the author of Love and Revolutions: Market Women and Social Change in India (2007).

Studying the Image
Critical Issues in Anthropology for Christians
ELOISE MENESES
978-1-5326-3667-7 I 268 p. I $32

“This is the book I wish I’d had when I applied to PhD programs. Reading it is like having an honest heart-to-heart with a very wise friend who will guide you capably through the wilds of the PhD and into the first few years beyond.”

—REBEKAH EKLUND
Loyola University Maryland

NIJAY K. GUPTA
978-1-5326-6830-2 I 180 p. I $23

“Gupta’s eminently readable little book is one I will recommend to students as it provides a succinct but thorough guide for those who are discerning or planning to pursue an advanced degree in biblical studies.”

—JOSHUA JIPP
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

“For anyone considering doctoral work (and what follows) in biblical studies, Nijay Gupta’s book is a must-read.”

—MICHAEL J. GORMAN
St. Mary’s Seminary & University

NIJAY K. GUPTA is Associate Professor of New Testament at Portland Seminary. He has written or edited six books and has published dozens of academic articles.
Una base para la filosofía y la educación / A Primer for Philosophy and Education

Spanish Language Edition

SAMUEL D. ROCHA

978-1-5326-4248-7 | 74 p. | $12

Este libro ofrece un currículum para una enseñanza introductoria a la filosofía de la educación. Situado en las humanidades, las reflexiones y ejercicios aquí propuestos asumen la ofrenda de su enseñanza como una “filosofía pastoral”: la noción de que la filosofía cumple en sí misma un rol educativo.

SAMUEL D. ROCHA es profesor de filosofía de la educación en la Universidad de British Columbia, Canadá.
Pornography and Genocide
The War against Women
THOMAS TRZYNA
978-1-5326-5997-3 | 142 p. | $19

“Pornography and Genocide is difficult but indispensable reading. Trzyna provides evidence from around the world that pornography promotes genocide and is, itself, violence against women. The statistics are appalling and the facts they represent emerge from accepted, often legislated perspectives on women as inferior, usable objects. His carefully documented arguments demonstrate that pornography is a systematic war on females, leading to death of body or soul.”
—KAREN STRAND WINSLOW
Azusa Pacific Seminary

THOMAS TRZYNA is the author of Cain’s Crime: The Proliferation of Weapons and the Targeting of Civilians in Contemporary War (Cascade, 2018), Blessed are the Pacifists: The Beatitudes and Just War Theory, and other books on philosophy and education. Educated at the Universities of California and Washington, he taught at the UW, Ohio State University, and Seattle Pacific University in addition to consulting in the US and abroad.

The Gospel in a Handshake
Framing Worship for Mission
KEVIN J. ADAMS
WORSHIP AND WITNESS
978-1-5326-9998-6 | Forthcoming

This book enables worship leaders to skillfully guide spiritual novices, skeptics, and Christian veterans to the grace embedded in the timeless liturgy. Offering winsome worship hospitality, these pages provide seasoned wisdom, often in the form of pithy introductions (Adams calls these “frames”) that alert worshippers to the character and purpose of various service elements. Readers get the tools to create their own frames, informed by the church of all ages, and customized to their congregation and neighborhood. This book will serve well anyone who wants to increase their missional worship IQ.

KEVIN ADAMS is the author of 150: Finding Your Story in the Psalms and The Book That Understands You. He serves as senior pastor, as a Program Affiliate at the Calvin Institute of Christian Worship, and as an adjunct professor in university and seminary settings.

In a Strange Land
Introducing Ten Kingdom Poets
EDITED BY D. S. MARTIN
POIEMA POETRY SERIES
978-1-5326-7773-1 | 100 p. | $14

You don't have to be a skilled poet to see yourself living In a Strange Land. The poets found in this collection, however, not only recognize it, but express their varying experiences in ways that bring us along with them. We see their experiences—whether similar to our own or completely different—and find their poems ringing true in beautiful, painful, amusing, and fascinating ways.

None of these ten poets has previously had a full-length poetry collection of their own—yet—but they are certainly all worthy of that honor. Keep an eye out for these poets in literary journals, chapbooks, and new books over the next while.

D. S. MARTIN is poet-in-residence at McMaster Divinity College in Hamilton, Ontario. He is the author of four poetry collections, including Ampersand (2018) and Conspiracy of Light (2013), and is the series editor for the Poema Poetry Series.

The Book of Bearings
DIANE GLANCY
POIEMA POETRY SERIES
978-1-5326-7215-6 | 70 p. | $10

The Book of Bearings puts the puzzle pieces of the New World together without a picture on the puzzle box. The characters struggle to situate themselves between what they were and what they are supposed to become. The poems include voices from the mid-nineteenth-century Cherokee Female Seminary in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, and the mid-twentieth-century Eskimo experience in Alaska, as well as personal narratives. This book addresses the Native American process of assimilation from first contact through education in the civilized world. It is a view of that world from the eyes of those who were seen as the conquered.

DIANE GLANCY is professor emerita at Macalester College teaching in the MFA low-residency program at Carlow University.
Donald Wallenfang’s book presents key insights from Jean-Luc Marion’s phenomenology—givenness, saturated phenomena, the possibility of impossibility, paradox—and, with welcome clarity and many striking and accessible examples, shows us how to use them in the investigation of our human experience. At the same time, in a surprising and yet deeply sensible manner, Wallenfang explores how the practice of this phenomenological method of thinking can open us to the ‘impossible possibility’ that everyday life experience always and everywhere would become a theater for encounter with Jesus Christ. This is a bold and eloquent witness to nothing less than the complementarity of theology and philosophy in human experience.”

—Stephen E. Lewis

Franciscan University of Steubenville

DONALD WALLENFANG, Emmanuel Mary of the Cross, is a Secular Discalced Carmelite and professor of theology and philosophy at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in Detroit.
This volume tells the story of a mid-nineteenth-century theological movement emanating from the small German Reformed Seminary in Mercersburg, Pennsylvania, where John Williamson Nevin and Philip Schaff taught. There they explored themes—such as the centrality of the incarnation for theology, the importance of the church as the body of Christ and the sphere of salvation, liturgical and sacramental worship, and the organic historical development of the church and its doctrines—that continue to resonate today with many who seek a deeper and more historically informed expression of the Christian faith that is both evangelical and catholic.

WILLIAM B. EVANS is the Eunice Witherspoon Bell Younts and Willie Camp Younts Professor of Bible and Religion at Erskine College in South Carolina. He is the author of *Imputation and Impartation* (2008), and *What Is the Incarnation?* (2013).

“Surely there aren’t many books like this one! In delightful prose, Professor Wallenfang sets forth a metaphysics that is richly and masterfully Aristotelian, while also repeatedly connecting these metaphysical insights with the Word Incarnate Jesus Christ. He concludes with a brief prolegomenon to a future phenomenological companion volume. Simply put, readers of his sparkling book, perhaps much to their surprise, will fall in love with metaphysics.”

—MATTHEW LEVERING, JAMES N. and MARY D. PERRY JR. Chair of Theology, Mundelein Seminary

DONALD WALLENFANG, Emmanuel Mary of the Cross, is a Secular Discalced Carmelite and professor of theology and philosophy at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in Detroit.

Origen was the son of a Christian martyr and was himself imprisoned and tortured in his late life in a persecution that targeted leaders of the church. Deeply pious and a gifted scholar, Origen stands as one of the most influential Christian teachers in church history, and also one of the most controversial.

This introduction to Origen begins by looking at some of the formative influences on his life. It then turns to some key elements in his thought. The approach here differs from that taken by most earlier studies by working from the central position that Scripture had for Origen. Heine argues that Origen’s thought, in his later life especially, reflects his continual interaction with the Bible.

RONALD E. HEINE is Professor Emeritus of Bible and Theology at Northwest Christian University in Eugene, Oregon. He is the translator of many of Origen’s exegetical and homiletical works.

Canaan and its inhabitants play a key role in the Bible, so it is important to gain a more complete and historically accurate perspective of the Canaanites, their land, history, and rich cultural heritage. Who were the Canaanites? Where did they live? What did they believe? What do we know about their culture and history? Why do they feature so prominently in the biblical narratives? In this volume, Mary Buck uses original textual and archaeological evidence to help answer these questions. The book follows the history of the Canaanites from their humble origins in the third millennium BCE to the rise of their massive fortified city-states of the Bronze Age, through until their disappearance from the pages of history in the Roman period.

MARY E. BUCK completed her PhD at the University of Chicago in Near Eastern Languages and Civilizations. She is the author of *The Amorite Dynasty of Ugarit*. 
The Didache
A Commentary
SHAWN J. WILHITE AND MICHAEL A. G. HAYKIN
APOSTOLIC FATHERS COMMENTARY SERIES
978-1-4982-0510-8 | 326 p. | $38

Shawn J. Wilhite’s commentary on the Didache includes a brief introduction to the Didache, the use of Scripture by the Didachist, and the theology of the Didache. The commentary proceeds section by section with a close ear to the text of the Didache, relevant early Christian literature, and current scholarship.

“Wilhite’s introduction is thoughtfully balanced—elucidating the beliefs, practices, and authoritative texts of the Didachean community. Most refreshingly, he is not afraid to think outside the box, and I found myself forced to reconsider points I thought long settled.”
—NANCY D. PARDEE

“I recommend it without qualification.”
—CLARE K. ROTHSCHILD

SHAWN J. WILHITE is Assistant Professor of Christian Studies at California Baptist University. He is director and research fellow for the Center for Ancient Christian Studies.

Any think universal salvation is a heretical idea imported into Christianity from pagan philosophies by Origen. Ilaria Ramelli argues, however, that Christian theologians were the first people to proclaim that all will be saved and their reasons for doing so were rooted in their faith in Christ. She demonstrates that the idea of the final restoration of all was grounded upon biblical teaching and beliefs about Jesus’ total triumph over sin, death, and evil through his incarnation, death, and resurrection. Ramelli traces the Christian roots of Origen’s universalism, outlines his theology, and then traces its legacy across the centuries.

“Strongly recommended for effectively trouncing the misconception that philosophy or heresy was primarily responsible for the universalist view.”
—FRANCES YOUNG

ILARIA RAMELLI is Professor of Theology at the Graduate School of Theology, Angelicum University.

Deconstructed Do-Gooder
A Memoir About Learning Mercy the Hard Way
BRITNEY WINN LEE
MISSIONAL WISDOM LIBRARY: RESOURCES FOR CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY
978-1-5326-3121-4 | 188 p. | $22

“This is a memoir of new monasticism, a work of narrative theology, a story of continual deconstruction and reconstruction. And in the end, it invites the reader to think about their own roles in this, the most famous story of Jesus. The hero, the villain—or something in between? May you read it, be encouraged, and consider what it might mean to work towards entire systems that are built to take care of our most vulnerable.”
—D.L. MAYFIELD

“Britney Winn Lee is one of those rare voices in contemporary Christian discourse whose joyful truth-telling is as generous as her theology, who doesn’t withhold grace. We need more of her.”
—SARAH ARTHUR

BRITNEY WINN LEE is a writer and community arts director for a United Methodist church in Shreveport, LA.
This commentary has been written by two Asian scholars with different theological backgrounds and thus will provide an unprecedented perspective. Paying attention to the historical background and to the narrative, theological, and rhetorical texture of the text in Acts, this is an approachable and readable commentary by anyone who is interested in Acts.

YOUNGMO CHO is Associate Professor of New Testament at Asia LIFE University in South Korea. He is the author of Spirit and Kingdom in the Writings of Luke and Paul: An Attempt to Reconcile these Concepts (2005).


Jarvis Williams's commentary on Galatians is a commentary of one of Paul's most rhetorically charged and polemically sharp letters. Williams writes a commentary of the letter, not a commentary of commentaries. He grounds the letter in grammatical-historical exegesis, seeking to help readers understand Paul's Greco-Roman and Second Temple Jewish context of the letter. Additionally, the book seeks to move from exegesis to application. The strength of the commentary is that it offers a lucid and concise exegesis grounded in Paul's first century context and applicable for twenty-first century readers.

Jarvis J. WILLIAMS is an Associate Professor of New Testament Interpretation at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. He's published numerous academic monographs and scholarly articles and essays on Paul's soteriology (broadly defined) in Romans and Galatians in its Second Temple Jewish context.
In *Jesus and the Politics of Mammon*, Phelps uses contemporary critical theory, continental philosophy, and theology to develop a radical reading of Jesus. Phelps argues that theological traditions have on the whole blunted Jesus’s teachings, particularly in regard to money and related concerns of political economy. Focusing on the distinction between God and Mammon, Phelps suggests instead that Jesus’ teachings result in a politics that is anti-money, anti-work, and anti-family. Although Jesus does not provide a specific program for this politics, his teachings incite readers to think otherwise with respect to these institutions.

**Jesus and the Politics of Mammon**

**HOLLIS PHELPS**

**CRITICAL THEORY AND BIBLICAL STUDIES**

978-1-5326-6447-2 | 186 p. | $24

Most students of practical theology recognize Richard R. Osmer as the originator of the “consensus model” of practical theology, one of the most accessible and widely used models of practical theological reflection in the world. Yet Osmer’s influence extends beyond practical theological method.

**Consensus and Conflict**

Practical Theology for Congregations in the Work of Richard R. Osmer

**EDITED BY KENDA CREASY DEAN, BLAIR D. BERTRAND, AMANDA HONTZ DRURY, AND ANDREW ROOT**

**POIEMA POETRY SERIES**

978-1-5326-5366-7 | 272 p. | $33

Radiohead is simultaneously one of the most experimental and most successful rock bands on the planet. While their lyrics rarely reference religion, in this book Saler argues that the discipline of Christian theology has a great deal to learn from the band when it comes to unflinching engagement with the world’s brokenness and its longing for redemption. Market dynamics, the influence of capitalism on art, ecological theology, aesthetics, and Christology all come together as Saler asks what it might mean for Radiohead to “soundtrack” a theology of defiance against the forces that create death in our daily lives.

**All These Things into Position**

What Theology Can Learn From Radiohead

**ROBERT Cady Saler**

**POPOLOGY: SHORT THEOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH POPULAR MUSIC**

978-1-5326-0679-3 | 118 p. | $17

Tupac Amaru Shakur was considered a Hip Hop prophet. His spiritual journey has not had much attention given to it until now. This book looks at Tupac’s gospel message from a Hip Hop context. Tupac presents a theological message needed now even twenty-plus years after his death.

**Baptized in Dirty Water**

Rennamiing the Gospel according to Tupac Amaru Shakur

**DAN WHITE HODGE**

**POPOLOGY: SHORT THEOLOGICAL ENGAGEMENTS WITH POPULAR MUSIC**

978-1-5326-1366-1 | 172 p. | $22
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Pentecostalism, Catholicism, and the Spirit in the World
EDITED BY STAN CHU ILO
STUDIES IN WORLD CATHOLICISM
978-1-5326-5035-2 | 326 p. | $38

“Two thousand years ago, St. Luke wrote about the Spirit being poured out on all flesh, and the Roman Catholic Church gradually emerged and spread across the world. In the last decade Stan Ilo has been documenting different aspects of the growth of African Catholicism and now turns his editor’s gaze on the century-long work of the Holy Spirit in Pentecostal, neo-Pentecostal, (Catholic) charismatic churches, and related movements transnationally. . . . Both newcomers and seasoned scholars working at the interface where Pentecostal studies meets Catholic studies will find much of interest in this new book.”
—AMOS YONG
Fuller Seminary

STAN CHU ILO is a research professor at the Center for World Catholicism and Intercultural Theology at DePaul University, Chicago.

The Church and Indigenous Peoples in the Americas
In Between Reconciliation and Decolonization
EDITED BY MICHEL ANDRAOS
STUDIES IN WORLD CATHOLICISM
978-1-5326-3111-5 | 254 p. | $31

“This fascinating book shows how intercultural politics and intercultural faith are being understood throughout the Americas. It brings together critical social thinking, narratives due to experience and daily struggle, and spiritual and theological insights. . . . It is a polyphonic volume that makes each reader grow with questions and convictions. It has a clear focus: within societies and churches, transformation happens ‘from below,’ and it includes prophetic paths in solidarity with indigenous communities.”
—DIEGO IRARRAZAVAL
Director (1981–2004) of the Aymara Institute in Peru

MICHEL ANDRAOS is Associate Professor of Intercultural Theology and Ministry at Catholic Theological Union at Chicago. He lives in Quebec, Canada.

Sermons by Jonathan Edwards on the Epistle to the Galatians
EDITED BY KENNETH P. MINKEMA, ADRIAAN C. NEELE, AND ALLEN M. STANTON
THE SERMONS OF JONATHAN EDWARDS
978-1-5326-8597-2 | 148 p. | $20

“This volume contains previously unpublished sermons by Jonathan Edwards on Paul’s letter to the Galatians. “This is a treasure trove of eighteenth-century biblical exegesis that will be used by parish pastors, Bible teachers, and historians for many years to come. Wilson Kimnach’s introduction alone is worth the price of the book.”
—DOUGLAS A. SWEENY

KENNETH MINKEMA is the executive editor and director of the Jonathan Edwards Center at Yale University.

ADRIAAN NEELE is Professor of Historical Theology at Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary.

ALLEN STANTON is a PhD candidate at Puritan Reformed Theological Seminary.

WILSON KIMNACH is Presidential Professor in the Humanities (Emeritus) at Bridgeport University.

Sermons by Jonathan Edwards on the Church, Volume 1
How Christians Are Come to Mt. Sion
EDITED BY KENNETH P. MINKEMA, R. CRAIG WOODS, AND THOMAS A. KOONTZ
THE SERMONS OF JONATHAN EDWARDS
978-1-5326-4909-5 | 142 p. | $19


“The most important addition to our printed collection of Edwards’s thinking on the church. This volume, led by two of the world’s most knowledgeable experts on America’s theologian, is a goldmine for future exploration.”
—Gerald R. McDermott

KENNETH P. MINKEMA is the Executive Editor and Director of the Jonathan Edwards Center, Yale University.

R. CRAIG WOODS and THOMAS A. KOONTZ are online editors with the Edwards Center’s Sermon Editing Initiative.

WILSON H. KIMNACH is the Presidential Professor in the Humanities (Emeritus), Bridgeport University.
Perfect in Weakness
Faith in Tarkovsky’s Stalker
COLIN HEBER-PERCY
REEL SPIRITUALITY
MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-6324-6 | 128 p. | $18

Perfect in Weakness explores Stalker as a luscious parable. And the subject of this parable is faith. Faith as folly, faith as a dangerous, last-ditch attempt to attain the unattainable. To fail, to fail again, and to carry on regardless.

The book aims to throw out thoughts, ideas, and connections in unexpected (even unintended) directions, drawing new and unlikely texts into the field of film theology—Patristic thought, Christian Neoplatonism, and Renaissance literature. It suggests we see cinema itself as the ultimate apocalyptic art form—letting light into the darkness, and then throwing it on a screen.

COLIN HEBER-PERCY is a full-time screenwriter and a priest in the Church of England. His screenwriting work (mainly for television, and mainly historical drama) has won many awards and been shown all over the world. He lectures and publishes on spirituality, faith, film, and fiction.

Cosmology Without God?
The Problematic Theology Inherent in Modern Cosmology
DAVID ALCALDE
VERITAS
978-1-5326-3684-4 | 226 p. | $27

Is God a superfluous hypothesis for modern cosmology? According to the normal understanding of modern science, the answer should be yes because science is supposed to be free of metaphysical and theological presuppositions. However, despite its self-proclaimed neutrality, modern science is full of metaphysical and theological presuppositions. These can be summarized as a mechanistic understanding of nature, a reduction of God to an external agent in competition with natural processes, and creation to a worldly mechanism. David Alcalde reveals and critiques these unconscious presuppositions with a view to preparing the ground for a more constructive dialogue between science and Christianity.

“His work is indispensable.”
—TRACEY ROWLAND

FR. DAVID ALCALDE is a professor at both the Instituto de Filosofía Edith Stein and the Instituto de Teología Lumen Gentium, located in Granada (Spain). He has PhDs in both astrophysics and theology.

Notes on Bergson and Descartes
Philosophy, Christianity, and Modernity in Contestation
CHARLES PÉGUY
VERITAS
978-1-5326-5073-4 | 304 p. | $35

Charles Péguy (1873-1914) was a French religious poet, philosophical essayist, publisher, social activist, Dreyfusard, and Catholic convert. There has been a renewed recognition of Péguy in France as an important thinker. In the English-speaking world, however, access to Péguy has been hindered by a lack of translations. This first complete translation of one of his most important prose works, with accompanying interpretive introduction and notes, will introduce English-speaking readers to a powerful and original new voice, which speaks to our cultural and spiritual crisis. The book defends Bergson’s philosophy, but the subject of Bergson is also a springboard for the exploration of the perennial themes—philosophical, theological, and literary—at the core of Péguy’s thought.

BRUCE K. WARD is Professor of Religious Studies Emeritus at Thorneloe University at Laurentian, Sudbury, Ontario.

The Emerging Christian Minority
EDITED BY VICTOR LEE AUSTIN AND JOEL C. DANIELS
PRO ECCLESIA SERIES
978-1-5326-3102-3 | 130 p. | $18

“The Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology has once again gathered a splendid spectrum of voices (Jewish and Christian, Orthodox and Catholic and Protestant) to address a timely topic for all: How are Christians to live hopefully as a Christian minority? . . . An excellent resource for pastors, congregations, and theologians alike to discuss the foreseeable future of Christ’s people.”
—JAMES BUCKLEY
Loyola College of Arts and Sciences, Loyola University Maryland

VICTOR LEE AUSTIN, the Program Director of the Center for Catholic and Evangelical Theology, is Theologian-in-residence of the Episcopal Diocese of Dallas and Church of the Incarnation, Dallas.

JOEL C. DANIELS is an Episcopal priest at Saint Thomas Church Fifth Avenue in New York City and postdoctoral fellow at the Center for Mind and Culture.
The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew and the Nativity of Mary
BRANDON W. HAWK
WESTAR SERIES ON GOD AND THE HUMAN FUTURE
978-1-5326-3713-1 | 176 p. | $23

Brandon Hawk’s book offers a fascinating insight into the mercurial life of the apocryphal Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew. Its informative introductions, lucid translations, and very useful notes reveal the richness and ever-changing character of this medieval bestseller. A must-read for anyone interested in ancient or medieval Christianity.

—ZBIIGNIEW IZDORYCZYK
Professor, University of Winnipeg

“Hawk’s lucid Introductions not only judiciously synthesize previous scholarship on each text, but also make original contributions concerning their sources, origins, and transmission as well as their influence in the Middle Ages and beyond.”

—CHARLES D. WRIGHT
Emeritus Professor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Brandon W. Hawk is Assistant Professor of English at Rhode Island College. He is the author of Preaching Apocrypha in Anglo-Saxon England (2018).

The Protevangelium of James
LILY C. VUONG
WESTAR SERIES ON GOD AND THE HUMAN FUTURE
978-1-5326-5617-0 | 140 p. | $19

“This . . . is now the ‘go-to’ book for the Protevangelium of James, . . . that, among other things, laid the foundations for Marian devotion. And this is much more than a translation: Prof. Vuong provides an extensive, illuminating introduction and detailed commentary for nearly every aspect of the text.”

—STEPHEN J. SHOEMAKER
University of Oregon

“ . . . richly situates its treatment of Mary in terms of its own literary structure and its early Christian context, but also with a powerful sense of its impact on Christian art, liturgy, and culture.”

—ANNETTE YOSHIO KO REED
New York University

Lily C. Vuong is Associate Professor of Religious Studies at Central Washington University. She is the author of Gender and Purity in the Protevangelium of James (2013), and coeditor of Religious Competition in the Third Century CE (2014) and Religious Competition in the Greco-Roman World (2016).

Critical Times for America
The Politics of Cultural Amnesia
BURTON L. MACK
WESTAR STUDIES
978-1-5326-7952-0 | 116 p. | $17

Human societies live and breathe through their myths. A myth is not a simple story; it is the complex social reasoning of a people, a way of making sense of the world. Mack calls this reasoning “social logic,” and knows that the Western experience has been embedded in the Christian myth as its “big picture” narrative. But what happens when the big picture becomes fragmented and when an old myth loses its ability to function in a new world order? At the heart of contemporary political crises lies the need to find a new myth beyond the grand narratives and lingering fragments history has given us. Mack invites his reader to think historically about the present, and imaginatively about the future, in this important book about ourselves.


Our Shadowed World
Reflections on Civilization, Conflict, and Belief
DOMINIC KIRKHAM
WESTAR STUDIES
978-1-5326-6173-0 | 214 p. | $26

Civilization is often equated with the story of human advancement and progress. Yet it is also the story of human oppression, exploitation, war, and empire. In our own time, modern global civilization has brought us to the brink of planetary destruction. By offering an understanding of our past, this book aims to provide a stimulus to considering a different future. Our Shadowed World considers how we have been brought to this point. It describes how the fragmented and conflicted state of humanity has “progressed” from the earliest city-states to the devastation of world war and holocaust—how civilization has brought its own form of savagery.

Dominic Kirkham has been a teacher, a member of a religious order, a chaplain, a priest, and a community activist. He has also led community enterprises and social projects and has authored From Monk to Modernity (2015).
The Saving Mysteries of Jesus Christ
A Christology in the Wesleyan Tradition
EDGARDO COLÓN-EMERIC
AND MARK GORMAN
WESLEYAN DOCTRINE SERIES
978-1-5326-7606-2 | 98 p. | $16

“Colón-Emeric and Gorman help us rediscover how prayer and song—as well as thoughtful discourse—both reflect and shape what we believe about Jesus. Their reflections on the person and work of Christ invite us to participate in the mysteries—that deep space in which God shapes life into the image of love. You have in your hands a great primer in Christology and a welcome addition to this Wesleyan Doctrine Series.”
—PAUL CHILCOTE
Asbury Theological Seminary

EDGARDO COLÓN-EMERIC is the Irene and William McCutchen Associate Professor of Reconciliation and Theology and Director of the Center for Reconciliation, Duke Divinity School.

MARK GORMAN is pastor at Centre United Methodist Church in Forest Hill, MD and teaches at St. Mary’s Ecumenical Institute in Baltimore, MD.

George MacDonald’s Children’s Fantasies and the Divine Imagination
COLIN N. MANLOVE
978-1-5326-6849-4 | 148 p. | $20

In this book Colin Manlove offers explorations of MacDonald’s eight shorter fairy tales and his longer stories. MacDonald saw the imagination as the source of fairy tales and of divine truth together. For he believed that God lives in the depths of the human mind and “sends up from thence wonderful gifts into the light of the understanding.” Throughout his fantasy stories MacDonald is describing the imagination, human and divine. In the shorter tales he shows how it has different regions and depths, each able to shift into the other. With the longer stories we see the imagination in relation to other aspects of the self and to its position in the world.

“The most thorough and creative exploration of MacDonald’s conception of the imagination that we have. Quite simply the best critical study of MacDonald’s most enduring fiction. Indispensable.”
—RODERICK MCGILLIS

COLIN MANLOVE taught at the University of Edinburgh until his retirement in 1993.
The Genesis Creation Account in the Dead Sea Scrolls
JEREMY D. LYON
978-1-5326-0776-9 | 236 p. | $29

The Dead Sea Scrolls continue to shed ancient light on both the text and interpretation of the Hebrew Bible during the Second Temple period. Several texts from Qumran contain the most ancient surviving interpretations of the Genesis creation account, dating from the mid-second century BC to the first century AD. A literary analysis of these texts reveals how ancient Jews interpreted and employed the creation account. These diverse texts address issues such as the creation of various entities (the universe, angels, Eden, humanity), Adam’s dominion and knowledge in Eden, God’s election of Israel on the first Sabbath, the prohibition in the garden and Adam’s rebellion, and the Garden of Eden as an archetype of the sanctuary.

JEREMY D. LYON is Associate Professor of Old Testament and Hebrew at Truett-McConnell University and the author of Qumran Interpretation of the Genesis Flood.

Scribal Secrets
Extraordinary Texts in the Torah and Their Implications
JAMES S. DIAMOND
EDITED BY ROBERT GOLDENBERG AND GARY A. RENDBURG
978-1-5326-4799-4 | 206 p. | $25

The text of the Torah includes not only its words, but also various atypical scribal features. Prime among these are the dots over certain letters, various letters written either large or small, and the exceedingly odd placement of two inverted Hebrew letters surrounding one passage. What are these features doing there? How old are they? Do they carry meaning? How have they been interpreted over the years? James Diamond brings the reader on the journey through the Torah text in search of a response to these questions.

"A remarkably readable discussion of several obscure markings in Torah scrolls and the Hebrew Bible that are overlooked by most readers."
—HAROLD P. SCANLIN

JAMES S. DIAMOND (d. 2013) had a distinguished career as a Hillel rabbi and as a teacher of Hebrew literature at various elite US universities.

The Hasidic Moses
A Chapter in the History of Jewish Interpretation
ARYEH WINEMAN
978-1-5326-5134-2 | 148 p. | $20

Aryeh Wineman invites readers on a journey through various eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Hasidic texts that interpret the life of Moses. Such texts read their own accent on spirituality and innerness and their conceptions of community and spiritual leadership into the biblical account of Moses. Wineman reveals the ways in which historical Hasidic voices interpreted both the Exodus and the scene of Revelation at Sinai as statements concerning what occurs constantly in our lives at all times. In addition, he shows how Hasidic readers embraced the idea that Moses had to die in order that his soul might return to the world in the righteous of every generation, and that Moses’ presence is found in spiritual understanding at any time.

"A clear and accessible book ... a delightful entry into the world of Hasidic thought."
—JOEL HECKER

ARYEH WINEMAN (PhD) has written many studies in the area of Hebrew literature and Jewish mysticism.

Reading Prophetic Poetry
Parallelism, Voice, and Design
BARBARA BAKKE KAISER
978-1-5326-6291-1 | 266 p. | $32

Of all the literature of the Bible, prophetic poetry has probably been least accessible to the modern reader. Language is dense, images are obscure, and logical development of ideas seems almost inaccessible. Reading Biblical Poetry seeks to help readers appreciate the luminous beauty of the language and the austere power and surprising relevance of the ideas in these relatively obscure biblical texts. It introduces an accessible approach to prophetic poetry which invites readers to turn to the biblical texts on their own with new ideas for appreciating the riches of these ancient poems.

BARBARA BAKKE KAISER is Professor Emerita of Religion at Wittenberg University in Springfield, Ohio.
Worship in the Old Testament has been frequently misunderstood. Its rites and ceremonies are often perceived as legalistic works required by an angry God to gain his favor or avert his wrath. But when the priests enacted the offerings and sacrifices at the sanctuary, was it merely to do good works that God required? Was worship in the Old Testament always what the people did for the LORD or did God do anything that was beneficial to the Israelites? This book argues that the LORD established the divine service in the Pentateuch not to receive what he demanded from the people of ancient Israel, but, on the contrary, to cleanse them from their sinful impurities, sanctify them to share in his holiness, and dwell among them with his blessing.

“An exquisite analysis of neglected texts.”
—CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL

**WEALTHWARN**

A Study of Socioeconomic Conflict in Hebrew Prophecy

MICHAEL S. MOORE

978-1-5326-3812-1 | 318 p. | $37

Like the first volume in this series (WealthWatch) this volume attempts to do two things: (a) examine the primary socioeconomic motifs in the Bible from a comparative intertextual perspective, and (b) trace the trajectory formed by these motifs through Tanak into early Jewish and Nazarene texts, focusing especially on the Prophets.

MICHAEL S. MOORE is Director of the Arizona Research Center for the Ancient Near East (ARCANE) in Scottsdale, Arizona (arcaneaz.com), and teaches at Arizona State University and Fuller Theological Seminary. He is the author of WealthWatch (2011) and What Is This Babbler Trying to Say? (2016).

**The Design of the Psalter**

A Macrostructural Analysis

PETER C. W. HO

978-1-5326-5442-8 | 412 p. | $47

While interest in the editing of the Psalter remains high in recent Psalms scholarship, this interest has not led to clear consensus. The specific and timely contribution of this volume is twofold. First, it consolidates the results of studies on groups of psalms. Second, it integrates poetic and thematic approaches that are typically separated in Psalms scholarship. Readers will find results of this study surprising and their implications sobering.

“Peter Ho has made an important and durable contribution to our understanding of the shape and structure of the Psalter. . . . He shows how messianic and eschatological accents are compelling in Christian interpretation. I anticipate that Ho’s book will be an important reference point for future work.”
—WALTER BRUEGGEMANN
Columbia Theological Seminary

PETER C. W. HO is Assistant Professor of Old Testament at Singapore Bible College.

**Rebuilding a Post-exilic Community**

The Golah Community and the “Other” in the Book of Ezra

CHINGBOI GUITE PHAIPI

978-1-5326-6480-9 | 148 p. | $20

Phaipi examines what drives negative attitudes toward the other, and argues that beneath the presence of different attitudes toward the other within the book of Ezra lies a coherent foundation. That is, negative attitudes toward others make sense in light of the community’s strong self-perception in the book of Ezra.

“Phaipi deftly moves between a detailed exegesis of key texts and a nuanced analysis of the entire book. Her work models thoughtful biblical scholarship that addresses ancient and contemporary concerns regarding projections of difference, inclusion, and communal boundaries.”
—MELODY KNOWLES
Vice President of Academic Affairs, Professor of Old Testament, Virginia Theological Seminary

CHINGBOI GUITE PHAIPI, who hails from northeast India, received her PhD in Old Testament from the Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago.

**The LORD’s Service**

A Ritual Analysis of the Order, Function, and Purpose of the Daily Divine Service in the Pentateuch

ROBERT D. MACINA

978-1-5326-6193-8 | 268 p. | $32

Worship in the Old Testament has been frequently misunderstood. Its rites and ceremonies are often perceived as legalistic works required by an angry God to gain his favor or avert his wrath. But when the priests enacted the offerings and sacrifices at the sanctuary, was it merely to do good works that God required? Was worship in the Old Testament always what the people did for the LORD or did God do anything that was beneficial to the Israelites? This book argues that the LORD established the divine service in the Pentateuch not to receive what he demanded from the people of ancient Israel, but, on the contrary, to cleanse them from their sinful impurities, sanctify them to share in his holiness, and dwell among them with his blessing.

“An exquisite analysis of neglected texts.”
—CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL

ROBERT D. MACINA (PhD) is pastor at Risen Christ Lutheran Church in Arvada, CO.
The story of the raped and murdered woman of Judges 19 and the civil war and mass marriage that ensue (Judg 20–21) form a shocking but carefully narrated tale that chronicles the descent of a nation into extreme individualism and fragmentation. In dialogue with philosopher Luce Irigaray, this book uncovers the dynamics of identity formation and how differential constructions of identity of the One and the Other yield patterns of victimization and justification of violence. This reading will bring out silences and missed possibilities for the subjectivity of women, while shedding light on the victimization of men within the logic of totalitarian identity constructions. The end of Judges thus opens up avenues for thought on theological anthropology, identity and gender, and a theological commentary on violence.

ISABELLE M. HAMLEY (PhD) is currently Chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Spirituality is a major concern in the modern world. In Scripture, it concerns human life lived out in relationship with God. In this book Michael Thompson explores aspects of Old Testament spirituality. He considers the spiritual life through what the Hebrew Bible says about creation and covenant, deliverance and judgment, worship, living in community, inhabiting an ever-changing world, with questions about suffering, yet also with ethical concerns, and a future in God’s possible ongoing care. Each chapter concludes with a section exploring the ongoing relevance of Old Testament spirituality for Christians today.

“A rewarding treatment of a challenging subject.”
—ADRIAN CURTIS

MICHAEL E. W. THOMPSON is a Methodist minister who has served as a tutor in Old Testament with East Midlands Ministry Training Course, UK. He is author of books on the OT and suffering and the OT and worship.

Some Wine and Honey for Simon
Narrative and Ugaritic Studies in Memory of Simon B. Parker
EDITED BY HERBERT HUFFMON AND A. JOSEPH FERRARA
978-1-5326-9296-3 | Forthcoming

This volume celebrates the life and work of the late Simon B. Parker (1940–2006), the Harrell F. Beck Scholar of Hebrew Scripture at the School of Theology and Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Boston University.

Contributors
Edward L. Greenstein
Mark S. Smith
Karel van der Toorn
Steve A. Wiggins
N. Wyatt
Katheryn Pflisterer Darr
David Marcus
Herbert B. Huffmon
Bernard F. Batto
Tim Koch
F. W. Dobbs-Allsopp
Amy Limpiflaw

The late A. JOSEPH FERRARA was a trial attorney in Albuquerque, New Mexico. HERBERT B. HUFFMON is Professor of Old Testament Studies emeritus at Drew Theological School, Drew University.

Though the Roman empire has been a hot topic within New Testament studies in the twenty-first century, its military aspect has—strangely—been almost entirely neglected. This volume will fill that lacuna by reprinting pivotal, but difficult to access, essays on the topic from the past forty years. The book will help bring scholars up to speed on what Roman military experts have been saying on the matter and give a sense for key developments within the field over the last forty years. The contents of this book include a variety of pivotal essays, though most are difficult to find without access to a major research library.

CHRISTOPHER B. ZEICHMANN, editor, teaches at Emmanuel College in the University of Toronto and at Ryerson University. His first book, The Roman Army and the New Testament was published in 2018.
That the Scriptures Might Be Fulfilled through Perfect Worship
An Investigation of John 19:36–37
NATHANIEL R. POLINSKI, O.S.B.
978-1-5326-6315-4 | 198 p. | $25

“Polinski has admirably demonstrated the immense significance that the climactic double citation of Scripture in John 19:36–37 has for understanding this Gospel. His erudite, comprehensive, and well-written study will be of value to all interested not only in the Gospel of John but in the use of the Old Testament in the New Testament, in audience-oriented exegesis, and in the theme of worship in the New Testament.”
—JOHN PAUL HEIL
Professor of New Testament
The Catholic University of America

NATHANIEL R. POLINSKI, O.S.B., received his MDiv and STB degrees from Saint Vincent Seminary in Latrobe, PA, and his Doctorate in Sacred Theology in Biblical Studies from the Catholic University of America in Washington, DC. He is an assistant professor at Saint Vincent Seminary and serves on the adjunct faculty of Saint Vincent College.

Oral Transmission and the Dream Narratives of Matthew 1–2
An Exploration of Matthean Culture Using Memory Techniques
ALISTAIR N. SHAW
978-1-5326-7034-3 | 286 p. | $34

The first Gospel has traditionally been considered a very Jewish work. Recent scholarship has suggested some Hellenistic influence. The issue is explored in this work with attention focused on the dream narratives of the first two chapters. An investigation is carried out using a new methodology. The memory techniques used in an oral or semi-literate society are explored. A search is made for such techniques in Matthew and these are then compared with similar devices in a wide range of literature, Old Testament, contemporary Jewish, Greek and Roman. The intention is that literary practice should help to clarify the cultural setting in which Matthew functions.

ALISTAIR SHAW is a Church of Scotland Minister; he currently serves the congregation of St. Paul’s Church in Johnstone, Renfrewshire. His doctorate is from the University of Glasgow.

Reading St. Luke’s Text and Theology: Pentecostal Voices
Essays in Honor of Professor Roger Stronstad
EDITED BY RIKU P. TUPPURAINEN
978-1-5326-1984-7 | 350 p. | $41

These contributions have been collected as a Festschrift in honor and celebration of the career of Roger Stronstad, a Pentecostal biblical scholar whose contribution to Lukan studies have moved Pentecostal scholarship from shadows into daylight. The editor of this volume invites the readers of Lukan narrative to journey together on the road to Emmaus, as we continue to ponder the events in the past, the present, and the future.

“Stronstad’s contribution is undeniable and this volume recognizes the various ways his work has shaped Pentecostal studies.”
—MICHAEL WILKINSON
Professor of Sociology, Trinity Western University

RIKU P. TUPPURAINEN is the Dean of Graduate Studies at Summit Pacific College, Abbotsford, BC, and the senior pastor of the Finnish Bethel Church, Vancouver, BC.

The Governor and the King
Irony, Hidden Transcripts, and Negotiating Empire in the Fourth Gospel
ARTHUR M. WRIGHT JR.
978-1-5326-4993-6 | 264 p. | $32

In this book, Wright argues that the Passion Narrative displays part of a Johannine hidden transcript that resists, contests, and at times mimics elements of Roman imperial power. The Gospel mocks the representatives of Rome, including Pilate, the Roman soldiers, and the Jewish authorities, eroding confidence in the empire and its agents. It also subverts Roman imperial claims of dominance, authority, and power. As such, the Fourth Gospel fosters an alternative worldview and community, one centered on faith in the sovereignty of Jesus and Israel’s God.

ARTHUR M. WRIGHT JR. is Associate Professor of Spirituality and New Testament at the Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond. He is also a member of the editorial board of Review and Expositor, and serves as co-chair for the Jesus Traditions, Gospels, and Negotiating the Roman Imperial World program unit of the Society of Biblical Literature.
Jesus and the Missional Movement in Galilee
Markan Spatial Presentation and Its Hermeneutical Significance
SUN WOOK KIM
978-1-4982-0295-4 | 276 p. | $33

Spatial investigations into the social circumstances of Galilee, the place of origin of Jesus' missional movement, have begun to attract serious scholarly attention. The important functions of space in literature are also becoming better recognized: spatial settings serve not only to generate atmosphere but also to disclose the purposes and themes of narratives. This book explores Jesus' Galilean ministry in Mark 4:35—8:21 through the use of spatial analysis, dividing space into three categories: social, geographical, and allusive. The study of each space discovers social, literary, and theological implications of Jesus' missional movement in Galilee.

SUN WOOK KIM is Adjunct Professor of New Testament at Anyang University in Republic of Korea.

Jesus as Divine Suicide
The Death of the Messiah in Galatians
JOEL L. WATTS
978-1-5326-5716-0 | 166 p. | $21

Jesus as Divine Suicide argues the death of Jesus follows established models of self-sacrificing individuals, a model readily known to Roman and Jewish audiences. Paul uses this model to present a premeditated, self-chosen death meant to bring about a change in the cosmos. Exploring the concept of devotio Watts shows not only did Paul employ the concept, but it may help to solve some of the questions raised about Paul's language of the death of Jesus. Watts argues the gruesome act of a self-caused death would have not only been allowed by Jewish sources, but also would have had theological speculation supplied by the history of the devotio. With minimal description, Paul is able to use the act as a way to make his argument for his gospel.

JOEL L. WATTS (MA in Theological Studies, United Theological Seminary; MA in Clinical Mental Health, Adams State University) is a practicing psychotherapist and the author of several books.
Receiving 2 Thessalonians
Theological Reception Aesthetics from the Early Church to the Reformation
ANDREW R. TALBERT
978-1-5326-7370-2 | 156 p. | $21

Epochal voices in the reception history of 2 Thessalonians: an invective against the proud from the dais of a basilica in Constantinople; an indictment of clerical simony in a Carolingian monastery that nearly faded from historical memory; a theologically integrative vision of the epistle from Reformation Zurich. These readings participate in “beauty” all the while opening up new questions for later readers of Paul’s letter, and their “meaning” is located in their fittingness to the form of Christ. This work offers a truly interdisciplinary methodology that brings together the wayward children of biblical and theological studies.

ANDREW R. TALBERT is a Humanities and Rhetoric Instructor at Cedar Tree Classical School in Ridgefield, Washington. He is the co-editor of Sola Scriptura in Asia (2018).

God’s Saved Israel
Reading Romans 11:26 and Galatians 6:16 in Terms of the New Identity in Christ and the Spirit
PHILIP LA G. DU TOIT
978-1-5326-5359-9 | 422 p. | $48

In this study, the way in which Paul uses the terms “Israel,” “Israelite,” and “Judean” is approached on the basis of the way in which these terms were used in the second temple period by both insiders and outsiders, rather than presupposing that Paul used it in a different way. Paul’s conception of identity is pursued mainly along theological-exegetical lines, especially in terms of the contrast between flesh and spirit. While Rom 11:26 and Gal 6:16 are often used in a paradigmatic way to interpret the rest of Paul, the approach in this book is the other way around. These two texts are approached by first assessing Paul’s conception of identity in the whole of the Pauline corpus and then by interpreting Rom 11:26 and Gal 6:16 with a larger understanding of identity in Paul at hand.

PHILIP LA G. DU TOIT is Senior Lecturer in New Testament at North West University, South Africa.

The Ethnographic Character of Romans
The Dichotomies of Law-Faith and Jew-Gentile in Light of Greco-Roman and Hellenistic Jewish Ethnography
SUSANN M. LIUBINSKAS
978-1-5326-5212-7 | 318 p. | $37

In this work Susann Liubinskas provides a coherent reading of Paul’s letter to the Romans in light of ancient ethnography. When the law-faith dichotomy is considered within the larger context of Paul’s ethnic discourse, its primary function as the means by which Paul draws lines of continuity and discontinuity between the Christ-movement and its venerable Jewish roots comes to light. Rather than viewing Paul as dealing with two different religions, we see Paul working to position believing Jews and Gentiles in relationship to Israel’s history with God, particularly as its finds its climax in Jesus Christ. Paul utilizes the law-faith dichotomy, not to describe two paths of salvation, but to redefine the people of God, in the new age, as ethnically inclusive.

SUSANN M. LIUBINSKAS (PhD, Asbury University) is an Adjunct Professor of New Testament at Asbury University in Wilmore, Kentucky.

Ecclesial Solidarity in the Pauline Corpus
Relationships between Churches in Paul’s Letters
JAMES T. HUGHES
978-1-5326-5874-7 | 224 p. | $27

Over the years there have been many treatments of Paul’s theology that have focused on what the churches he wrote to were like, and what that might mean for today. However, what Paul says about relationships between churches has been frequently neglected, or only briefly considered. This book analyzes Paul’s use of the word “church” as well as family imagery, holiness language, body imagery, and Paul’s understanding of imitation and apostleship to demonstrate the breadth of his understanding of relationships between churches, of inter-church solidarity. Inter-church solidarity is shown to be integral to Paul’s understanding of church from the earliest letters, and the book exposes a rich tapestry of relationships that should challenge and encourage the church in the twenty-first century.

JAMES T. HUGHES is the vicar of St Alkmund’s Church in Duffield, Derbyshire. He has been an ordained Anglican minister since 2003, and has also served in Chester and Guildford dioceses.
Pretensions of Objectivity
Toward a Criticism of Biblical Criticism
JEFFREY L. MORROW
978-1-5326-5738-2 | 146 p. | $20

“One would think that in a postmodern environment, scholars would have learned to be suspicious about any claims to intellectual neutrality and objectivity, but there remains a large pocket of unreformed ‘modernism’ within the discipline of biblical studies. Morrow helps unmask the covert agendas of this intellectual tradition.”
—JOHN BERGSMAN
Professor of Theology, Franciscan University of Steubenville

JEFFREY L. MORROW is Associate Professor at Immaculate Conception Seminary School of Theology at Seton Hall University. He is the author of *Three Skeptics and the Bible* (2016) and *Theology, Politics, and Exegesis* (2017).

Paul’s Corporate Christophany
An Evaluation of Paul’s Christophanic References in Their Epistolar Contexts
ROB A. FRINGER
978-1-5326-4528-0 | 250 p. | $30

“Rob Fringer’s careful, detailed study of the Christophany texts in Paul reveals a largely unexplored function of these texts: to shape the eschatological identity of the various Pauline communities. This is an important book about the corporate, community-forming power of these passages and of the church’s consequent moral and missional life in sync with the apostle’s own experience of Christ.”
—MICHAEL J. GORMAN
St. Mary’s Seminary & University, Baltimore

ROB A. FRINGER is Principal and Lecturer in Biblical Studies and Biblical Languages at Nazarene Theological College in Brisbane, Australia, and an ordained minister in the Church of the Nazarene. He is author of *Engaging the Story of God* (2018), has coauthored *Theology of Luck* (2015) and *The Samaritan Project* (2012), and is series editor of *Frameworks for Lay Leadership*.

Suffering in Paul
Perspectives and Implications
SIU FUNG WU
978-1-5326-1177-3 | 242 p. | $29

One can hardly ignore the significance of suffering in Paul’s letters. Respected scholars (e.g., Scott Hafemann, Christiaan Beker, and Ann Jervis) have demonstrated the indispensable role of suffering in Paul’s teaching. Despite that, the topic does not often “hit the headlines” in Pauline studies. Meanwhile, Christians around the world testify to the encouragement and comfort Paul gives them in times of pain and distress. The purpose of this book is to arouse interest in Pauline scholarship on the topic and provide a resource for educators, theological students, and thoughtful pastors.

SIU FUNG WU is Lecturer in New Testament Studies at Whitley College and Honorary Research Associate at University of Divinity, Australia. He received his MPhil from Trinity College, University of Bristol, UK, and PhD from University of Divinity. He is the author of *Suffering in Romans* (Pickwick, 2015).

The Faith of St. Paul
Transformative Gift of Divine Power
ROY A. HARRISVILLE III
978-1-5326-5783-2 | 134 p. | $18

For generations, scholars who study the letters of Paul have argued over “being-in-Christ” and “justification by faith” as though they were competing theologies. They have argued over faith as divine gift or human work, and the faith of Jesus Christ has been called into question. Harrisville proposes a provocative and simple solution to these issues. Participation in Christ and righteousness by faith are actually complementary expressions for the same concept. The apostle’s faith was not self-engendered but a gift that transformed him into a believer. Taking a more organic approach to understanding the faith of St. Paul, this book provides a path toward reconciling entrenched positions and providing a fresh perspective by presenting the apostle’s concept of faith as a transformative gift of divine power.

ROY A. HARRISVILLE III is a pastor in Menomonie, WI. He has published several articles and is the author of *The Figure of Abraham in the Epistles of St. Paul* (1992).
Triadosis: Union with the Triune God
Interpretations of the Participationist Dimensions of Paul's Soteriology
EDUARD BORYSOV
978-1-5326-4603-4 | 240 p. | $29

The complex nature of Christian communion with a personal God requires a nuanced expression. Since its inception, the early church affirmed God’s unknowable nature and also participation in God through Christ. The church fathers employed the language of theosis in talking about union with God and human transformation in the likeness of God. However, the term theosis or deification is a broad category and requires precise explanation to avoid human dissolution in the divine in the mystical union. This book addresses the conundrum of imparticipable divine nature and personal union between human and the Trinity. If God is Trinity, then we are created and restored in the image of tripersonal God.

EDUARD BORYSOV is Professor of New Testament at Kiev Theological Seminary. He is the on-site director of Talbot School of Theology, Kiev Extension.

Temple of the Living God
The Influence of Hellenistic Philosophy on Paul’s Figurative Temple Language Applied to the Corinthians
PHILIP N. RICHARDSON
978-1-5326-4167-1 | 330 p. | $38

“Richardson here fills an important gap by showing how a Diaspora audience would have conceptualized temple language.”
—CRAIG S. KEENER
Asbury Theological Seminary

“Philip’s exquisite monograph is a model for any research in biblical studies, with carefully defined objectives brilliantly, and judiciously, met.”
—MAX TURNER
Emeritus Professor, London School of Theology

“[T]houghtful and thorough examination of Paul’s use of àê’temple’ language for the believing community in the Corinthian letters. . . . This engaging and well-written study will be required reading in study of this theme and Paul’s Corinthian correspondence.”
—STEVE WALTON
Trinity College, Bristol

PHILIP N. RICHARDSON is a theological education consultant with One Mission Society (OMS), Greenwood, Indiana.

Paul Against the Idols
A Contextual Reading of the Areopagus Speech
FLAVIEN PARIGDON
978-1-62564-795-5 | 312 p. | $36

The story of Paul’s visit to Athens with its speech delivered before the Areopagus council is one of the best-known passages in Acts. Being the only complete example of an apostolic address to “pure pagans” recorded, it has consistently attracted the attention of scholars offering very diverse interpretations. At the heart of the debate is whether the various parts of the speech must be understood as Hellenistic or biblical in nature—or both.

This volume develops an integrated contextual study of the episode. Reading the story in its Lukan theological, intertextual, narrative, linguistic, and historical context enables an interpretation that accounts for its apparent ambivalence. This book thus contributes to the hermeneutical and exegetical discussions surrounding this text and suggests ways in which it can contribute to a Christian theology of religions and missiology.

FLAVIEN PARIGDON teaches at a variety of theological institutions on four continents.

Writing on the Edge
Paul’s Use of Hyperbole in Galatians
CHARLES E. CRUISE
978-1-5326-4732-1 | 292 p. | $35

“Cruise makes a solid contribution to the field of Paul and Rhetoric. With clear and highly accessible prose, he provides his readers with a helpful overview of recent scholarship on Paul and the Law and then takes them on a deep and convincing exploration into the world of literary hyperbole. Readers will come away with a keen appreciation for biblical hyperbole and especially for Paul’s use of hyperbole in Galatians.”
—NINA E. LIVESEY
University of Oklahoma

“Cruise’s groundbreaking study of hyperbole in Galatians is a major contribution to post-supersessionist interpretation of the New Testament. It is a must-read for scholars and ecclesi- al leaders who teach on Galatians and the wider subject of Paul and Judaism.”
—DAVID J. RUDOLPH
The King’s University

CHARLES E. CRUISE is an Adjunct Professor of New Testament at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, Illinois.
### The Future Inheritance of Land in the Pauline Epistles

**Miguel G. Echevarria Jr.**

978-1-5326-3282-2 | 226 p. | $27

“The promise of the land looms large in the OT, but interpreters sometimes wonder what happens to this promise as they enter the NT. Their argument is that Paul expands the promise to include the entire new world... Those who have struggled to understand how this theme traces through Jewish thought now have a new place to start.”

—Patrick Schreiner
Assistant Professor of New Testament Language and Literature, Western Seminary

Exemplifying biblical fidelity, cogent argumentation, and lucid communication, this is biblical scholarship at its best. Highly recommended.”

—Bruce Ashford
author, *Letters to an American Christian*

**Miguel G. Echevarria Jr.** is Assistant Professor of New Testament and Greek and Director of Hispanic Leadership Development at Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary, Wake Forest, North Carolina.

### Quoting Corinthians

**Identifying Slogans and Quotations in 1 Corinthians**

**Edward W. Watson and Martin M. Culy**

978-1-5326-5026-0 | 162 p. | $21

“Modern interpreters recognize that Paul cites the Corinthians’ own words in trying to conform their thinking and behavior to the wisdom of the cross, but no consensus exists about which texts repeat Corinthian slogans. Watson and Culy develop and apply a clear set of criteria to help modern readers identify these quotations and to read the text as the Corinthians would have understood it... This slender volume is brimming with insights and serves as an excellent introduction to the entire letter.”

—David Garland
George W. Truett Theological Seminary, Baylor University

**Edward W. Watson,** Professor of Biblical Literature at Oral Roberts University, is Editor-in-Chief of the New Testament for the Modern English Version Bible.

**Martin M. Culy,** Director of Cypress Hills Ministries, is founding editor of the Baylor Handbook on the Greek New Testament, and the author or co-author of eight books.

### Ethics in Contexts

**Essays in Honor of Wendell Lee Willis**

Edited by James W. Thompson and Richard A. Wright

978-1-5326-6079-5 | 264 p. | $32

“An informative, exegetically rich collection of essays exploring a range of ethical issues by relating the biblical text to its historical, social, and ecclesiastical contexts. This will be a valuable asset to serious biblical interpreters who practice their craft in classrooms and pulpits, and it honors a scholar who has excelled at both.”

—Carl R. Holladay
Candler School of Theology

“There are important essays here for anyone sharing his interests in Paul, ethics, and ecclesiology, with an eye to archaeological and sociological studies of early Christianity.”

—Allen Black
Harding School of Theology

**James W. Thompson** is Scholar in Residence at the Graduate School of Theology at Abilene Christian University.

**Richard A. Wright** is Associate Professor of New Testament at the Graduate School of Theology at Abilene Christian University.

### Viktor Frankl

A Search for Meaning

**Marshall H. Lewis**

978-1-5326-5913-3 | 150 p. | $20

“Applying Victor Frankl’s logotherapy to the book of Job, Marshall Lewis sees Job as one forced to make sense of what appears to be an absurd situation. A fresh reading of both Frankl and Job, Lewis, following Frankl, argues that while any experience can be made meaningful, in the end we are sometimes better off accepting a world in which suffering has no meaning, at least at present. A bold and ambitious reading that respects the text of Job as much as it does the texts of Frankl, the book uses Frankl to construct a new hermeneutic of reading.”

—C. Fred Alford
Professor Emeritus, University of Maryland, College Park, and author of *After the Holocaust: The Book of Job, Primo Levi, and the Path to Affliction*

**Marshall H. Lewis** is a psychotherapist and logotherapist who has practiced for over thirty years. He serves on the faculty of the Viktor Frankl Institute of Logotherapy.
Journal of Biblical and Theological Studies, Issue 4.1
EDITED BY DANIEL S. DIFFEY, RYAN A. BRANDT, AND JUSTIN MCLENDON
978-1-5326-9291-8 | 208 p. | $23

The Journal of Biblical and Theological Studies (JBTS) is an academic journal focused on the fields of Bible and Theology from an inter-denominational point of view. The journal is comprised of an editorial board of scholars that represent several academic institutions throughout the world. JBTS is concerned with presenting high-level original scholarship in an approachable way. Academic journals are often written by scholars for other scholars. They are technical in nature, assuming a robust knowledge of the field. There are fewer journals that seek to introduce biblical and theological scholarship that is also accessible to students. JBTS seeks to provide high-level scholarship and research to both scholars and students, which results in original scholarship that is readable and accessible.

Ex Auditu—Volume 34: Human Violence
An International Journal for the Theological Interpretation of Scripture
EDITED BY STEPHEN CHESTER
978-1-5326-7696-3 | 196 p. | $30.00

DIVINE LOVE
The Emblems of Madame Jeanne Guyon and Otto van Veen, Vol. I
JEANNE DE LA MOTHE GUYON
EDITED BY NANCY CAROL JAMES
978-1-5326-6279-9 | 148 p. | $20

In this book, visual and poetic emblems of God’s love, created by Otto van Veen and Jeanne Guyon, symbolically represent spiritual meaning and offer a gift of revealed strength and purpose to the aware reader. In our age, when love seems almost forgotten, this emblem book uniting Guyon’s poetry and D’Othon Vaenius’s illustrations give us a faithful look into what might be. What if Divine love becomes part of the human endeavor and joins to human souls? Otto van Veen and Jeanne de la Mothe Guyon internalized this hope and here reveal to us their vision of the love of God bonding and becoming one with the human soul. Translated into English for the first time here.

Jeanne Guyon’s Interior Faith
JEANNE DE LA MOTHE GUYON
978-1-5326-5868-6 | 202 p. | $25

In seventeenth-century France, Jeanne Guyon wrote about God, “I loved him, and I burned with his fire because I loved him, and I loved him in such a way that I could love only him, but in loving him I had no motive save himself.” She called this the pure love of God. Guyon traveled throughout Europe teaching others how to pray and her books became popular bestsellers. She expressed her Christian faith that Jesus Christ lives within our interior life. This is the first English translation of Guyon’s Commentary on the Gospel of Luke.

“Jeanne Guyon is worth discovering—a remarkable life, a deep faith, and a capacity for mystical expression that joins the ranks of Julian of Norwich.”
—IAN MARKHAM

NANCY CAROL JAMES is a priest associate at St. John’s, Lafayette Sq., Washington, D.C. She has written ten books about Jeanne Guyon.
Jeanne Guyon’s Apocalyptic Universe
Her Biblical Commentary on Revelation with Reflections on the Interior Life
JEANNE DE LA MOTHE GUYON
EDITED BY NANCY CAROL JAMES
978-1-5326-6282-9 | 202 p. | $25

In seventeenth-century France, Jeanne Guyon writes about the suffering of the apocalypse followed by the consummation of the second coming. Guyon believed that in our earthly pilgrimage, we may find the way to union with Christ. To read her commentary on Revelation—translated into English here for the first time—is to be caught up in her conversation with the Lord. We experience the wonder and passion of this conversation, which is her authenticity at its highest level. As Guyon expresses her love to Christ, the words carry the attentive reader into the heart of God. “Nancy Carol James is the world expert on this remarkable mystic, Jeanne Guyon.”
—IA N S. MARKHAM

NANCY CAROL JAMES is a priest associate at St. John’s, Lafayette Sq., Washington, DC. She has written ten books about Jeanne Guyon.

“A Sort of Homecoming
Pieces Honoring the Academic and Community Work of Brian Walsh
EDITED BY MARCIA BONIFERRO, AMANDA JAGT, AND ANDREW STEPHENS-RENNIE
978-1-5326-8355-8 | Forthcoming

We live in a culture of collective fear over climate change and mass migration, and we experience increasing intense personal anxiety and despair. How might the Bible’s themes of homecoming and homemaking address our physical, emotional, and spiritual displacement? This collection of essays honors the academic and community work of Brian J. Walsh upon his retirement as Campus Minister at the University of Toronto Christian Reformed Campus Ministry.

MARCIA BONIFERRO is a Chaplain with the Christian Reformed Campus Ministry at the University of Toronto.

AMANDA JAGT is a writer and member of the Wine Before Breakfast community.

ANDREW STEPHENS-RENNIE serves as Director of Ministry Innovation at Christ Church Anglican Cathedral in Vancouver, British Columbia.

The Politics of Conjugal Love
A Baptismal and Trinitarian Approach to Headship and Submission
CONOR SWEENEY AND BRIAN T. TRAINOR
978-1-5326-6367-3 | 220 p. | $27

“I applaud Conor Sweeney’s venture into a modern minefield, the enigmas of submission and rank, as they apply to the teaching on marriage in Ephesians 5. It begs us all to question our hearts deeply in the light of Christ’s own headship and kenosis.”
—ANNA M. SILVAS
Fellow of the Australian Academy of the Humanities, and senior research fellow at the University of New England, Australia


For most of his academic career, the late DR. BRIAN T. TRAINOR worked as Senior Lecturer in Humanities and Social Sciences at the University of South Australia.

“this need to dance / this need to kneel”
Denise Levertov and the Poetics of Faith
EDITED BY MICHAEL P. MURPHY AND MELISSA BRADSHAW
978-1-5326-7736-6 | 242 p. | $29

“These essential essays, richly varied and focused, explore the range and depth of Levertov’s life, her movement towards a faith necessary to her being, and her work as activist and poet. The essays cover much that has not been defined before and shine a clear light on the poems that place Levertov at the forefront of the poetry of faith. A book for anyone interested in the continuing worth, in our troubled times, of great poetry.”
—JOHN F. DEANE
founder of Poetry Ireland, author of Dear Pilgrims

MICHAEL P. MURPHY is Director of the Hank Center for the Catholic Intellectual Heritage at Loyola University Chicago.

MELISSA BRADSHAW is a Senior Lecturer in English at Loyola University Chicago.
we give
our thanks
unto thee
Essays in Memory
of Fr. Alexander Schmemann
EDITED BY PORTER C. TAYLOR
978-1-5326-3270-9 | 274 p. | $33

“We have waited too long for exactly this book! Alexander Schmemann was, without question, the most profound liturgical theologian of the twentieth century. . . . Here, at last, we have a truly ecumenical engagement with Schmemann’s thought. Top scholars from a variety of ecclesiastical traditions offer illuminating interpretations of Schmemann’s texts, subject his thought to critique when that seems relevant, and then use his ideas in their own theological reflections on liturgy. Altogether, a superb contribution to the cause of liturgical theology.”
—NICHOLAS WOLTERSTORFF
Yale University

PORTER C. TAYLOR is a PhD student at the University of Aberdeen where he is writing his dissertation on liturgical theology. He is a priest in the Anglican Diocese of Pittsburgh and serves at Church of the Apostles, Kansas City as Theologian in Residence.

A Postmodern Theology of Ritual Action
An Exploration of Foot Washing among the Original Free Will Baptist Community

JONATHAN L. BEST
978-1-5326-4953-0 | 250 p. | $30

A Postmodern Theology of Ritual Action is a unique work that explores where we find meaning within the rituals and actions of the church. Bridging hermeneutics, philosophy, and postmodern thought, this work explores how to do theology with the community through conversation. Beginning with the mindset that meaning is already present within ritual action rather than outside it, Best engages the practice of foot washing among the Original Free Will Baptist denomination of eastern North Carolina. Incorporating insights gained from philosophy, theology, and the Original Free Will Baptists, foot washing points toward a future relational practical theology.

JONATHAN L. BEST (PhD, Practical Theology from St. Thomas University) is an adjunct professor at St. Thomas University and an ordained minister of the Original Free Will Baptist Convention.

Church at Church
Jean-Jacques von Allmen’s Liturgical Ecclesiology

RONALD ANDREW RIENSTRA
978-1-5326-5182-3 | 176 p. | $23

“Jean-Jacques von Allmen is one of the leading theologians of liturgy in the Reformed/Presbyterian tradition in the twentieth century, whose books draw together insights from his many pastoral, historical, theological, and ecumenical encounters in often striking and generative ways. How wonderful it is to have a contemporary tour guide to this rich source.”
—JOHN D. WITVLIET
Calvin College and Calvin Theological Seminary

RONALD ANDREW RIENSTRA, Professor of Preaching and Worship Arts at Western Theological Seminary in Holland, MI, is the author of Worship Words and many articles in Reformed Worship.

Songs as Locus for a Lay Theology

Moshe Walsalam Sastriyar and Sadhu Kochukunju Upadeshi

PHILIP K. MATHAI
978-1-62564-550-0 | 202 p. | $25

“A truly original and remarkable accomplishment. This book recovers and writes the scores of hymns that oral tradition has kept for over a century in Kerala, India. The ancient ecclesial principle that the rule of piety determines the content of what is believed (lex orandi, lex credendi) finds here superb and diligent treatment.”
—VITOR WESTHELLE
Lutheran School of Theology, Chicago

“...[Mathai] helps readers to understand the determinative role music plays both in expressing and developing the theology of a faith community. This book deserves careful attention and a wide reading!”
—ALLEN G. JORGENSON
Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, Canada

PHILIP K. MATHAI is pastor of Mount Zion, Waterloo, a congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada (ELCIC) and is adjunct faculty at Martin Luther University College.
Jazz and Christian Freedom  
Improvising against the Grain of the West  
BRADLEY K. BROADHEAD  
978-1-5326-4959-2 | 244 p. | $29

“Postmoderns view freedom in terms of self-expression and self-determination, twin impulses that lie at the heart of contemporary culture’s rejection of institutional constraints. By way of contrast Bradley Broadhead contends that it is precisely by respecting certain constraints that jazz musicians are enabled to improvise—which is to say, enact freedom in a musical register. Jazz improvisation becomes a parable, not of the kingdom of God, but of Christian freedom in that kingdom . . . You may never look at either jazz or Jesus in quite the same way again.”  
—KEVIN J. VANHOOZER  
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School

Where Wisdom May Be Found  
The Eternal Purpose of Christian Higher Education  
EDITED BY EDWARD P. MEADORS  
978-1-4982-9610-6 | 348 p. | $40

All Christian colleges and universities hail the integration of faith and learning as a premier mission objective. There is less agreement as to what the integration of faith and learning should look like in pedagogical and cross-disciplinary terms. This volume proposes that faith and learning are interrelated from the start. Discovery of truth within the academic disciplines cultivates discipline-specific wisdom that both accords with all reality and complements the whole counsel of God.

EDWARD P. MEADORS is Professor of Biblical Studies at Taylor University.

In Search of the Good Life  
Through the Eyes of Aristotle, Maimonides, and Aquinas  
COREY MILLER  
978-1-5326-5321-6 | 214 p. | $26

What is the Good Life? Learn from some of the greatest minds in Greek, Jewish, and Christian thought. Comparing their thought reveals a new apex reached in the age-old question concerning the relationship of Jerusalem and Athens, faith and reason. Few have been more influential in Judaism and Christianity than Moses Maimonides and Thomas Aquinas, yet Aristotle influenced them both in significant ways. By adopting and adapting some of Aristotle’s best thinking, we can appreciate Maimonides’ and Aquinas’ search for the Good Life from their respective views, ranging from the fall to human perfectibility. This examines human nature, the human telos, and how each would prescribe the route to the Good Life.

COREY MILLER is President/CEO of Ratio Christi: Campus Apologetics Alliance. He has taught nearly one hundred courses in the fields of philosophy, comparative religions, theology, and rhetorical communication.

Equality and Non-discrimination  
Catholic Roots, Current Challenges  
EDITED BY JANE F. ADOLPHE, AND MICHAEL A. VACCA  
978-1-5326-3721-6 | 246 p. | $30

“A fresh insight into concepts of human dignity and equality from world-renowned experts. A must-read for those seeking a better understanding of sexual orientation, gender identity, and discrimination issues under international law and Catholic teaching.”  
—LIGIA CASTALDI  
Ave Maria School of Law

JANE F. ADOLPHE is an Associate Professor of Law at Ave Maria School of Law, in Naples, Florida, and an expert with the Holy See, Secretariat of State, Section for Relations with States.

ROBERT L. FASTIGGI is Professor of Systematic Theology at Sacred Heart Major Seminary, Detroit, Michigan.

MICHAEL A. VACCA is a graduate of Ave Maria School of Law who has worked for the Holy See and for Christ Medicus Foundation–CURO in Michigan.
Poverty is an ever-present reality, even in so-called first world nations like the United States. If the Holy Spirit is the member of the Trinity that is ever present in our world, perhaps the Spirit can be a resource to address poverty. In this pneumatological theology of poverty, Brandon Kertson explores the current state of poverty in the United States, arguing its complexities also require complex answers demanding a pneumatological approach that has yet to be offered. He explores how the Spirit addresses poverty through Jesus and the historic and global church, and how we can begin to address poverty through the Spirit today.

BRANDON KERTSON

Companions in the Between
Augustine, Desmond, and their Communities of Love
RENEE KOHLER-RYAN
978-1-4982-9409-6 | Forthcoming

Discover the person who initially stimulated Barth's mammoth reworking of the "classical" view of the election—pastor/theologian Pierre Maury (1890–1956). Their close friendship and especially a seminal paper Maury gave in 1936 entitled "Election and Faith" helped stimulate Barth's reflection. Discover some never-before-translated works of Maury as well as a revision of a previously published piece on predestination. In this revised and expanded second edition, seven theologians reflect on the significance of these works for us today from historical, textual, pastoral, and theological standpoints, and seek to draw conclusions for us in our contemporary setting.

SIMON HATTRELL helps coordinate distance theological education and training for the Anglican Diocese of Tasmania.

Attentiveness to Vulnerability
A Dialogue Between Emmanuel Levinas, Jean Porter, and the Virtue of Solidarity
DANIEL J. FLEMING
978-1-5326-0663-2 | 272 p. | $33

"In a clearly written and carefully developed dialogue, Daniel Fleming probes the relationship between Emmanuel Levinas, Jean Porter, and the virtue of Solidarity. This significant study offers a richer account of the person as relational and of 'flourishing' in virtue ethics. We are indebted to Fleming for refining our attentiveness to the vulnerability of, and our solidarity with, the Other as factors integral to moral judgment and virtuous actions."

—THOMAS RYAN, SM
is an Honorary Fellow of the Australian Catholic University.

DANIEL J. FLEMING leads ethics and formation for St Vincent's Health Australia, the country’s largest Catholic healthcare provider. He is also a senior lecturer in theology and ethics and Honorary Research Associate with the Sydney College of Divinity.

Companions in the Between
Augustine, Desmond, and their Communities of Love
RENEE KOHLER-RYAN
978-1-4982-9409-6 | Forthcoming

Contemporary philosopher William Desmond has many companions in thought, and one of the most important of these is Augustine. In lucid prose that draws on the riches of a vibrant philosophical-theological tradition, Renée Kohler-Ryan explores Desmond’s metaxological philosophy.

Companions in the Between
is a unique contribution to the growing body of scholarship on William Desmond’s thought. It opens with a foreword from Desmond. Its pages will entice any reader who wants to know more about how contemporary philosophy can contest a space where philosophers are formulaically expected to shy away from divine transcendence.

RENEE KOHLER-RYAN is a Dean of the School of Philosophy and Theology and Professor of Philosophy on the Sydney campus of the University of Notre Dame Australia. She is editor of Living the Catholic Tradition.

The Spirit and the Salvation of the Urban Poor
A Renewal Approach
BRANDON KERTSON
978-1-5326-6344-4 | Forthcoming

The Spirit of the Salvation of the Urban Poor
A Renewal Approach
BRANDON KERTSON
978-1-5326-6344-4 | Forthcoming

Pierre Maury

Election, Barth, and the French Connection
How Pierre Maury Gave a "Decisive Impetus" to Karl Barth's Doctrine of Election
PIERRE MAURY
EDITED BY SIMON HATTRELL
978-1-5326-6718-3 | 290 p. | $35

Disco...
Freedom of Religion
at Stake
Competing Claims among Faith Traditions, States, and Persons
EDITED BY ELISABETH GERLE, GORAN GUNNER, AND DION A. FORSTER
CHURCH OF SWEDEN RESEARCH SERIES
978-1-5326-6056-6 | 330 p. | $38

How can freedom of religion protect the dignity of every human being and safeguard the well-being of creation? This question arises when considering the competing claims among faith traditions, states, and persons. Freedom of religion or belief is a basic human right, and yet it is sometimes used to undermine other human rights. This volume seeks to unpack and wrestle with some of these challenges.

DION FORSTER is Professor of Public Theology and Ethics, Stellenbosch University, South Africa.

ELISABETH GERLE is Professor of Ethics at Lund University and Church of Sweden Research Department, Uppsala, Sweden.

GORAN GUNNER is Associate Professor at University College Stockholm, Sweden.

A Theology of Cross and Kingdom
Theologia Crucis after the Reformation, Modernity, and Ultramodern Tribalistic Synergetism
D. K. MATTHEWS
978-1-5326-4143-5 | Forthcoming

A Theology of Cross and Kingdom sympathetically and creatively critiques and synthesizes dominant themes in such classical and contemporary theologies of the cross within a unified cross and kingdom eschatology. Matthews deftly overcomes many of the less than helpful disjunctive approaches to the theology of the cross while proffering a way forward for this most influential and core theological treasure of the church.

D. K. MATTHEWS serves as the Provost and the William Conger Chair of Academic Leadership at Asbury Theological Seminary. His decades of experience in Christian higher education and ministry include being a former Vice President of Academic Affairs, Vice President of Enrollment Services and Student Development, nontraditional chaplain, Professor of philosophy and theology, radio host, and Associate Pastor.

Eucharistic Reciprocity
A Practical Theological Inquiry into the Virtue of Gratitude
A. WILLIAM DEJONG
978-1-5326-7253-8 | 276 p. | $33

This volume probes the nature of gratitude as a virtue and identifies its moral value in the Christian life in order to enhance pastoral effectiveness in ministering to those gripped by sins of desire. Such impulses are explored in terms of the seven deadly sins, which this inquiry regards as distorted desires for the good God provides. Utilizing a method of mutual critical correlation, this volume brings philosophical and psychological claims about gratitude into conversation with the Christian tradition.

A. WILLIAM DEJONG is the lead pastor of the Blessings Christian Church in Hamilton, ON.

Understanding Korean Christianity
Grassroot Perspectives on Causes, Culture, and Responses
K. KALE YU
978-1-5326-9253-6 | 330 p. | $38

Cultural landscape plays a momentous role in the transmission of Christianity. Consequently, the global expansion of the church has led to the increasing diversification of world Christianity. As a result, scholars are turning more and more to native cultures as the point of focus. This study examines how this new discourse evolved as well as presenting a missional methodology based on the study of the native landscapes of Korea. Kale Yu argues that the process of formulating and communicating Christianity was less consistent than is usually supposed. By immersing the reader in the thought and lived experience of various Korean contexts, Professor Yu recreates the diversity of cultural landscapes experienced by Korean Christians of different periods in history.

“A superb contribution to the study of world Christianity.”
—DANIEL D. SHIN

K. KALE YU is Adjunct Professor of Religion at High Point University, NC.
Devoted to Christ
Missiological Reflections in Honor of Sherwood G. Lingenfelter
EDITED BY
CHRISTOPHER L. FLANDERS
978-1-5326-1183-4 | 192 p. | $25

This festschrift contains original missiological contributions from colleagues and former doctoral students of Sherwood Lingenfelter. It highlights his twin research interests of anthropology and leadership and points to his profound influence on the contemporary missiological landscape. These essays signal the continuation of his legacy, a flourishing of creative, anthropologically driven mission and leadership studies. Contributors to this work include a diversity of authors, women and men, voices from North and South, East and West, representing well Lingenfelter’s significant global impact.

CHRISTOPHER L. FLANDERS is Associate Professor of Missions at Abilene Christian University. He is the author of About Face: Rethinking Face for 21st Century Mission (2011), the assistant editor of Missio Dei Journal, and a member of the executive leadership team of the Honor-Shame Network.

God’s Word and Our Words
Preaching from the Prophets to the Present and Beyond
EDITED BY W. HULITT GLOER AND SHAWN E. BOYD
978-1-5326-4609-6 | 290 p. | $35

Written by internationally known homileticians and preachers, this book offers a survey of the significant developments in preaching, beginning with the Old Testament, moving through the history of preaching, and concluding with a look into the future, all while offering practical suggestions for meeting the challenges that lie ahead. In a unique way, it addresses both the academic issues raised during each period and the practical implications for preaching today and in the future.

WILLIAM HULITT GLOER, Professor Emeritus of Preaching and Christian Scriptures at George W. Truett Theological Seminary and Founding Director of the Kyle Lake Center for Effective Preaching, is the Scholar-in-Residence at the Second Baptist Church of Little Rock.

SHAWN E. BOYD is the Program Coordinator of the Kyle Lake Center for Effective Preaching at George W. Truett Theological Seminary.

Youth Ministry and Theological Shorthand
Living Amongst the Fragments of a Coherent Theology
DAVID BAILEY
978-1-4982-1941-9 | 258 p. | $31

In Youth Ministry and Theology Shorthand, David Bailey explores the dialogue between practice and theological education through the lens of youth ministry. This qualitative study illuminates how youth ministers talk about their work amongst young people. Through the slowing down of the youth ministry process it is discovered that youth ministers speak in theological shorthand. Theological shorthand is a paradox: it is both meaningful—it fuels long-term sacrificial service amongst young people—and it is problematic, as it risks untethering youth ministry from the wider narrative of the Christian story.

The book will appeal to youth ministers, clergy, academicians, graduate and post-graduate students, but also informed volunteers involved in youth ministry.

DAVID BAILEY is the Theology and Learning Specialist at Oasis and also Senior Lecturer in Practical Theology at Oasis College of Higher Education, London.

Midwifing—A Womanist Approach to Pastoral Counseling
Investigating the Fractured Self, Slavery, Violence, and the Black Woman
MYRNA THURMOND-MALONE
978-1-5326-4325-5 | 182 p. | $23

This volume is an investigation of intergenerational trauma. Exploring the impact of slavery, violence, racism, sexism, classism, and other isms on the self of the Black woman.

“Dr. Thurmond-Malone offers a compelling and relevant metaphor, ‘midwifing,’ for pastoral counseling with African American women. The empowering approach to healing proposed in this volume addresses both the ongoing contemporary stressors of racism and sexism, and the lasting intergenerational traumatic impact and psychic legacy of slavery on Black women’s current reality. The stories she shares from women in pastoral conversation are spiritually and emotionally rich and compelling, and help to show a pathway from suffering to surviving to thriving.”

—PAMELA COOPER-WHITE
Union Theological Seminary

MYRNA THURMOND-MALONE is a pastoral psychotherapist.
Missio Dei and the Means of Grace
A Theology of Participation
DAVID MARTIN WHITWORTH
978-1-5326-5172-4 | 184 p. | $23
"If mission is a divine activity, how do humans participate in it? Drawing on Wesley's relational theology of grace, Whitworth persuasively argues that to participate in the means of grace is to participate in the mission of God. This is a profoundly important insight that should have a major impact on both missiology and Wesleyan studies."
—HENRY H. KNIGHT III
Saint Paul School of Theology, Leawood, Kansas

DAVID MARTIN WHITWORTH is the Bishop Cornelius & Dorthye Henderson Chair and E. Stanley Jones Asst. Professor of Evangelism at The Interdenominational Theological Center in Atlanta, Georgia. He also serves as the Global Director of One Kingdom Mission, a transformational leadership ministry that inspires, equips, and empowers disciple-makers of Kingdom building movements for whole-life discipleship.

McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry: Volume 19, 2017–2018
EDITED BY DAVID J. FULLER
978-1-5326-8718-1 | 202 p. | $25
The McMaster Journal of Theology and Ministry is an electronic and print journal that seeks to provide pastors, educators, and interested lay persons with the fruits of theological, biblical, and professional studies in an accessible form. Published by McMaster Divinity College in Hamilton, Ontario, it continues the heritage of scholarly inquiry and theological dialogue represented by the College's previous print publications: the Theological Bulletin, Theodolite, and the McMaster Journal of Theology.

A Defense of Youth Ministry
Attachment Relationship Ministry (ARM)
RON BELSTERLING
978-1-5326-5155-7 | 276 p. | $33
 Chapters in this book offer realistic discipleship and evangelism suggestions depending on attachment styles and practically empowering youth workers (volunteers, newbies, experts, and interns) to focus energy and time more wisely. These recommendations relate to spiritual formation, leadership selection, parental approach, and trending issues, such as ministry to LGBTQIA teens. For too many teens today, feeling insecure in crisis is a way of life. Learn how to take what you’ve done well and make it better. All church leaders should read this book, logging the critical importance of providing ministry specifically targeting teenagers today.

REV. RON BELSTERLING currently teaches Youth Ministry for Lancaster Bible College and Capital Seminary. His ministry experience includes serving through the church, parachurch, clinical counseling, and varied board leadership, including the Association of Youth Ministry Educators.

The HTML of Cruciform Love
Toward a Theology of the Internet
EDITED BY JOHN FREDERICK AND ERIC LEWELLEN
978-1-5326-0936-7 | 208 p. | $26
"Those who take theology seriously in an age of internet need to reckon with the powerful ideas in this fine collection!"
—THOMAS JAY OORD, author of God Can't, The Uncontrolling Love of God

"Through a set of intelligent, well-crafted, and stimulating essays representing a diversity of views, the volume offers constructive tools for a critically faithful Christian engagement with the internet . . . necessary reading, and should be put in the hands of every seminarian and church leader."
—EPHRAIM RADNER
Wycliffe College

"Theologians formed before the internet even took its hold on contemporary culture will do well to attend to its messages."
—SARAH COAKLEY
University of Cambridge and Australian Catholic University, Melbourne

JOHN FREDERICK is a lecturer in New Testament at Trinity College Queensland.

ERIC LEWELLEN is an account manager at Vercross LLC.
The inevitability of death means that grief and mourning are a normal part of the human experience. Too often, though, this normal journey of grief is cut short by a culture intent on pretending bad things don’t really happen. In A Road Too Short for the Long Journey, readers are invited to consider how we might travel this road of mourning with those who grieve and how we might join them as partners in a reorientation of the world experienced through loss.

― HENRY H. KNIGHT III
Saint Paul School of Theology

MICHAEL J. GEHRING is Senior Pastor of Main Street United Methodist Church in Kernersville, North Carolina.

ANDREW D. KINSEY is Senior Pastor of Grace United Methodist Church in Franklin, Indiana.

VAUGHN W. BAKER serves the Senior Pastor of Silver Creek United Methodist Church in Azle, Texas.

Who is Present in Absence?
A Pentecostal Theological Praxis of Suffering and Healing
PAMELA F. ENGELBERT
978-1-5326-3353-9 | 220 p. | $27

In seeking to contribute to a theology of suffering for Pentecostals, Pam Engelbert lifts up the stories of eight Classical Pentecostals to discover how they experienced God and others amidst their extended suffering even when God did not intervene as they had prayed. This qualitative practical theology embraces a Pentecostal hermeneutic of experience combined with Scripture. It offers a praxis (theology of action) of suffering and healing during times when we experience the apparent absence of God. Engelbert invites the reader to enter into the space of the other’s suffering by way of empathy, and thereby participate in God’s act of ministry to humanity through God’s expression of empathy in the very person of Jesus.

PAMELA F. ENGELBERT is ordained pastoral theologian and an adjunct professor at the Mongolian Bible Training Center. She is skilled in compassionate communication, which she teaches to various groups.

― CORY SEIBEL

THEOLOGY / PRACTICAL MINISTRY

TheoLogy as Repetition
John Macquarrie in Conversation
STEPHEN FOSTER
978-1-5326-7693-2 | 206 p. | $25

Macquarrie developed a new style of theology, grounded in a dialectical phenomenology that is a relevant voice in responding to recent trends in theology. The development of the book reflects Macquarrie’s phenomenologically styled new theology.

“In this important work, Foster revives Macquarrie’s theology for the twenty-first century. He shows Macquarrie to be a master in engaging with postmodern trends in theology, bringing to them an intelligence that obviates the more relativist and nihilist outcomes of some postmodern thought. . . While guiding the reader through complex comparisons and contrasts with key thinkers . . . Foster convinces us that Macquarrie could be put to good use in developing a Christian theology that engages with the plurality of faiths . . .”

— HARRIET HARRIS
University of Edinburgh

STEPHEN FOSTER teaches philosophy and religious studies, and he lives in Hamilton, Ontario.
Who’s Afraid of the Unmoved Mover?
Postmodernism and Natural Theology
ANDREW I. SHEPARDSON
978-1-5326-5677-4 | 186 p. | $24

Are postmodern philosophy and Christian theology compatible? A surprising number of Christian thinkers believe so. However, these same thinkers argue that postmodern insights entail the rejection of natural theology, the ability to discover knowledge about the existence and nature of God in the natural world. They claim that appealing to nature to defend the existence of God is foolish as such appeals rely on modernity’s outmoded grounds for knowledge. Moreover, natural theology is often a hindrance to faith, as notions like objectivity are idolatrous. This book carefully examines the nature of truth, rationality, general revelation, and evangelism to show that the postmodern objections fail and that Christians ought to use natural theology and apologetics.

ANDREW I. SHEPARDSON is Adjunct Professor of Philosophy and Religious Studies at Denver Seminary and Life Pacific College and co-pastor of Hope Denver Church.

The Interface of Science, Theology, and Religion
Essays in Honor of Alister E. McGrath
EDITED BY DENNIS NGIEN
978-1-5326-4334-7 | 250 p. | $30

In celebration of Alister E. McGrath’s sixty-fifth birthday in 2018, this Festschrift aims to highlight him as a lauded scholar, who exemplifies an interface of science, theology, and religion. It comprises works by McGrath’s theological allies and colleagues from diverse ecclesial homes including Graham Ward, Oliver Crisp, Tony Lane, Sung Wook Chung, Randall Zachman, Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Jonathan Wilson, Jeffrey L. Greenman, Robert Kolb, Sister Benedicta Ward, Bethany Sollereder, and Patrick Franklin. This volume, edited by Dennis Ngien, covers these themes that are central to the life and witness of the church: atonement, Christology, Trinity, eschatology, mission, Reformation, science, nature, culture, evangelism, and theodicy.

DENNIS NGIEN is the inaugural holder of the Alister E. McGrath Chair of Christian Thought and Spirituality and professor of Systematic Theology at Tyndale University College & Seminary, Toronto.

Sanctum Sanctorum
On the One Whose Name Is Holy
JUSTIN MANDELA ROBERTS
978-1-5326-5690-3 | 186 p. | $24

This book seeks to answer the question, “What is holiness?” What do we talk about when we talk about holiness? We might describe many things as holy, but as Socrates says, what is “the essential aspect, by which all holy acts are holy?” Sanctum Sanctorum gives an account of the holy from within the Christian participatory tradition, and argues that holiness is included in a special category of divine names that Christian metaphysics calls “transcendentals” (which are five: being, one, truth, goodness, and beauty). Moreover, holiness stands in a hierarchical relationship to the other five transcendentals, as the culmination or concentration of the rest.

JUSTIN MANDELA ROBERTS is the author of Sacred Rhetoric: Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Participatory Tradition and Behold Our God: Contemplative Theology for the Soul.

Passionate Deification
The Integral Role of the Emotions in Christ’s Life and in Christian Life
HENRY L. NOVELLO
978-1-5326-6257-7 | 320 p. | $37

“Bringing contemporary cognitive theories to bear upon the work of Augustine, Gregory of Nyssa, and Jonathan Edwards, Novello persuasively argues that the emotions are not to be eradicated but redirected, opening up fascinating insights into the person of Jesus Christ and the life of the Christian, as a ‘passionate deification.’ A bold and provocative work with much to offer the perennial task of understanding the revelation of God in Christ and ourselves in this light.”

—JOHN BEHR
St Vladimir’s Seminary, New York

“Passionate Deification gives new heart to Christian faith and a new depth to our understanding of the Incarnation in its emotional depth and breadth. This inspiring book brings new meaning to ‘the sacred heart’ of Christ and our relationship to it.”

—ANTHONY KELLY
Australian Catholic University

HENRY NOVELLO is Lecturer in Theology in the Department of Theology, Flinders University.
God of Holy Love
Essays of Peter Taylor Forsyth
EDITED BY PAUL K. MOSER AND BENJAMIN NASMITH
978-1-5326-5632-3 | 396 p. | $46

The God of Christian faith is, according to P. T. Forsyth, a God of holy, righteous love. As a result, God's intervention in human life is morally robust, being in search of the transformation of its recipients toward holy love. Its high point is in the cross of Jesus Christ. This book contains twenty of Forsyth's essays that clarify the nature and manifestation of God's holy love. Forsyth contends that God is an active personal agent who desires interpersonal fellowship with humans, under the authority of divine holy love.

“This new selection of Forsyth's essays should be welcomed and applauded.” —TREVOR HART

JEREMY GARBER is the Academic Advising and Writing Center coordinator at the Iliff School of Theology.

Another Way
Thinking Together about the Holy Spirit
JEREMY GARBER
978-1-5326-4054-4 | 180 p. | $23

How can theologians, philosophers, and ordinary people think about the Holy Spirit in the twenty-first century? This volume offers one model: the pneumatology of minoritarian communal interpretation, the alternative creation of meaning within an oppressive majority context. Garber looks at the stories of Saul, Ezekiel, and Jesus in the Gospels; the Radical Reformers of the sixteenth century; and a contemporary group of “spiritual but not religious” artists to see how they understand the Spirit working in their lives. He weaves together the theories of John Howard Yoder, Deleuze and Guattari, and media theorists like Stanley Fish, Jeremy Stolow, and Thomas Lindlof as a theological and philosophical background to those stories. In the end, the Holy Spirit is “being weird like Jesus together”—and Garber offers some observations on what that might look like, throughout history and today.

Pneumatology and Union
John Calvin and the Pentecostals
PETER ROSS
978-1-5326-5051-2 | 266 p. | $32

Peter Ross examines how John Calvin might assist Pentecostals in the development of a global Pentecostal theology by examining the views of each on pneumatology and the Christian's union with Christ.

He conducts a conversation between the two within the contexts of the assurance of faith; providence and guidance; and justification—each an area in which the Spirit and the union are substantially involved for both parties. He also looks closely at Spirit release, showing that this Pentecostal distinctive can sit well as an extension from Calvin's thought.

Ross shows that affinities exist between Pentecostals and Calvin in these contexts. These affinities clearly identify Calvin's thought as a rich resource for Pentecostals; one they should not hesitate to mine as they develop their own global theology.

PETER ROSS was a Pentecostal minister in Balclutha, New Zealand, for 14 years before his present post as Assistant Priest within the Balclutha Anglican parish.
The Church of God and Its Human Face
The Contribution of Joseph A. Komonchak to Ecclesiology

MARTIN MADAR

This is the first comprehensive study of perhaps the most original U.S. ecclesiologist of our times, Joseph A. Komonchak. In language accessible to a wide audience, the author offers an exposition of Komonchak’s thought on the church and explores its distinctive features, including its implications for church practice.

“Madar carefully situates Komonchak’s work in the broader context of 20th century Catholic ecclesiology, and rightly identifies the central problem of this ecclesiology in the search for adequate theological foundations. Both a worthy tribute and thoughtful development of the work of one of the great ecclesiologist of the post-Vatican II era.”

—JOHN J. MARKEY
Oblates School of Theology

Calvinism and Middle Knowledge
A Conversation

EDITED BY JOHN D. LAING, KIRK R. MACGREGOR, AND GREG WELTY

A n anthology of essays that moves the discussion of Molinism/middle knowledge out of the philosophical arena into the broader theological community. In particular, it sparks a conversation between Calvinists and Molinists regarding the fruitfulness or deficiencies of middle knowledge and the feasibility or otherwise of Calvinist use of middle knowledge without acceptance of libertarian freedom. To this end, nine distinguished experts address such topics as the history of the doctrine of middle knowledge, and the potential role of Molinism in discussions of intelligent design and evolution.

JOHN LAING is Professor of Systematic Theology and Philosophy at SWBTS, TX. Kirk MacGregor is Assistant Professor and Chair of the Department of Philosophy and Religion at McPherson College, KS. Greg Welty is Professor of Philosophy at SWBTS, NC.

The Confusion of Worlds
Resurrection, the Kingdom of God, and Otherworld Experiences

HEINER SCHWENKE

The idea of the resurrection of the physical body and the eternal continuation of this body in a future kingdom of God on earth is enigmatic, contradicting our knowledge of the transitori-ness of all things in this universe. This book argues that the origin for this idea lies in certain forms of otherworld experience. E.g., near-death experiences, encounters with the dead in brilliantly beautiful bodies, and visions of paradisical, seemingly earthly landscapes. It is proposed that premodern cultures sometimes projected such otherworld experiences onto this world. These experiences were the blueprint for an expectation of paradise on earth. The author argues that Jesus exemplifies just such a confusion of worlds.

“A true theological adventure.”

—DALE C. ALLISON JR.

HEINER SCHWENKE is Research Fellow at the Faculty of Theology, Basel, and conducts a research project on Transcendent Experiences at the Max-Planck-Institute for the History of Science in Berlin.

Distinguishing the Church
Explorations in Word, Sacrament, and Discipline

EDITED BY GREG PETERS AND MATT JENSON

978-1-5326-5483-1 | 192 p. | $24

The most common criteria, wrote Calvin, are that the Word of God is rightly preached and heard and that the sacraments are administered according to Christ’s institution. Luther said that suffering is a telltale sign of God’s people, while Anabaptist and Reformed Christians included discipline among the distinguishing marks of the church.

“The central reason for this book is simply the lack of anything like it. I have dozens of books on ecclesiology on my shelves, but none that give thoughtful reflection on the Reformational marks of the church. I especially appreciate the inclusion of the mark of discipline and the often-overlooked mark of suffering.”

—JOHN HAMMETT
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

GREG PETERS is Associate Professor of Medieval and Spiritual Theology in the Torrey Honors Institute of Biola University.

MATT JENSON is Associate Professor of Theology in the Torrey Honors Institute of Biola University.
The Atonement
Creating Unions
An Exploration in Inter-Religious Theology
GODFREY KESARI
978-1-5326-5262-2 | 236 p. | $29

This book is a bold and imaginative endeavor to make atonement theology rational, in a fresh way, in our interreligious world. Seeking connections between Christian and Hindu thinking in order to create hermeneutical bridges, Godfrey Kesari aims to open up creative ways of reimagining the doctrine of the atonement. Kesari retains the particularity of the unique events embracing the life, suffering, and death of Christ while linking clearly to the more universal considerations that are encountered within Visistadvaitic Hinduism. These explorations in turn contribute to a new way of seeing the Christian revelation. This ground-breaking work attempts to find a way of treating and defending the centrality and significance of the atonement with contextual relevance.

“This is comparative theology at its best.
—REV D. STEPHEN ROBERTS
GODFREY KESARI is the Vicar of the Holy Innocents Parish Church, Southwater, UK.

Promising Faith for a Ruptured Age
An English-Speaking Appreciation of Oswald Bayer
EDITED BY JOHN T. PLESS, ROLAND ZIEGLER, AND JOSHUA C. MILLER
978-1-5326-7492-1 | Forthcoming

For those who are not yet acquainted with the contributions of this theologian, Promising Faith for a Ruptured Age: An English-Speaking Appreciation of Oswald Bayer will serve as a guide to and commentary on Bayer's multifaceted approach to theology. Those familiar with Bayer's work as a systematic theologian and Luther scholar will discover new applications of fundamental themes for in interdisciplinary research, ecumenical conversation, and church life.

JOHN T. PLESS is Assistant Professor of Pastoral Ministry and Missions at Concordia Theological Seminary in Fort Wayne, Indiana.
JOSHUA C. MILLER is Instructor in Religion at Augsburg University in Minneapolis.
ROLAND ZIEGLER is the Robert D. Preus Associate Professor of Systematic Theology and Confessional Lutheran Studies at Concordia Theological Seminary in Fort Wayne, Indiana.

Existential Togetherness
Toward a Common Black Religious Heritage
DEWAYNE R. STALLWORTH
978-1-5326-5161-8 | 178 p. | $23

For African Americans especially, communal engagement is a sacred experience that stretches from the mundane to the spectacular in a cyclical historical pattern. Stallworth illumines the broadness of this African American religious experience by looking back to the first shared experience of unbiased community that occurred during slavery. He then explores the difficulties of maintaining such a unity under the threat of supremacy as experienced through systemic structures of both white and black privilege. Most important, Stallworth unpacks how the black religious leader, although caricatured as uncouth and ignorant, remained the moral compass for community progression and uplift until the civil rights era.

DEWAYNE R. STALLWORTH is Professor of Religious Studies at American Baptist College in Nashville, Tennessee. He is the author of Stable Conscience (2013).

Interreligious Curriculum for Peace Education in Nigeria
A Praxeological Intervention for the Advanced Training of Religious Leaders
ISAIAH EKUNDAYO DADA
978-1-5326-4861-8 | 320 p. | $37

“This is an outstanding model of a praxeological, inter-religious approach to peace and justice that does the hard work of deconstructing violence and remaking community at the local and national level through practices of non-violence, which use the true values of religions, bringing them to points of convergence for peace. It is a book for the formation of community and religious leaders not only in Nigeria, but around the world.”
—ELIZABETH CONDE-FRAZIER Coordinator of Relations for Theological Institutions, Association for Hispanic Theological Education
ISAIAH EKUNDAYO DADA is a certified spiritual health practitioner, a registered psychotherapist, and an instructor at Sudbury University. He is the author of Defibrillation of Peace: A Christian Clergy's Approach Towards the Restoration of Peace in the Nigerian Interfaith Community (2008).
While the evangelical missiological community searches for more effective contextualization models, some ad hoc proposals have complicated the issue. One such case is the Insider Movement among Muslims, whose advocates contend that Muslim followers of Isa can remain within their own Islamic socio-religious community while continuing in Islamic religious practices.

After reviewing the historical development of Muslim evangelism models, this study provides an analytical framework for developing a healthier contextualization model among Muslims and applies it to the Insider Movement by critically evaluating the biblical interpretations and missiological reasoning of its advocates.

WONJOO HWANG, Professor of the Bible at Petrescue Bible Institute in North Africa, is co-editor of Journal of Arab and Islamic World Studies, and contributor to Korea Missions Quarterly.
Covenant of Redemption in the Trinitarian Theology of Jonathan Edwards
_The Nexus between the Immanent Trinity and the Economic Trinity_
REITA YAZAWA
978-1-5326-4378-1 | 248 p. | $30

Recently, the immanent Trinity (God as in himself) has been criticized as abstract and impractical as opposed to the economic Trinity (God in relation to the world). Many scholars argue that the immanent Trinity is detached from the real life of believers and God's economic work of redemption and thus abstract and impractical. But is this assumption itself really true? What if the blueprint of God's work of redemption is already located in the immanent Trinity as the divine idea? What if Jonathan Edwards, arguably the American greatest theologian, expounds this doctrine as a vital driving force in his theology?

REITA YAZAWA is Professor of Christian Studies at Hokurikugakuen University in Kanazawa, Japan. He obtained his PhD from Calvin Theological Seminary, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

The Pelagian Controversy
_An Introduction to the Enemies of Grace and the Conspiracy of Lost Souls_
STUART SQUIRES
978-1-5326-3781-0 | 366 p. | $42

The Pelagian Controversy (411–431) was one of the most important theological controversies in the history of Christianity. It was a bitter and messy affair in the evening of the Roman Empire that addressed some of the most important questions that we ask about ourselves: Who are we? What does it mean to be a human being? Are we good, or are we evil? Are we burdened by an uncontrollable impulse to sin? Do we have free will? It was comprised by a group of men who were some of the greatest thinkers of Late Antiquity, such as Augustine, Jerome, John Cassian, Pelagius, Caelestius, and Julian of Eclanum.

STUART SQUIRES is an Associate Professor of Theology and Associate Director of the Center for Faith and Culture at the University of St. Thomas (Houston).

Schleiermacher and Palmer
_The Father and Mother of the Modern Protestant Mindset_
JUSTIN A. DAVIS
978-1-5326-6733-6 | 228 p. | $28

This work provides an exhaustive look at Friedrich Schleiermacher, the father of modern liberal Protestantism, and Phoebe Palmer, the mother of the Holiness movement. While these two figures may appear contradictory, they are grounded in a shared source of experiential Protestantism and develop their theological systems from this starting point. Liberalism and holiness, as created by Schleiermacher and Palmer, lay the foundation for Pentecostalism, fundamentalism, neo-orthodoxy, and the interdenominational movements of the nineteenth century. From this vantage we can understand the modern Protestant mindset more fully.

JUSTIN A. DAVIS'S academic life focuses on the intersection of theology with periods of great cultural change, from the conversion of the Rus in the tenth century to the tumult of the early modern period. He has degrees in systematic theology from GTU and history and religious studies from UMKC.

A Christian America Restored
ROBERT GLENN SLATER
978-1-5326-3377-5 | 190 p. | $24

Protestant evangelical Christian schools are the fastest-growing segment of American private school education. Despite their notable individual autonomy, these schools have retained a consistent belief system and mission over several decades. Private religious schools can be traced to our nation's earliest origins. Why is it that these unique educational institutions arose in twentieth-century America and have continued to thrive?

A Christian America Restored seeks to delve into the beginnings of private Christian schools and discovers that while they are relatively new on the educational landscape of America, their roots are actually quite deep, connecting with the ongoing dreams of our nation's conservative evangelicals.

ROBERT GLENN SLATER (PhD, University of Tennessee) has served in Christian schools in Texas and Tennessee. In addition, he has taught at private and public universities.
Pietism and the Foundations of the Modern World
JUSTIN A. DAVIS
978-1-5326-6736-7 | 198 p. | $25

"Justin Davis's engaging book explores Pietism from its origins in Christian mysticism through its foundational, institutional, and denominational forms in the early modern period. This clearly written and well-structured book provides an in-depth yet accessible survey of the Lutheran, Reform, and Anglican traditions within Pietism both as an experiential program and as an intellectual movement. A must for any reader wishing to understand Pietism's influence on nineteenth-century theology."
—DAVID FREEMAN
Associate Professor of History and Religious Studies,
University of Missouri-Kansas City

JUSTIN A. DAVIS'S academic life focuses on the intersection of theology with periods of great cultural change, from the conversion of the Rus in the tenth century to the tumult of the early modern period. His degrees in systematic theology from GTU and history and religious studies from UMKC complement his passion for teaching undergraduates and explaining ideas that shape the world.

Luther as Heretic
Ten Catholic Responses to Martin Luther, 1518–1541
EDITED BY M. PATRICK GRAHAM AND DAVID BAGCHI
978-1-5326-7364-1 | 246 p. | $30

"While Luther's works and those of his leading supporters have been available in English translation for many years, those of most of his Catholic opponents have not. "Ten Catholic critics of Luther and the Reformation come to brilliant light and life in this excellent collection of texts, newly translated into English and crisply introduced. Scholars and students alike of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation will learn from these striking examples of rhetorical and theological hardball played at a furious pace."
—JOHN WITTE JR.
Emory University

M. PATRICK GRAHAM is the Margaret A. Pitts Professor Emeritus of Theological Bibliography at the Candler School of Theology at Emory University.

DAVID BAGCHI is the Senior Lecturer in Early Modern & Ecclesiastical History at the University of Hull.

Come Out from among Them, and Be Ye Separate, Saith the Lord
Separationism and the Believers' Church Tradition
EDITED BY WILLIAM H. BRACKNEY AND EVAN L. COLFORD
978-1-5326-5943-0 | 256 p. | $31

"As a corollary to the 500th anniversary of the Radical Reformation, here is a collection of fresh and scholarly essays that carefully underscores General and Particular Baptists, Black Baptists, Mennonites, Hutterites, Pentecostals, and other Restorationist movements. Taking their cue from the great Brethren historian, Donald Durnbaugh, this nonsectarian volume entitled 'Be Separate' elucidates the meaning of the Believers' Church tradition."
—CHRIS CHUN
Professor of Church History and Director of Jonathan Edwards Center at Gateway Seminary near Los Angeles, California

WILLIAM H. BRACKNEY is currently the Pioneer MacDonald Professor of Baptist Studies and Ethics at Carey Theological College in Vancouver, BC.

EVAN L. COLFORD is an MA student in Baptist Studies at Acadia University in Wolfville, Nova Scotia, Canada.

A Pilgrim with a Poet's Soul: George A. Simons (1874–1952)
A Pioneer Missionary in Russia and the Baltic States (1907–1928)
978-1-5326-5827-3 | 142 p. | $19

"The life and career of George A. Simons represents the expansion of Methodism as it occurred on the ground in Russia in the early twentieth century. It is a story both of heroic labors on the part of an American missionary, and also of his careful tending to the development of native leadership for the small mission. This is a well written and well documented history, illustrated by reference to Simons' own letters and poems as well as official Methodist documents. It is a great gift to have this history in one volume."
—TED A. CAMPBELL
Professor of Church History, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University

DR. S T KIMBROUGH, JR., is a Research Fellow, Center for Studies in the Wesleyan Tradition, Duke Divinity School.
In the Face of Death
Thielicke—Theologian, Preacher, Boundary Rider
FABIAN F. GRASSL
978-1-5326-5547-0 | 292 p. | $35

"In this exhaustively researched and carefully developed study Fabian Grassl uncovers the experiential roots of Helmut Thielicke's theology. In particular, Thielicke's experience of life-threatening illness as a young man and his constant encounters with death during the years of Nazi rule left an indelible mark on the shape of both his theology and his preaching. Grassl examines these influences in detail, offering an appreciative but also critical assessment of a theology marked deeply by the experience of suffering and death. Both those who have a particular interest in Thielicke's work and those who want to think about the strengths and weaknesses of a theology shaped so strongly by experience will profit from Grassl's excellent work."
—GILBERT C. MEILAENDER
Senior Research Professor at Valparaiso University and the Paul Ramsey Fellow at the Notre Dame Center for Ethics and Culture

FABIAN F. GRASSL is currently conducting research at the International Academy of Philosophy (www.iap.li).

Sacred Space, Sacred Thread
Perspectives across Time and Traditions
EDITED BY JOHN W. WELCH AND JACOB RENNAKER
978-1-5326-3523-6 | 256 p. | $31

*Matter and spirit might seem to be polar opposites, but as these studies by distinguished scholars demonstrate, spiritual experiences are constructively defined and refined within the coordinates of place and time. Sacred space, as well as sacred cloth, define borders, but not necessarily boundaries, between the sacred and the profane. These material coordinates physically enclose and also spiritually disclose. They both symbolize and synergize, as they encompass and inspire. Part 1 introduces readers into Egyptian, Israelite, Christian, and Hindu temples and shrines. Part 2 helps readers understand how items of colored fabrics, clothing, robes, and veils, convey ritual meanings. Part 3 reports two panel discussions.*

JOHN W. WELCH is the Robert K. Thomas Professor of Law at Brigham Young University’s J. Reuben Clark Law School.

JACOB RENNAKER is Scholar in Residence and Director of the John A. Widtsoe Foundation.

A Bombshell in the Baptistry
An Examination of the Influence of George Beasley-Murray on the Baptismal Writings of Select Southern Baptist and Baptist Union of Great Britain Scholars
JUSTIN NALLS
978-1-5326-5308-7 | 276 p. | $33

*Who should be baptized? Should a person who has not been baptized be allowed to become a member of a church? What happens when a person is baptized? There are a number of important questions about baptism that call for biblical and theological reflection on a more fundamental question—what is baptism? Perhaps no one in the twentieth century addressed that question more thoroughly than British New Testament scholar George Beasley-Murray. While touching on a range of issues related to baptism, this book explores the influence that Beasley-Murray’s work has had on the debate about the meaning of baptism, and shows why his work was referred to as “a bombshell in the baptistry.”*

JUSTIN NALLS is the Teaching Pastor at Ingleside Baptist Church in Macon, Georgia. He earned his PhD from University of Wales (Spurgeon’s College).

The Making of a Tory Evangelical
Lord Shaftesbury and the Evolving Character of Victorian Evangelicalism
DAVID FURSE-ROBERTS
978-1-5326-5429-9 | 342 p. | $40

As one of Victorian Britain’s pre-eminent social reformers, Lord Shaftesbury exerted a lasting impact surpassing all of his parliamentary contemporaries. Despite being born into one of England’s aristocratic families, a combination of early childhood deprivation, an earnest Evangelical faith, and an abiding sense of noblesse oblige made him a champion of the poor. His seminal contribution to the Victorian factory reform movement represented just one of his manifold legacies. This contextual study of the Seventh Earl of Shaftesbury probes the mind behind the man to evaluate the religious and philosophical ideas that ignited his lifelong activism in the public sphere.

“This is an important and welcome book offering a valuable reassessment of one of the nineteenth century’s leading social reformers.”
—PROFESSOR DAVID BROWN

DAVID FURSE-ROBERTS is a Research Fellow at the Menzies Research Centre.
Crucicentric, Congregational, and Catholic

The Generous Orthodoxy of Alan P. F. Sell

DAVID R. PEEL

978-1-5326-4076-6 | 314 p. | $37

This book presents a synthesis of Alan Sell's theology drawn from his many publications. What emerges is a theology rooted in and flowing from the Cross-Resurrection event. Standing in the Nonconformist tradition, Sell advocates a wholehearted commitment to a Congregational ecclesiology, which he maintains has the potential to break through log-jams in ecumenical relationships. Sell's intentions are thoroughly catholic; while his faithfulness to the Christian tradition is matched by a willingness to receive insights from beyond it. The result is a generous, if eclectic, expression of Christian orthodoxy. Does his theology actually speak to contemporary hearers?

DAVID PEEL is a minister and theologian of the United Reformed Church. He was Principal of Northern College, Manchester.

New England Dogmatics

A Systematic Collection of Questions and Answers in Divinity by Maltby Gelston (1766–1865)

MALTBY GELSTON

EDITED BY ROBERT L. BOSS, JOSHUA R. FARRIS, AND S. MARK HAMILTON

978-1-61097-931-3 | 242 p. | $29

Hitherto no work has appeared that sheds as much light on the reception of Jonathan Edwards' ideas than Maltby Gelston's Systematic Collection of Questions and Answers in Divinity. "Maltby Gelston is one of the most important New Divinity scholars about whom most have never heard. This material, published here for the very first time, opens a whole new window onto the world of the Edwardsians."

—DOUGLAS A. SWEENEY

ROBERT L. BOSS is the Executive Director of JESociety.org.

JOSHUA R. FARRIS is Associate Professor of Theology and Director of The Academy at Houston Baptist University.

S. MARK HAMILTON is a research associate at the JESociety.

Iran, Israel, and the Jews

Symbiosis and Conflict from the Achaemenids to the Islamic Republic

EDITED BY AARON KOLLER AND DANIEL TSADIK

YESHIVA UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ISRAEL STUDIES SERIES 1

978-1-5326-6170-9 | 438 p. | $50

Written by experts in both Iranian and Jewish studies, these essays convey the richness and complexity of a long and tumultuous relationship between two ancient and great civilizations, which continues to shape the world today.

AARON KOLLER is Associate Professor of Near Eastern and Jewish Studies at Yeshiva University. He is the author of The Semantic Field of Cutting Tools in Biblical Hebrew (2013), Esther in Ancient Jewish Thought (2014), and Unbinding Isaac (forthcoming).

DANIEL TSADIK is Associate Professor of Sephardic and Iranian Studies at the Bernard Revel Graduate School of Jewish Studies at Yeshiva University. He is the author of Between Foreigners and Shi'is (2007), and Jews of Iran and Rabbinic Literature (forthcoming).

A Prophetic Voice—David Smith Cairns (1862–1946)

An Intellectual Biography of One of Scotland's Leading Theologians and Ecclesiastical Figures in the Early Twentieth Century

MARLENE ELIZABETH FINLAYSON

978-1-5326-0007-4 | 264 p. | $32

"Dr. Finlayson has given us a superb account of the life and times of D. S. Cairns, arguably the most influential Scottish theologian of the early twentieth century. Best known for his seminal report on inter-religious dialogue for the Edinburgh World Mission Conference of 1910, Cairns also produced important studies of religion and science, and drafted the classic study of belief amid the carnage of the First World War, The Army and Religion."

—STEWART J. BROWN

Professor of Ecclesiastical History, University of Edinburgh

MARLENE ELIZABETH FINLAYSON is a graduate of the University of Edinburgh, member of the Iona Community, Church of Scotland elder, and board member of Interfaith Scotland.
God on Three Sides
German Pietists at War in Eighteenth-Century America
JONATHAN M. WILSON
978-1-5326-6318-5 | 324 p. | $38

Do people who follow the same religion the same way also make the same political choices? Even if that might not be always true, is it true enough that it should be treated as an axiom in America’s popular culture? God on Three Sides explores two communities where ethnic Germans in early America followed the same religion in the same way but, within each community, held very different views regarding the political issues of the eighteenth century. The political issues in focus are what surfaced in the crises of the wars against the French, the engagement with indigenous peoples, and the American Revolution.

“A great book that gives new insights into this formative period in American life.”
—MARK GRANQUIST

JONATHAN M. WILSON (PhD) is an ordained pastor in call in the Evangelical Covenant Church. He is an adjunct instructor at North Park Theological Seminary.

The Reformers on War, Peace, and Justice
TIMOTHY J. DEMY, MARK J. LARSON, AND J. DARYL CHARLES
978-1-4982-0697-6 | 194 p. | $25

“The authors have performed an invaluable service in marshalling a diverse array of well-contextualized primary sources on this subject. This book clearly represents an ideal starting point for the study of Reformed perspectives on questions of war and peace.”
—MICHAEL SNAPE, Durham University

“This is a superb volume! The ideas one encounters here are articulated by a range of different Early Modern reformers writing within their own particular settings. The authors introduce each reformer in a readable and scholarly manner, explaining who they are, what characterized their lives, and what situations they sought to address.”
—JON BALSERAK, University of Bristol


Rebaptism Calmly Considered
Christian Initiation and Resistance in the Early A.M.E. Church of Jamaica
SHARON J. GRANT
978-1-5326-5299-8 | 162 p. | $20

This book describes the socio-cultural context that shaped Christian initiation for many early Jamaicans within the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church. Christian initiation in early-20th-century Jamaican AME churches included the practice of two water rituals for children—first, christening, and second, immersion, when the child reached the age of consent. The ambiguity of John Wesley’s doctrine and practice of baptism combined with the Jamaican context help us understand how this pattern became normative.

“Sharon Grant’s cutting-edge exploration raises important issues. Her scholarship stands alone in Wesleyan and Afro-diasporic religious studies.”
—DENNIS C. DICKERSON, Vanderbilt University

SHARON GRANT is Assistant Professor of the History of Christianity at Hood Theological Seminary in Salisbury, NC.

Extraordinary Faith, Extraordinary Challenges
SHARON J. GRANT
978-1-5326-5314-4 | 150 p. | $20

This book describes the socio-cultural context that shaped Christian initiation for many early Jamaicans within the African Methodist Episcopal (AME) Church. Christian initiation in early-20th-century Jamaican AME churches included the practice of two water rituals for children—first, christening, and second, immersion, when the child reached the age of consent. The ambiguity of John Wesley’s doctrine and practice of baptism combined with the Jamaican context help us understand how this pattern became normative.

“Sharon Grant’s cutting-edge exploration raises important issues. Her scholarship stands alone in Wesleyan and Afro-diasporic religious studies.”
—DENNIS C. DICKERSON, Vanderbilt University

SHARON GRANT is Assistant Professor of the History of Christianity at Hood Theological Seminary in Salisbury, NC.
Between Speech and Revelation
An Evangelical’s Dialogue with Farrer, Jüngel, and Wolterstorff
JOSHUA RYAN KIRA
978-1-5326-4934-9 | Forthcoming

This book brings an Evangelical view of the Bible into contact with various twentieth century traditions that have attempted to delve into the relationship between divine speech and revelation. Specifically, the works of Nicholas Wolterstorff, Eberhard Jüngel, and Austin Farrer, will be mined for the resources necessary to affirm and defend an evangelical view of Scripture. Through criticism and appropriation, this work will set the guidelines for the construction of a more comprehensive evangelical view of revelation, divine speech, and the Bible, as well as showing how such a view can contribute to the larger ecumenical dialogue concerning theological methodology.

JOSHUA KIRA is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Theology at Cedarville University in Cedarville, Ohio. He has published numerous articles in philosophy of language and theology of revelation.

The Hope and Despair of Human Bioenhancement
A Virtual Dialogue between the Oxford Transhumanists and Joseph Ratzinger
PASCHAL M. CORBY
978-1-5326-5394-0 | Forthcoming

In this volume, Sorin Sabou explores the dependency of happiness on external goods in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Sabou defends the following thesis: the dependency of happiness on external goods, in EN, is interpreted in the light of its political self-sufficiency, and in the light of our political humanity; this dependency is of three kinds: (1) enhancing-instrumental, (2) constitutive, and (3) subsistent.

“Remarkable through erudition, through its detailed analyses and fresh approaches, Sabou’s book offers a new reading of Aristotle’s inquiry on happiness ... It’s a book devoted to critically-minded students trained to penetrate the endless strata of surprising assumptions.”
—VALENTIN MURESAN

“A very close and pleasingly technical study of Aristotle’s anthropology. ... Sabou’s study is a very timely contribution.”
—MICHAEL S. JONES

SORIN SABOU is Prorector of Baptist Theological Institute of Bucharest.

Happiness and External Goods in Nicomachean Ethics
SORIN SABOU
978-1-5326-9362-5 | 148 p. | $20

In this volume, Sorin Sabou explores the dependency of happiness on external goods in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. Sabou defends the following thesis: the dependency of happiness on external goods, in EN, is interpreted in the light of its political self-sufficiency, and in the light of our political humanity; this dependency is of three kinds: (1) enhancing-instrumental, (2) constitutive, and (3) subsistent.

“Remarkable through erudition, through its detailed analyses and fresh approaches, Sabou’s book offers a new reading of Aristotle’s inquiry on happiness ... It’s a book devoted to critically-minded students trained to penetrate the endless strata of surprising assumptions.”
—VALENTIN MURESAN

“A very close and pleasingly technical study of Aristotle’s anthropology. ... Sabou’s study is a very timely contribution.”
—MICHAEL S. JONES

Sorin Sabou is Prorector of Baptist Theological Institute of Bucharest.

Volume 14 | 2018

This is the fourteenth volume of the hard-copy edition of a journal that has been published online (www.jgrchj.net) since 2000. As they appear, the hard-copy editions replace the online materials. The scope of JGRChJ is the texts, language and cultures of the Greco-Roman world of early Christianity and Judaism. The papers published in JGRChJ are designed to pay special attention to the larger picture of politics, culture, religion and language, engaging as well with modern theoretical approaches.

THE HOPE AND DESPAIR OF HUMAN BIOENHANCEMENT
A Virtual Dialogue between the Oxford Transhumanists and Joseph Ratzinger
PASCHAL M. CORBY
978-1-5326-5394-0 | Forthcoming

The Hope and Despair of Human Bioenhancement is a virtual dialogue between Transhumanists of the “Oxford School” and the thought of Joseph Ratzinger. Set in the key of hope and despair, it considers whether or not the transhumanist interpretation of human limitations is correct, and whether their confidence in the methods of human enhancement, especially through biotechnology, corresponds to genuine hope. To this end, it investigates the philosophical foundations of transhumanism in modernity’s rejection of metaphysics, the triumph of positivism, and the universalism of the theory of evolution, which when applied to anthropology becomes the materialist reduction of the human person.

PASCHAL M. CORBY OFM Conv., MBBS (Hons), BTheol (Hons), STL, STD, is a Catholic priest of the Order of Friars Minor Conventual in Australia.

Journal of Greco-Roman Christianity and Judaism, Volume 14
EDITED BY STANLEY E. PORTER, MATTHEW BROOK O’DONNELL
978-1-5326-9185-0 | 252 p. | $30
A Reformed View of Freedom
The Compatibility of Guidance Control and Reformed Theology
MICHAEL PATRICK PRECIADO
978-1-5326-5892-1 | 316 p. | $36

This book explains how the Reformed tradition articulated its view of human freedom and moral responsibility in terms of rational spontaneity. It shows how this view is compatible with contemporary compatibilist and semi-compatibilist views, especially that of guidance control.

Preciado addresses a number of issues in the current academic climate: Is Reformed theology theological determinism? Is it compatibilism? Did Jonathan Edwards part ways with the Reformed tradition? What is the relationship between Reformed theology and compatibilist positions in analytic philosophy? This book addresses these questions by exegeting the classic Reformed confessions, catechisms, and Reformed scholastics, setting them in relation to contemporary analytic philosophy.

MICHAEL PATRICK PRECIADO is a philosopher and a minister in the Presbyterian Church in America.

Dysteleology
A Philosophical Assessment of Suboptimal Design in Biology
MICHAEL BERHOW
978-1-5326-6158-7 | 164 p. | $21

Common critique of intelligent design centers on the problem of dysteleology. This problem states that because there are clear examples of suboptimal design in biology, life is probably not the product of an engineer-like designer. If it were, then one could argue that the designer is less than fully competent. Francisco Ayala expresses this critique thus: “If functional design manifests an Intelligent Designer, why should not deficiencies indicate that the Designer is less than omniscient, or less than omnipotent?” This book provides a philosophical analysis of two approaches to answering this question, one offered by Ayala and the other offered by William Dembski, a leading ID theorist.

“Convincingly demonstrates that suboptimal design in nature does nothing to undermine the main arguments supporting intelligent design. Highly recommended.”

—STEWART KELLY

MICHAEL BERHOW is Lecturer of Philosophy at South Dakota State University.

Consciousness and Being
From Being to Truth in the Thomistic Tradition
ROBERT C. TRUNDEL
978-1-5326-4968-4 | 260 p. | $31

This philosophical text argues that science, theology, ethics, art, and politics do really afford objective truths. It also shows how these truths in seemingly clashing areas are interrelated by common sense and rooted in our incontrovertible consciousness of Being itself. Being itself, as the basis for truth, is defended against truth-denying modern philosophers who, having headed in the wrong direction with tragic costs, have completely misunderstood the simple origin of truth in the realist tradition of Aristotle, Aquinas, and others. Anyone interested in surmounting contemporary confusions, political correctness, and a false divide of fact from value should read this book.

ROBERT C. TRUNDEL is a Fellow at the Adler-Aquinas Institute and is a former faculty member at Regis College and University of Colorado as well as an award-winning professor at Northern Kentucky University.

Theology and Philosophy in Eastern Orthodoxy
Essays on Orthodox Christianity and Contemporary Thought
EDITED BY CHRISTOPH SCHNEIDER
978-1-60899-421-2 | 194 p. | $25

Even in the twenty-first century, critical and creative engagement with modern and postmodern philosophy is still a rarity in Orthodox circles. This collection of essays makes a contribution to overcoming this deficit. Eight scholars from six different countries, working on the intersection between Orthodox thought and philosophy, present their research in short and accessible essays. The range of topics spans from political philosophy to phenomenology, metaphysics, philosophy of self, logic, ethics, and philosophy of language. This book does not promote one particular approach to the relationship between Orthodox theology and philosophy. Yet all authors show that Orthodox scholarship is not confined to research about the Byzantine era but can enrich contemporary debates.

CHRISTOPH SCHNEIDER is Academic Director and Lecturer in Systematic and Philosophical Theology at the Institute for Orthodox Christian Studies in Cambridge.
“Addressed to current controversy concerning the origin and explanation of biological life and human culture, Hungarian philosopher Daniel Paksi aims to establish a coherent, scientifically grounded concept of evolutionary emergence as a more viable alternative to both reductionist materialism(s) and ontological dualism(s), providing a sounder conceptual foundation for cultural meaning. Paksi’s argument draws on philosopher-scientist Michael Polanyi’s Personal Knowledge and Samuel Alexander’s Space, Time, and Deity. Developed in dialogue with previous efforts toward this goal, Paksi articulates a hopeful intellectual vision for humankind in the twenty-first century.”

—DALE CANNON
Western Oregon University

DANIEL PAKSI is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics where he received his PhD in history and philosophy of science in 2010.

“Addressed to current controversy concerning the origin and explanation of biological life and human culture, Hungarian philosopher Daniel Paksi aims to establish a coherent, scientifically grounded concept of evolutionary emergence as a more viable alternative to both reductionist materialism(s) and ontological dualism(s), providing a sounder conceptual foundation for cultural meaning. Paksi’s argument draws on philosopher-scientist Michael Polanyi’s Personal Knowledge and Samuel Alexander’s Space, Time, and Deity. Developed in dialogue with previous efforts toward this goal, Paksi articulates a hopeful intellectual vision for humankind in the twenty-first century.”

—DALE CANNON
Western Oregon University

DANIEL PAKSI is a Postdoctoral Research Fellow of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at the Budapest University of Technology and Economics where he received his PhD in history and philosophy of science in 2010.

This book is a collection of philosophical essays aiming to awaken readers, teachers, and students to a desire for conversation passionately pursued. The essays address sex, movies, poetry, and politics, in short, about those things contemporary Americans discuss. These are the subjects that were taught for 43 years in James Conlon’s classroom at Mount Mary University, a Catholic urban university for women in Milwaukee, WI. The volume celebrates Conlon’s work while reminding all in these contemporary times that relevant philosophy deals with life as it is lived.

JENNIFER HOCKENBERGY DRAGSETH, Professor of Philosophy at Mount Mary University, is author of Thinking Woman: A Philosophical Approach to the Quandary of Gender (2015) and editor of The Devil’s Whore: Reason and Philosophy in the Lutheran Tradition (2011).

“This book raises a courageous prophetic call for the community of theological institutions in the United States to discern the blowing of the Spirit’s wind in the world and to take an audacious step towards globalization, which the authors argue would serve its future and global Christianity’s.”

—WONSUK MA
Distinguished Professor of Global Christianity, Oral Roberts University

“Theological schools in the US have a choice: we can learn about them, we can learn from them, and we can open ourselves to being changed by theological educators around the globe. This excellent volume of essays tutors in each of these ways.”

—KATHLEEN A. CAHALAN
Professor of Practical Theology, Saint John’s University School of Theology and Seminary

HENDRIK R. PIETERSE is Associate Professor of Global Christianity and Intercultural Theology at Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Evanston, Illinois.
Courage Beyond Fear
Re-Formation in Theological Education
EDITED BY KATIE DAY AND DEIRDRE GOOD
978-1-5326-4708-6 | 82 p. | $14

"How often is it that clergy and faculty, concerned about the future of the Church and schools of theology, get together to offer their thoughts about critical moments of change and crisis? Not often enough. The authors of the chapters within this book—through sermons and reflections—detail painful vocational experiences, national crises, and the ongoing impact of racism in each of our lives. An excellent and much-needed text."
—PAMELA LIGHTSEY
Meadville Lombard Theological School

KATIE DAY, Charles A. Schieren Professor of Church and Society at the United Lutheran Seminary at Philadelphia, is the author of four books, including Faith On The Avenue: Religion on a City Street (2014).

DEIRDRE GOOD, lay preacher in the Diocese of Maine and on faculty at the Stevenson School for Ministry in the Diocese of Central Pennsylvania, is the author of offenses/Family Values (2006), and Marians, the Magdalen, and the Mother (2005).

I Call You Friends
John Cavadini and the Vision of Catholic Leadership for Higher Education
EDITED BY LEONARD J. DELORENZO AND TIMOTHY P. O’MALLEY
978-1-5326-5459-6 | 192 p. | $23

"Simply put, this is a must-read for Catholics and all students concerned with the Catholic university in twenty-first-century American society."
—LOU NANNI, Vice President of University Relations, University of Notre Dame

"John Cavadini has been a master teacher, an effective administrator, and trusted advisor to generations of students. This volume reflects John’s great love of the Church and his efforts to make Christ better known, loved, and served."
—MONK MALLOY
former President, University of Notre Dame

LEONARD J. DELORENZO is Director of Undergraduate Studies and Academic Director of Notre Dame Vision in the McGrath Institute for Church Life.

TIMOTHY P. O’MALLEY is Director of Education and Academic Director of the Center for Liturgy in the McGrath Institute for Church Life.

Love Deformed, Love Transformed
A Christian Response to Sexual Addiction
DAVID C. BELLUSCI
978-1-5326-7792-2 | 138 p. | $19

"How is human love deformed in sexual addiction? How can human love be transformed? David Bellusci considers three signs of addiction and then, by looking at neurotic tendencies within a psychoanalytical framework, as well as the neurobiological nature of sexual pleasure, explores the causes of sexual addiction. Behavioral expression of addiction is examined in pornography, masturbation, cybersex, and multiple sexual partners.

Working within a Christian anthropology drawn from Thomas Aquinas, Bellusci considers the morality of pleasure; how pleasure suggests an antinomy of satisfaction-dissatisfaction. He explores how the fallen human condition affects the will, and the consent to sin. He concludes with a focus on how the addict may be supported, at the psychological, relational, and spiritual levels.

DAVID BELLUSCI (Licentiate, Theology; PhD, Philosophy; PsyD, Clinical Psychotherapy) teaches at Catholic Pacific College, Langley, BC.

Mourning the Dream—Amor Fati
An Illustrated Mythopoetic Inquiry
SUSANNA RUEBSAAT
978-1-5326-1385-2 | 278 p. | $33

"Rarely have I seen the inner dimension of visceral experience brought so tangibly to light as in Mourning the Dream/Amor Fati. Dr. Ruebsaat poignantly, poetically, and with remarkable transparency, explores hidden corners of her psyche while engaging in a dialogue with her readers that supports their own self-exploration. Ultimately, this powerful work of image and soul reaches beyond the realm of individual healing to offer the promise of helping to heal the splits and wounds of our culture at large."
—STEVEN M. ROSEN
author of Dreams, Death, Rebirth

SUSANNA RUEBSAAT, PhD, is a Jungian-oriented art therapist, clinical counselor, and supervisor. She also teaches mythopoetic inquiry and group art therapy at a training institute in British Columbia.
This book discusses four barriers to understanding the biblical teaching on atonement that likely exist in the minds of Muslim friends prior to asking about the historical reality of the Christ event. The Qur’an diverges from the biblical teaching on atonement at the lexical, ritual, narrative, and worldview levels. Before arguing with our Muslim friends that Jesus died on the cross, we must provide an answer to the prior question, why would it matter? Bennett argues that the letter to the Hebrews provides a particularly helpful biblical starting point for overcoming all four barriers.

MATTHEW AARON BENNETT (PhD in Missiology from Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary) is Assistant Professor of Missions and Theology at Cedarville University. He and his family spent seven years living and working in North Africa and the Middle East.

MATTHEW AARON BENNETT

Narratives in Conflict
Atonement in Hebrews and the Qur'an

An Indian Trinitarian Theology of Missio Dei
Insights from St. Augustine and Brahmanabandh Upadhyay

Contextualizing Theology in the South Pacific
The Shape of Theology in Oral Cultures

Guiding Light
Contributions of Alan R. Tippett Toward the Development and Dissemination of Twentieth-Century Missiology

MATTHEW AARON BENNETT

P. V. JOSEPH

RANDALL G. PRIOR

KEVIN GEORGE HOVEY

PALOLIL VARGHESE JOSEPH is Professor of Theology and Mission Studies at the New Theological College, Dehradun, India.

RANDALL PRIOR, Associate Teacher at Pilgrim Theological College within the University of Divinity in Melbourne, is the publisher of ten books in the Gospel and Culture in Vanuatu series.

KEVIN GEORGE HOVEY, Head of the Cross Cultural Ministry Department at Alphacrucis College, Sydney Australia, previously served as a missionary in Papua New Guinea and in mission leadership roles in Australia. He is the author of Before All Else Fails Read the Instructions (1995).

90 PICKWICK PUBLICATIONS SERIES
Cross-Textual Reading of Ecclesiastes with the Analects
In Search of Political Wisdom in a Disordered World
ELAINE WEI-FUN GOH
CONTRAPUNTAL READINGS OF THE BIBLE IN WORLD CHRISTIANITY
978-1-5326-8147-9 | 226 p. | $27

Using cross-textual hermeneutics, this study centers on the political wisdom of Ecclesiastes and the Analects, and its goal is to demonstrate that both texts offer wisdom pointers for human survival amid uncertain sociopolitical realities. In conclusion, readers will come to understand the distinctive and collective political insights of both wisdom texts.

“Cao Jian’s study of the translation and reception of the Hebrew Scriptures in Chinese literary, political, and philosophical writings offers an impressive new vision of the scope of intellectual engagement with Scripture in the late Qing and early twentieth centuries. From political readings of the Jewish nation to poetic renditions of Lamentations, Cao’s book expands and enriches our understanding of the Bible in Chinese history as pedagogical text, literary inspiration, and intellectual sounding-board.”

—WALTER BRUEGGEMANN
Columbia Theological Seminary


George Herbert’s 82
Psalmic Social Disorientation in The Temple
NATHAN H. NELSON
FRAMEWORKS: INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES FOR FAITH AND LEARNING
978-1-5326-0610-6 | 62 p. | $11

“This study explores the way in which Herbert’s poem ‘Humilitie’ is a daring play upon Psalm 82 that attends to the ‘administrative malfeasance in the polis’ and the distortion of the Virtues. Herbert’s shrewd imagination is never removed from lived reality. This wee book is a forceful reminder of how rich is the poetic heritage of the biblical tradition that calls us to attend to the holy words from ancient voices.”

—WALTER BRUEGGEMANN
Columbia Theological Seminary

Mission and Evangelism in a Secularizing World
*Academy, Agency, and Assembly: Perspectives from Canada*

EDITED BY NARRY F. SANTOS AND MARK NAYLOR

EVANGELICAL MISSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-7598-0 | 210 p. | $26

Missiologists and practitioners consider how an agenda of Christian mission and evangelism can be advanced in a secularizing environment. What changes are required from the evangelical community so that there is productive dialogue and action in ways that maintain faithfulness to the cause of Christ? What should the approach of mission be to a new generation steeped in secular narratives? What examples from the past teach us about developing an irenic approach? What positive trends are currently evident that counter the secularizing narrative?

NARRY F. SANTOS is Assistant Professor of Christian Ministry and Intercultural Leadership at Tyndale University College and Seminary.

MARK NAYLOR is Coordinator of International Leadership Development with Northwest Baptist Seminary and Fellowship International.

Encountering China
*The Evolution of Timothy Richards Missionary Thought (1870–1891)*

ANDREW T. KAISER

EVANGELICAL MISSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-6413-7 | 282 p. | $34

Welsh Baptist missionary to China Timothy Richard (1845–1919) was once widely regarded as “one of the greatest missionaries whom any branch of the Church, whether Roman Catholic, Russian Orthodox, or Protestant, has sent to China.” Today, few have heard of Richard and his remarkable lifetime of ministry in China.

As the first critical examination of Richard’s missionary identity, this groundbreaking historical study traces the narrative of Richard’s early life in Wales and his formative first two decades of service in China.

ANDREW T. KAISER is the author of *The Rushing On of the Purposes of God: Christian Missions in Shanxi since 1876*. He and his family have been living in Shanxi since 1997, serving through professional work and public benefit projects.

Peter Chaadaev
*Between the Love of Fatherland and the Love of Truth*

EDITED BY ARTUR MROWCZYNSKI-VAN ALLEN, TERESA OBOLEVITCH, AND PAWEŁ ROJEK

EX ORIENTE LUX
978-1-5326-4359-0 | 218 p. | $27

“Nicolas Berdiaev credited Chaadaev with ‘the awakening of independent original Russian thought.’ Indeed, his main themes have ever since been at the center of Russian philosophy. As a Christian philosopher Chaadaev cherished love of truth over love of fatherland, which, he said, ‘feeds national hatreds’ and ‘sometimes covers the earth with mourning.’ This volume is an important contribution to the study of his enduring legacy, for Russia and the world.”

—RANDALL A. POOLE
Professor of History, College of St. Scholastica

ARTUR MROWCZYNSKI-VAN ALLEN is Professor at the International Center for the Study of the Christian Orient and Instituto de Filosofía “Edith Stein,” Granada, Spain. He is the author of Between the Icon and the Idol: The Human Person and the Modern State in Russian Literature and Thought (Cascade, 2013).

TERESA OBOLEVITCH is Professor at the Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow, Poland.

PAWEŁ ROJEK is Assistant Lecturer at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland.

Alexei Khomiakov
*The Mystery of Sobornost*

EDITED BY ARTUR MROWCZYNSKI-VAN ALLEN, TERESA OBOLEVITCH, AND PAWEŁ ROJEK

EX ORIENTE LUX
978-1-5326-6155-6 | 260 p. | $31

“Highly recommended. This volume brings to light the great relevance of Alexei Khomiakov to our postmodern context. We are indebted to the continued and fruitful collaboration of Mr. Mrówczyński-Van, Obolevitch, and Rojek.”

—AARON RICHES
Benedictine College, Aitchison, Kansas

ARTUR MROWCZYNSKI-VAN ALLEN is Professor at the International Center for the Study of the Christian Orient and Instituto de Filosofía “Edith Stein,” Granada, Spain. He is the author of Between the Icon and the Idol: The Human Person and the Modern State in Russian Literature and Thought (Cascade, 2013).

TERESA OBOLEVITCH is Professor at the Pontifical University of John Paul II in Krakow, Poland. Recently she published Faith and Science in Russian Religious Thought (2019).

PAWEŁ ROJEK is Assistant Professor at the Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Poland.
The Epistle of James
Linguistic Exegesis of an Early Christian Letter
EDITED BY JAMES D. DVORAK AND ZACHARY K. DAWSON
MCMaster Biblical Studies Series
978-1-4982-2458-1 | 348 p. | $40

The Epistle of James is a collection of essays that applies to the book of James linguistic methods of analysis that are based on the same theoretical framework, namely Systemic-Functional Linguistics. This volume is unique in that it provides a theoretically consistent and unified approach to a single New Testament book, which makes the whole volume useful for researchers and students of James. Various topics in this volume include the textual structure and cohesion of the letter, intertextuality, rhetorical strategies, ideological struggle, interpersonal relations, and other topics related to the letter's social context and language use.

JAMES D. DVORAK is Professor of Greek and New Testament at Oklahoma Christian University in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

ZACHARY K. DAWSON is a PhD candidate in New Testament at McMaster Divinity College in Hamilton, Ontario.

Is the Gospel Good News?
Edited by STANLEY E. PORTER and HUGHSON T. ONG
MCMaster New Testament Studies Series
978-1-5326-1132-2 | 392 p. | $45

Is the Gospel Good News? was the theme of the 2015 H. H. Bingham Colloquium at McMaster Divinity College in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, held on June 4–5. The fourteen participants in this colloquium presented their own individual perspectives on the theme from three broad vantage points—Bible, theology, and crucial topics. The “good news” that Jesus proclaimed concerning the kingdom of God became the “gospel” proclaimed by his followers throughout church history. This gospel is about the coming of Jesus Christ in fulfillment of God’s will for humanity.

STANLEY E. PORTER is President, Dean, and Professor of New Testament, McMaster Divinity College, Hamilton, Ontario.

HUGHSON T. ONG is Associate Professor of Biblical Studies at Emmanuel Bible College, Kitchener, Ontario.

Linguistics and the Bible
Retrospects and Prospects
EDITED BY STANLEY E. PORTER, CHRISTOPHER D. LAND, AND FRANCIS G. H. PANG
MCMaster New Testament Studies Series
978-1-5326-5910-2 | 272 p. | $33

In 2016, the Centre for Biblical Linguistics, Translation, and Exegesis (CBLTE), a research center located at McMaster Divinity College, hosted the annual Bingham Colloquium. Scholars from around North America were invited to participate in a collegial and collaborative dialogue on what is currently happening (or could happen) at the intersection of linguistics and biblical studies.

STANLEY E. PORTER is President, Dean, and Professor of New Testament, as well as holder of the Roy A. Hope Chair in Christian Worldview, at McMaster Divinity College, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

CHRISTOPHER D. LAND is Assistant Professor of New Testament and Linguistics at McMaster Divinity College, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

FRANCIS G. H. PANG is Assistant Professor of New Testament at McMaster Divinity College, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

Pentecostal Preaching and Ministry in Multicultural and Post-Christian Canada
EDITED BY STEVEN M. STUDEBAKER
MCMaster Ministry Studies Series
978-1-5326-5563-0 | 230 p. | $28

Over the past forty years, Canada has become an increasingly secular, multicultural, and religiously plural society. Indeed, the church in Canada, and Pentecostals in particular, face a challenging context for responding to the call to bear witness to Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit. Like the disciples on the day of Pentecost, however, we need the Holy Spirit to come upon us and liberate us from our post-Christian pessimism. We need the Holy Spirit to enable us to proclaim the gospel to the nations, people that are no longer at the ends of the earth, but making their home in Canada.

STEVEN M. STUDEBAKER is the Howard and Shirley Bentall Chair in Evangelical Thought and Professor of Systematic and Historical Theology at McMaster Divinity College.
Once for All Delivered to the Saints
Essays on the History of the Christian Faith in Honor of Gerald L. Priest
EDITED BY MICHAEL A. G. HAYKIN, ALLEN R. MICKLE, IAN HUGH CLARY, AND ROY M. PAUL
MONOGRAPHS IN BAPTIST HISTORY
978-1-5326-5224-0 | 146 p. | $20

This festschrift for Gerald L. Priest contains six essays that touch on historical subjects dear to Dr. Priest's heart. The essays in this volume examine his sermons consider also his important contribution to Christian hymnody. A must-read for those interested in eighteenth-century evangelical thought.

MICHAEL A. G. HAYKIN is professor of church history at The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.
ROY M. PAUL is executive research assistant at the Canadian office of the Andrew Fuller Center for Baptist Studies.
JEONGMO YOO is assistant professor of church history at Torch Trinity Graduate University in Seoul, Korea.
Evangelization as Interreligious Dialogue
EDITED BY JOHN C. CAVADINI AND DONALD WALLENFANG
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE NEW EVANGELIZATION
978-1-5326-5209-7 | 282 p. | $34

“This volume offers compelling arguments for the possible or necessary synergy between proclamation of the truth of one’s own religion and dialogue with other religious traditions. It demonstrates that it is only through sincere and open grappling with often conflicting claims to truth that dialogue will lead to mutual edification and genuine theological growth.”
—CATHERINE CORNILLE
Boston College

JOHN C. CAVADINI is the McGrath-Cavadini Director of the Institute for Church Life and Professor of Theology at the University of Notre Dame.

DONALD WALLENFANG, is a Secular Discalced Carmelite and Professor of Theology and Philosophy at Sacred Heart Major Seminary in Detroit.

Ethics in the Age of the Spirit
Race, Women, War, and the Assemblies of God
HOWARD N. KENYON
PENTECOSTALS, PEACEMAKING, AND SOCIAL JUSTICE
978-1-4982-0174-2 | 374 p. | $43

On the premise that Pentecostalism does have much to contribute to the study of ethics, this book explores how one group, the American Assemblies of God, has wrestled with issues of racism, women in ministry, and Christian involvement in war. In the process, readers are invited to examine the connection—or disconnect—between what we believe and how we live out our faith.

Kenyon "challenges his readers to return to the sources that guided early Pentecostals in making their ethical decisions—Scripture and the contemporary working of the Spirit—in order to become more fully Pentecostal."
—CECIL M. ROBECK JR.
Senior Professor of Church History and Ecumenics, Fuller Seminary

HOWARD N. KENYON is Vice President of Ecumenical Ministries of Oregon.

Eccentricity in Anthropology
David H. Kelsey’s Anthropological Formula as a Way Out of the Substantive-Relational Imago Dei Debate
STEPHEN R. MILFORD
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-6090-0 | 254 p. | $31

“David Kelsey’s Eccentric Existence (2009) is a complicated, multilayered proposal to understand the Christian view of human being. It is not easy to grasp its structure and its content at first glance. Therefore I highly appreciate the effort of Stephen Milford to provide the reader with an elementary aid to find one’s bearings in Kelsey’s magnum opus. This gigantic oil tanker needs such a tugboat or a pilot to reach safely its harbor of destination.”
—RINSE H. REELING BROUWER
Miskotte/Breukelman Chair for Theological Hermeneutics, History of Christian Doctrine, Protestant Theological University

STEPHEN MILFORD is currently an Extraordinary Researcher in the Faculty of Theology at North-West University, South Africa.

The Brightest Mirror of God’s Works
John Calvin’s Theological Anthropology
NICO VORSTER
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-6024-5 | 198 p. | $25

"After reading this well argued and meticulously researched publication by Nico Vorster I am more than ever convinced of the in calculable value of Calvin’s theological inheritance to the recent modern theological debate. This magisterial, lucid exposition of Calvin’s theological Anthropology shows a prodigious intellect, indefatigably processing oceans of text and research literature to present a powerful, provocative stimulus and reliable contribution to the recent debate. Nico Vorster’s theological analysis is crisp, logical, and a reliable source of research for academic scholars as well as students. He thoroughly articulates the facts, questions, and perspectives of different scholars to present his suggestions and proposals."
—JAN DU RAND
North-West University

NICO VORSTER is Professor in Systematic Theology at the Faculty of Theology of the North West University in South Africa.
Handling Dissonance
A Musical Theological Aesthetic of Unity
CHELLE L. STEARNS
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-62564-546-3 | 244 p. | $29

“Stearns’s Handling Dissonance boldly and deftly enacts an intellectual exchange between a contemporary trinitarian theologian and one of the most profound composer-theorists of all time. Renovating the concept of unity as inherently bound up with multiplicity, the study enriches theological thinking through musical models and fertilizes musical thinking through theological principles.”

—MATTHEW ARNDT
University of Iowa School of Music

“In Handling Dissonance, Chelle L. Stearns gives us new language and a new way of thinking about a Trinitarian conception of unity and its relation to such ideas as materiality, substance, particularity, and freedom . . . This is an engaging and important book for theologians and music scholars alike.”

—MARK A. PETERS
President, Society for Christian Scholarship in Music

CHELLE L. STEARNS is Associate Professor of Theology at The Seattle School of Theology & Psychology in Seattle.

Marriage, Sex, and Procreation
Contemporary Revisions to Augustine’s Theology of Marriage
STEVEN SCHAFER
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-7182-1 | 208 p. | $25

“As my denomination has struggled with questions about inclusivity, traditionalists have often claimed that inclusion is not a theological argument. Meanwhile their opponents often implicitly grant this claim, refusing to draw on Christian doctrine at all—it’s the problem, after all. Schafer’s book shows otherwise. Four theologians within the Augustinian tradition, with different appetites along a spectrum from fidelity to revision of that tradition, are presented here without pontification or even pronouncing a ‘winner.’ This book would be extremely helpful in a classroom, a Sunday school, or around a family dinner table as we wrestle with Christ’s commands to love all, enemies especially, even ourselves.”

—JASON BYASSEE
Vancouver School of Theology

STEVEN SCHAFER holds a PhD and MTh in Theological Ethics from the University of Aberdeen and an MDiv from George W. Truett Theological Seminary.

Greening the Children of God
Thomas Traherne and Nature’s Role in the Ecological Formation of Children
CHAD MICHAEL RIMMER
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-5330-8 | 276 p. | $33

“Greening the Children of God uncovers the theological roots of the growing ethical imperative to reconnect children to their natural environment. Theologians emphasize the sacramental nature of embedding our lives in creation. Environmental educators emphasize knowledge of local biology. Psychologists emphasize the morally pro-formative experience of care between biodiverse creatures. Together they affirm that knowing their place in the natural environment helps a child develop an intersubjective “ecological” identity that nurtures virtues of mutuality and care.”

—BARBARA R. ROSSING
Professor of New Testament; Environmental Ministry coordinator

CHAD MICHAEL RIMMER is an ordained Lutheran pastor and currently serves as the Program Executive for Lutheran Theology and Practice at the Lutheran World Federation in Geneva, Switzerland.

Hanging On and Rising Up
Renewing, Re-envisioning, and Rebuilding the Cross from the “Marginalized”
PATRICIA CUYATTI CHÁVEZ
PRINCETON THEOLOGICAL MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-5158-8 | 202 p. | $25

“In this luminous Christological study, Peruvian feminist Patricia Cuyatti plumbs the depths of conquest and brings to life the strength of communities’ resistance. Crucifixion does not negate hope, she argues, but rather evokes the capacity to celebrate resurrection. I highly recommend this book, for the ways it opens up Latin American women’s lives as sacred texts. Jesus’ presence through the poor continues as living story.”

—BARBARA R. ROSSING
Professor of New Testament; Environmental Ministry coordinator

PATRICIA CUYATTI CHÁVEZ is a Pastor from the Lutheran Church of Peru and researcher in Systematic Theology. She is currently working as Area Secretary for Latin America and the Caribbean in the Lutheran World Federation (LWF) in Geneva, Switzerland.
The Translation of the Bible into Chinese
The Origin and Unique Authority of the Union Version
ANN CUI’AN PENG
STUDIES IN CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
978-1-5326-7566-9 | Forthcoming

The first full-length monograph on the history of the translation of the Bible into Chinese, this book tells a fascinating story beginning with Western missionaries working closely with Chinese assistants. “This well-timed volume, coinciding with the hundredth anniversary of the Chinese Union Version Bible, offers a highly readable and accessible study of the translation history and reception of China’s most widely read Bible edition. Peng’s study is particularly helpful in updating the story of the Union Version to the present day as it contends with new translations and online reading aids.”

—CHLOÉ STARR
Associate Professor of Chinese Christianity and Theology, Yale University Divinity School

ANN CUI’AN PENG is a senior associate with the Global China Center and serves as associate editor for the Biographical Dictionary of Chinese Christianity.

The History of Christian Missions in Guangxi, China
ARTHUR LIN
STUDIES IN CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
978-1-5326-7769-4 | Forthcoming

T he History of Christian Missions in Guangxi, China, describes the fascinating history of Catholic and Protestant missions in bandit-infested Guangxi from the seventeenth century to the present. Included is an overview of Guangxi’s historical context and as well as of its development throughout the twentieth century. Particular attention is given to the missionaries through abundant quotations and several short biographies. Although this is a regional study, readers will gain a much clearer picture of nineteenth- and twentieth-century missions and be spurred on to sacrificially make Christ known in the least reached parts of the world.

ARTHUR LIN teaches undergraduate courses in humanities. He has an interest in the expansion of the gospel among least reached peoples and is an active participant in the global missions movement. He has studied missions and missiology at the doctoral level in the United States and Southeast Asia.

Through the Valley of the Shadow
Australian Women in War-Torn China
LINDA BANKS AND ROBERT BANKS
STUDIES IN CHINESE CHRISTIANITY
978-1-5326-8671-9 | 146 p. | $20

T his compelling collection tells five stories of young Australian women who served in times of armed conflict in early twentieth-century China. These courageous missionaries lived in the midst of pre-Boxer uprisings, the Republican revolution, clashes between regional warlords, Japanese occupation during World War II, and civil war between Nationalists and Communists. In partnership with local people they helped raise the status of women and develop educational, medical, and welfare institutions that exist to this day. Based on thorough research, visits to various sites in China, and including a number of historic photos.

LINDA BANKS has worked as a teacher, university chaplain, and pastor and presently concentrates on writing.

ROBERT BANKS has taught theology and history at universities and seminaries in various countries, and written several award-winning books.
“Resources from Meister Eckhart to March Madness inform Curt Thompson’s exceptional call for individual and communal choices to overcome polarization and the disregard for truth and rule of law now endangering American democracy. He argues concretely and convincing that Kierkegaard’s distinctive analysis of his own era’s moribund conformism can help us ‘resurrect’ democracy and thus ‘trump Trump.’ Thompson’s sophisticated SK primer reminds us how much we can learn from the wisdom of the past.”

—CAROL SCHERSTEN LAHURD
Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago

CURTIS L. THOMPSON is Professor Emeritus of Religion and Inaugural Director of the Dietrich Honors Institute at Thiel College in Greenville, Pennsylvania.

Kierkegaard Trumping Trump
Divinity Resurrecting Democracy
CURTIS L. THOMPSON
978-1-5326-8886-3 | 214 p. | $26

“In Search of Understanding
Reflections on Christian Engagement with Muslims after Four Decades of Encounter
CLINTON BENNETT
978-1-5326-4655-3 | 164 p. | $21

“Clinton Bennett reflects on four decades of engagement with Muslims and Christian-Muslim relations as a missionary, scholar, and interfaith activist. Set in the context of his personal story, chapters discuss a series of critical questions to the Christian-Muslim relationship reprising earlier writing. Bennett asks: can Christians appreciate the prophet Muhammad as a genuine messenger from God or is this theological treason? How might Christians respond to the Muslim claim that Jesus was a prophet and is not God incarnate? Can Christians with integrity regard the Qur’an as a word from God, and is there any possibility of rapprochement on the issue of whether Jesus died on the cross?

CLINTON BENNETT teaches religious studies at State University of New York at New Paltz and has authored, coauthored, edited, and coedited fifteen books.

George Washington’s Religion
The Faith of the First President
STEPHEN J. VICCHIO
978-1-5326-8839-3 | 216 p. | $26

“The category of American civil religion has never been more important to understanding the United States of America. This probing investigation of the religious beliefs of the first president of the United States is thereby essential for any proper understanding of the USA, whether then or now. Vicchio has written a lucid, powerful account of Washington’s varied religious beliefs, and Vicchio’s panoramic perspective will dazzle and appeal to scholars in a variety of fields.”

—MARTIN SHUSTER
Goucher College

“Unlike founders such as Jefferson, Hamilton, and Madison, Washington is known best for his deeds rather than his words and thoughts. Stephen Vicchio remedies this by giving a clear and comprehensive account of Washington’s views on religion. He shows us a man who thought seriously about religion and its relation to politics throughout his life.”

—CHRISTOPHER KELLY
Boston College

STEPHEN J. VICCHIO was a professor of philosophy at the College of Notre Dame in Baltimore.

Sex in the Garden
Consensual Encounters Gone Bad
MICHAEL J. BROYDE AND REUVEN TRAVIS
978-1-5326-8437-1 | 130 p. | $18

“Using the ancient text of Genesis, the authors engage in a dialogue with some of the contemporary challenges of sexual expressions exacerbated by hyper-individualism. Selected biblical narratives guide the reader into thoughtful reflections, challenging the behavioral relativism often directed to sex and sexuality. I commend this book to those seeking a counter-narrative based on a freshly interpreted biblical perspective.”

—GREG DELOACH
McAfee School of Theology of Mercer University

MICHAEL J. BROYDE is a law professor at Emory University in Atlanta who has served in a variety of rabbinic positions throughout the United States.

REUVEN TRAVIS holds a master’s degree in teaching from Mercer University and a master’s in Judaic studies from Spertus College.
Soul-Searching
_The Evolution of Judeo-Christian Thinking on the Soul and the Afterlife_
LUKE JEFFREY JANSSEN
978-1-5326-7981-0 | 258 p. | $31

“For anyone wanting to explore what the Bible actually says about the soul, heaven, and hell, this book is a place to begin. Along the way Dr. Janssen offers balanced discussions about related issues: What is the ontology of our humanity? Which philosophical framework, Cartesian Dualism or monism, best describes reality? How have surrounding cultures shaped the Scriptures? Can science explain consciousness? Janssen challenges us to reconsider the complexities of discerning what we thought we already knew.”
—DAVE SINGER
Gordon-Conwell Theological Seminary

LUKE J. JANSSEN is a professor of medicine at McMaster University (Hamilton, Ontario), with a PhD in medical science (physiology and pharmacology; 1990) and a master’s degree in theological studies (2019).

Journal of Latin American Theology, Volume 14, Number 1
_Christian Reflections from the Latino South_
LINDY SCOTT
978-1-5326-9561-2 | 220 p. | $27

This issue of the _Journal of Latin American Theology_ contains articles from some of the newest members of the FTL who presented papers in local chapters in fulfillment of an essential requirement for active membership in the FTL: the presentation of a written work reflecting original theological thought, rigorous dialogue with other pertinent sources and research instruments, and relevance to Latin American situations. Through this requirement, the FTL provides a strong impetus to practical scholarship and fosters relevant, robust contextual theological reflection. This issue showcases men and women from Colombia, Puerto Rico, Honduras, El Salvador, Uruguay, and Argentina who explore many aspects of church, generosity, identity, art, the prophetic imagination, and liberation.

LINDY SCOTT, editor of the _Journal of Latin American Theology_, is Professor of Spanish and Latin American Studies at Whitworth University in Spokane, Washington.

God’s Beloved Queer
_Identity, Spirituality, and Practice_
ROLF R. NOLASCO JR.
978-1-5326-0676-2 | 140 p. | $19

The book re-centers the conversation back to what I believe anchors our identity and inspires our ways of being, living, and loving. That is, we are all beloved children of the Triune God whose image and likeness we bear—hence, we all are God’s beloved queers primed to flourish in more ways than we can ever dare to imagine for ourselves. I have drawn from a wide range of disciplines—pastoral theology, spirituality, counseling psychology, affective neuroscience, anthropology—to offer a more nuanced description of what it means, as queer folks, to be sacred icons of God like everyone else, offering multifarious windows into the spacious, gratuitous, and transforming love of God. It also explores with penetrating detail the inner psychological and spiritual terrain of our queer lives, along with spiritual practices that will help support our flourishing.

ROLF R. NOLASCO JR. is professor of pastoral theology at Garrett Evangelical Theological Seminary in Evanston, Illinois.

The Life of Peace Apostle
Harcourt Klinefelter
_Globalizing the Dream of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr._
HARCOURT KLINEFELTER
978-1-5326-6501-1 | 212 p. | $26

“This inspiring book tells the remarkable story of Rev. Harky Klinefelter, one of the world’s leading nonviolent educators, who also served as a courageous and dedicated staff member of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, working closely with my father, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The Life of Peace Apostle Harcourt Klinefelter: Globalizing the Dream of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. provides an important contribution to the history of the movement, an invaluable resource for learning about the civil rights movement from an insider perspective and for exploring creative ways to build diverse nonviolent movements for social and economic justice in the future.”
—MARTIN LUTHER KING III

“...It’s true that our best sermon is our life. And the life of Harky Klinefelter is among the best sermons I’ve ever heard.”
—SHANE CLAIBORNE
author and activist

HARCOURT KLINEFELTER, accomplished Christian peacemaker, is a civil and human rights activist, minister, educator/trainer, lecturer, and consultant in the US and Europe. For more than fifty years he has pursued the dream of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., with whom he worked closely.
This collection of essays on John by J. Louis Martyn gathers four additional Johannine essays into a single volume, augmenting the three published earlier in *The Gospel of John in Christian History* (1978). In addition to the essays published in the third edition of History and Theology in the Fourth Gospel (2003), these two volumes preserve for later generations the complete set of Martyn’s published works on John. In a timely way, the publication of this volume follows the 50th anniversary of the publication of History and Theology (1968), which John Ashton regarded as the most important single Johannine monograph since the commentary of Rudolf Bultmann.

J. LOUIS MARTYN served as the Edward Robinson Professor of Biblical Theology at Union Theological Seminary in New York City until his retirement in 1987.

---

*Engaging Ethically in a Strange New World*

A View from Down Under

EDITED BY MICHAEL BRÄUTIGAM AND GILLIAN ASQUITH

AUSTRALIAN COLLEGE OF THEOLOGY MONOGRAPH SERIES

978-1-5326-8803-4 | 166 p. | $21

“Brautigam and Asquith’s edited book speaks thoughtfully through a range of Australian multicultural accents across a vast landscape of issues: from beauty in Edwards, homosexuality in Islam, to assisted dying legislation in Victoria for starters. It unpacks biblical resources from wisdom to Jesus, to a more virtue-based approach. Such rich resources are applied in creative ways, of interest not only for Australians, but for a secular pluralist world.”

—GORDON PREECE
University of Divinity

MICHAEL BRÄUTIGAM studied psychology in Germany (University of Trier) and theology in Scotland (University of Edinburgh). He teaches in both disciplines at Melbourne School of Theology.

GILLIAN ASQUITH serves on the faculty at Melbourne School of Theology, teaching Koine Greek and New Testament.

---

*Greek Pedagogy in Crisis*

A Pedagogical Analysis and Assessment of New Testament Greek in Twenty-First-Century Theological Education

DAVID R. MILLER

978-1-5326-9093-8 | 262 p. | $31

This book analyzes and assesses the current biblical language pedagogy from the vantage point of over thirty prominent professionals in the field of New Testament Greek. Their insight provides some of the first formal data on the usefulness and effectiveness of the Grammar-Translation Method for teaching biblical languages today.

“Possessing both experience as Greek teacher and a doctorate in education, David Miller is uniquely positioned to write this book. This book is not only full of valuable data, it also offers a positive way forward without abandoning those traditional elements that have proven helpful. If you teach Greek, you owe it to your students to read this book.”

—BENJAMIN L. MERKLE
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary

DAVID MILLER earned three degrees in biblical studies before focusing his doctoral work on the educational process of language-learning.

---

*An Infinite God and a Father-Son God*

The Theology of God for a Contemporary World

KENAN OSBORNE OFM

978-1-5326-7111-1 | 204 p. | $25

In this last work, Kenan Osborne addresses the intersection between new scientific insights into the origin of the human species and the growing awareness of a multicultural and multi-religious world with our contemporary understanding of God. After a review of current presentations of Trinitarian theology, he analyzes in detail the biblical record for the names of God and develops a cogent description of the thinking about God in the first six centuries.

KENAN OSBORNE, OFM (1930-2019) was a professor emeritus of the Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, where he taught for forty-three years.
Galatians
Freedom through God’s Grace
PHILLIP J. LONG
978-1-5326-7120-3 | 170 p. | $22

Galatians: Freedom through God’s Grace is commentary for laypeople, Bible teachers, and pastors who want to grasp how the original readers of Galatians would have understood Paul’s letter and how this important ancient letter speaks to Christians living in similar situations in the twenty-first century.

“Engaging with the most recent scholarship, and cognizant of the massive shifts in Pauline studies over the last several decades, Phillip Long has written an accessible, helpfully clear, and very useful introduction to Galatians for students and those wanting some guidance into the complexities of what is probably Paul’s most vigorous and passionate letter.”

—TIMOTHY GOMBIS
Professor of New Testament, Grand Rapids Theological Seminary

PHILLIP J. LONG is Professor of Biblical Studies at Grace Christian University.

A Light to the Centurions
Reading Luke’s Acts in the Empire
ROBERT R. BECK
978-1-5326-5653-8 | 222 p. | $27

In this book, Robert Beck proposes to read Luke-Acts from the perspective of its implied reader. In making this reader a gentle sympathetic to Judaism, like the “God-fearing” centurions inscribed in his text, Luke reverses the empire-critical narrative perspectives of Mark and Matthew. And yet he profoundly challenges imperial cultural values. Luke launches his double narrative with Jesus’ proclamation in the Nazareth synagogue. In lieu of the tradition of Ezra with its safeguarding customs, this programmatic announcement promises a path to the gentiles in the tradition of Third Isaiah, with both its releases and its risks. Luke shows a way for the outsider to enter into the traditions of Israel, and not replace them. This reading regards the full narrative sweep of Luke’s double work. It yields a fresh look at his Gospel, as well as the largely neglected narrative structure of Acts.

ROBERT R. BECK is a priest of the Catholic Archdiocese of Dubuque, Iowa, and a professor emeritus of religious studies at Loras College.

Christian Political Theology in an Age of Discontent
Mediating Scripture, Doctrine, and Political Reality
JONATHAN COLE
978-1-5326-7934-6 | 146 p. | $20

At a moment in which interest in political theology is rising, acceptance of a public role for religion is declining, and cynicism regarding both political and religious institutions is overflowing, this book investigates the possibilities and constraints of a Christian political theology that can meaningfully mediate Scripture, doctrine, and political reality. In critical dialogue with political theologians and political philosophers past and present, we explore the origins, meaning, and purpose of Christian political theology in an age of growing discontent with the once-impregnable liberal democratic order of yesteryear. Approaching politics as both art and science, this book lays a challenge at the feet of political theologians to offer a theological account of politics that is genuinely illuminating of political reality and efficacious for the faithful who seek to operate within it.

JONATHAN COLE is a research fellow of the Centre for Public and Contextual Theology, Charles Sturt University, Canberra, Australia.

Atheism?
A Critical Analysis
STEPHEN E. PARRISH
978-1-5326-7266-8 | 302 p. | $35

“An incredible and well-informed read! Painstakingly researched, cognizant of the wide variety of relevant issues across the scope of this broad topic, and moving easily in and out of the philosophical depths involved here, Steve Parrish has compiled a multifaceted critique that must be reckoned with by naturalists. Highly recommended, indeed!”

—GARY R. HABERMAS
Liberty University

“In this accessible and even-handed work, Stephen Parrish closely compares the answers of atheism and theism to several fundamental questions. Why does the universe exist? Why does it contain consciousness, rational persons, moral values, and evil? Parrish shows that overall, theism, not atheism, provides the most rationally compelling account of the world we live in. Theists and atheists alike should engage this insightful and well-researched book.”

—ANGUS MENUGE
Concordia University Wisconsin

STEPHEN PARRISH is a professor of philosophy at Concordia University Ann Arbor.
1 Corinthians
A Pastoral Commentary
J. AYODEJI ADEWUYA
978-1-5326-7400-6 | 150 p. | $20

1 Corinthians: A Commentary shows how the church in the twenty-first century mirrors the Corinthian Church in many ways. It goes further to show how the church in the present day, particularly its leaders, could benefit from how Paul addressed the situations that the church faced.

“1 Corinthians serves as our most detailed source of information regarding the good, the bad, and ugly in the daily life of early followers of Jesus. For that reason, Paul’s letter to these believers offers us valuable guidance for today’s church. In this commentary, Dr. Ayodeji Adewuya provides a helpful resource for the busy pastor looking for help with sermon preparation on this important letter. At the same time, this book will assist today’s serious Christian wanting to understand Paul’s letter to these Spirit-filled but divided Christians in a deeper way.”

—JAMES MILLER
Asbury Seminary

J. AYODEJI ADEWUYA is professor of New Testament at the Pentecostal Theological Seminary, Cleveland, Tennessee.

Pentecostal Aspects of Early Sixteenth-century Anabaptism
CHARLES HANNON BYRD II
978-1-5326-5474-9 | 316 p. | $37

“Pentecostalism is the most dynamic aspect of modern Christian faith. Byrd’s study is a valuable contribution to grounding it in Christian history, by comparing some of its main characteristics to a similar outpouring of spiritual energy in the Reformation. ‘Anabaptist’ radicalism did not find the same historical conditions for growth that have impelled modern Pentecostalism, but Byrd illuminates both issues in contemporary religion and a vital aspect of Christianity in sixteenth-century Europe.”

—DIARMAD MACCULLOCH
University of Oxford

CHARLES HANNON BYRD II was a third-generation Assembly of God Pentecostal, who served the Chapel Springs Assembly of God Church in Bristow, Virginia, for fifty-two years as deacon and teacher. He earned a Master of Studies in theology at Oxford University in 2008, and his PhD in 2018 from the University of Birmingham, UK.

God in Eisenhower’s Life, Military Career, and Presidency
JERRY BERGMAN
978-1-5326-6067-2 | 226 p. | $27

One of the most important leaders of the last century, Dwight Eisenhower’s position as a five-star general was crucial in achieving a positive outcome in World War II. Today, he is considered one of the most respected US presidents, but the critical role that his religious beliefs played in his life and work is widely ignored. As one historian wrote, Eisenhower was the most religious president in the twentieth century. He was critical in influencing the nation’s enlarged accommodation to faith, specifically the Christian faith.

The central role Eisenhower’s faith played in his life, from growing up in Abilene, Kansas, to becoming the most powerful leader in the world, is thoroughly documented for the first time in this book.

JERRY BERGMAN is a multi-award-winning author whose work has been translated into thirteen language.
The Vision of the Prophet Isaiah
Hope in a War-Weary World
—A Commentary
A. JOSEPH EVERSON
978-1-5326-6748-0 | 302 p. | $36

“Joe Everson’s scholarship and experience as a teacher of Scripture are on display in his new study of the book of Isaiah. This ‘synchronic’ reading, as he describes it, provides reliable historical, theological, and literary perspectives on the full book of Isaiah. This commentary is a clear and accessible guide for Bible students and curious readers alike.”
—SCOTT TUNSETH
General Editor, Fortress Press

“T he strengths of this work are obvious. This is a unified reading of the book of Isaiah that is not uncrirical. Full attention is given to the historical context in the post-exilic era and how the message of the book interacts with that. The interpretive comment is succinct, to the point, and well presented. The integration of a translation and commentary is appealing.”
—PATRICK D. MILLER
Professor Emeritus, Princeton Theological Seminary

A. JOSEPH EVERSON is professor emeritus of religion at California Lutheran University in Thousand Oaks, California.

Recovering Historical Christology for Today’s Church
EDITED BY MARVIN JONES
978-1-5326-5032-1 | 212 p. | $26

“Eight master guides chart a path through the complex and sometimes confusing terrain of early Christological developments. As they navigate from Colossians to Chalcedon, they describe ditches to avoid and significant forks in the road. Throughout the journey, they set their sights upon the final destination of contemporary application. In the end, they lead the reader safely home to a robust Christology for the twenty-first century.”
—PAUL HARTOG
Faith Baptist Theological Seminary

“Christology is the heart and soul of the church. But, as Jones and the other contributors show, the church throughout history has wrestled to articulate the significance of Jesus for our day and ours. Here is an introduction that takes seriously the Scripture, history, and tradition. It demonstrates that the question, ‘Who do you say that I am?’ remains as relevant today as it was in the first century AD.”
—DAVID B. CAPEs
Wheaton College

MARVIN JONES is the assistant professor of theology and church history at Louisiana College.

Theology through Community
Luke’s Portrayal of the Role of the First-Century Community of Believers in Theological Creativity
RICHARD A. PRUITT
978-1-5326-6401-4 | 162 p. | $21

“What role does the community play in theological creativity? In the context of current uncertainties, Pruitt uses Luke-Acts to show that the community can have—must have—a decisive role in theological creativity. With close attention to the text, Pruitt shows that, for Luke, the community functions as a hermeneutical bridge between its testimony of the Spirit’s work and its application of Scripture to a theological problem. This is an important book and should be read by all concerned with theological creativity, particularly in the Pentecostal and charismatic traditions.”
—GRAHAM H. TWELFtree
London School of Theology

RICHARD A. PRUITT is an assistant professor in theology and an academic support specialist at North Central University in Minneapolis.

The Meaning of “Orderly” (kathexes) Account in Luke 1:3
BENJAMIN W. W. FUNG
AFRICANUS MONOGRAPH SERIES
978-1-5326-5113-7 | 312 p. | $36


BENJAMIN WING WO FUNG acquired his PhD from the North-West University in South Africa in 2017 and this book is his PhD thesis.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

FROM WINDOWS BOOKSELLERS:

Longtime friends of Wipf & Stock will know that the press was originally started as a joint venture between Archives bookshop and Windows Booksellers here in Eugene. While the press has grown in ways we could not have imagined back in 1995, the bookshop has continued apace, plugging away in the basement, content with a small cohort of book lovers buying and selling quality scholarly books in religion, biblical studies, philosophy, and widely in the humanities.

In recent years we have had the good fortune to acquire many truly excellent collections of books from some great scholars. Unable to say “no” to great books even when duplicated in our inventory, we have found ourselves with more books than we can handle at our current capacity. This is where you come in.

We are offering a collection of 10,000 religion books, very strong in theology, biblical studies, church history, and commentaries. While we do not have an itemized list of the collection, we will be happy to answer any questions and can provide more pictures on request. 90% of the books are in VG+ condition with most of the hardcovers in dust jackets with mylar covers.

Reasonable offers on this lot will be considered. We are able to handle domestic and international shipping and will be happy to answer any questions about the lot or logistical matters. You may inquire with Adam McInturf by email: adam@theologybooks.com.

If you know of any party who might be interested, whether a new seminary, church library, or upstart bookseller, please feel free to pass this on to them.

ADAM McINTURF
WINDOWS BOOKSELLERS
8900 N. Wall Ave | Portland, OR 97203
(503) 251-5383 | windowsbooksportland.com
http://facebook.com/windowsbookspdx
http://instagram.com/windowspdx

FROM THE ARCHIVES BOOKSHOP:

The Archives Bookshop in Pasadena CA will be sold in 2020. Thanks to all of our many customers who have participated in our service of buying and selling used theology books since 1980. Because I will retire in 2020, I need to find a new home for all these books. If you have an interest in The Archives, its inventory, its shelving and other equipment, please contact me at jswipf@gmail.com.

We would appreciate hearing from you.

All the best,

JOHN WIPF
WIPF and STOCK Publishers has been serving the academic community since 1995 by bringing the classics back into print and through our Custom Reprinting Division.

Our Custom Reprinting Division specializes in short-run book reproduction, fulfilling orders of as few as twenty books. We handle all the details from ordering and acquiring permissions, to book production and shipping your completed order. We usually accomplish this within three to four weeks.

WHAT FORMAT ARE THE BOOKS?
Our books are “perfect-bound” paperbacks (like 90% of the paperbacks produced today), scanned and printed by digital print engines. This method allows us to produce an attractive book quickly and at a reasonable price.

WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO DO?
Almost Nothing!
Simply call us as you would any textbook company. We secure the rights and permissions and print the books. On occasion, we need help securing a clean copy of the original.

IS THERE A MINIMUM ORDER?
For an initial project, we require a minimum order of twenty copies. On occasion, we do lower our minimum if the likelihood of reordering is high or if the book has other sales possibilities. Check with us. There is a minimum order of five copies for reorders.

HOW MUCH DO THE BOOKS COST?
Most of our new customers are surprised to find that our prices are competitive with the cost of other academic titles from traditional publishing houses. Since our pricing depends primarily on page count, we are able to provide a fairly consistent pricing schedule. Pricing is net.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Book Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$8.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>$22.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>$28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional costs may apply when securing a clean copy of the book to be reprinted if the customer is unable to provide a nonreturnable copy. We will replace our customer’s copy with a new reprint upon request. A standard cover template is used for all special project covers and is included in the book price. Custom cover design is billed at $80 an hour and requires a minimum of two hours.

*Requests for custom additions/revisions to an existing text (e.g., adding a new preface or revising the table of contents) will be billed at a rate of $60 an hour, billed in half-hour increments.

HOW MUCH TIME DOES IT TAKE?
Most of the time we can have a project in your hands within three to four weeks. Generally speaking, it will take two weeks or less to secure permission, one week to produce the books, and one week to ship. Occasionally it takes longer to secure permission. In emergency situations, we can often turn a project in a week’s time, though additional shipping charges usually apply.

HOW DO RIGHTS AND PERMISSIONS FEES AFFECT OUR COST?
The one “wild card” is the permission fee that publishers charge. This fee normally ranges from $1 to $7 per copy, depending on the original publisher. This can have substantial impact on the retail price. We can usually let you know at the time of your call if we will be up against a high permission fee.

ARE BOOKS RETURNABLE?
Most Special Project orders are nonreturnable due to the fact that we are printing these books with permission for a one-time use. Because of this, we work closely with Textbook Managers to print based upon course enrollment.

All other books published by Wipf & Stock (and its other divisions) that carry our ISBN are returnable.

GET A FREE QUOTE!
If you have present or future projects in mind, or have questions about our service, please contact:

Attn: Custom Reprinting Coordinator
E-mail: customreprints@wipfandstock.com
Tel. (541) 344-1528
Fax (541) 344-1506